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More capable means bigger trails, 

better adventures, and more places 

to roam. Find your freedom with the

 all-new Fuel EX.
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RIDE. WIDE OPEN.
OPEN FACE BREATHABILITY / FULL FACE PROTECTION

F O X R A C I N G . C O M

P E D A L

F E E L 

D E S C E N D

F L O W

Lightest and most breathable full face helmet Fox has ever created  I  DH certified  I  Fully 

integrated chinbar  I 24 BIG BORE VENTS  I  Open face breathability  I  Full face protection

Once you reach the top, it gives you the confidence to RIDE WIDE OPEN on even the 

toughest descents.



2017 CLOTHING 
& PROTECTION 
OUT NOW 

Watch the 

launch video
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“Go out and have loads of fun, push

yourself harder and further, but try not

to come a cropper in the process!”

GET IN TOUCH!

http://twitter.com/mbukmagazine

mbuk@immediate.co.uk

www.facebook.com/mbukmag

ACROSS LEBANON

Riding across a former war zone,
dodging minefields. Utter
madness or the ultimate trail 
adventure? – page 68

CRANKSETS TESTED

Which of the 15 on test can
cope best with the huge
demands we subject them
to every ride? – page 134

THIS MONTH
EDITOR’S LETTER

ost of us who haven’t ridden for a while – for whatever reason –

will have experienced that sensation of hitting the next ride with

a little more ‘spirit’ than usual. It’s pretty much what makes you

a mountain biker – not ones to ease ourselves in slowly, we tend to

ck full-on from the very start, momentarily forgetting our capabilities.

Which is great and should certainly be celebrated. Until it goes wrong. As

it did for poor Scott Hedges on our letters pages, who, after a decade of

not riding, stacked it in pretty spectacular fashion and gave himself an

incredible list of injuries as long as his slightly mangled arm. Thankfully

he’s now on the road to recovery – read exactly what happened to him

(while wincing and peeping through the gaps in your fingers) on page 40.

Why do I bring this to your attention? Well, as the weather gets better more

of us will be getting out on our bikes, possibly for the first time since the

end of last summer. So sure, go and have loads of fun, push yourself harder

and further, but know how to do it without coming a cropper in the process!

If you’re just coming back to mountain biking after a brief break (welcome

back!) go and have a read of our Get Out & Ride guide free with this issue

for some top advice on how to get the most out of each and every ride. 

Enjoy the trails and stay safe!

DANNY WALTER EDITOR IN CHIEF

MATERIAL WORLD

Is steel, aluminium or carbon
best for mountain bike frames?
Three industry experts give us 
their take – page 77



‘You might have caught some of Joey Gough’s upbeat, no fuss, full of fun

edits on Pinkbike. Joey’s stylish riding, laughter and many fist bumps with

friends are infectious enough to make even a seasoned grump want to put

on their riding shoes and get out for a shred. Joey’s background started in

BMX and trails and at one point, she was on track to race BMX professionally 

with Great Britain’s national team. Racing is not what Joey is all about,

though. She now rides purely for the love of it, and not for the results. She 

also probably goes way bigger than you.’ – Rachelle Boobar, PinkBike

Find Joey on Instagram and Facebook: @MissJoeyGough

Check out the 2017 GT MTB lineup at gtbicycles.com

#SRSLYFUN

# R I D E L I K E A G I R L
RIDE LIKE JOEY GOUGH
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contents

 FEATURES

p18

Rain wreaks havoc in
the Enduro World

Series Podium surprises
at Crankworx Rotorua

Fox’s Proframe enduro
full-face Mike Hall

remembered Big news
for Redhill Extreme

n nn

p27

DH World Cup preview
Sam Flanagan Biggest
wins Post-ride cleaning
kit Winning times with

Team MBUK RockShox’s
2018 kit Steve Behr’s

greatest shots Meet the
man behind Fat Creations

p44

Three of the latest bikes
ridden and rated – the
gearbox-driven Zerode
Taniwha, GT’s Pantera
Expert trail hardtail and
the Rose Granite Chief
2 all-mountain all-dayer

1

p54

Hot new gear – Evil’s The
Calling trail bike,

CamelBak’s Kudu 8
hydration/protection
pack, 100%’s Status

budget full-face helmet
and DMR’s V-Twin

clipless pedals

p40

Your name up in lights.
This month featuring
an e-biker wannabe,
your top Instabangers,
a scary list of injuries
and some great riding
(and jumping) snaps

SEND
it!

&
win!

LEBANON ADVENTURE P68
Dan Milner attempts to ride the
292-mile Lebanon Mountain Trail
and encounters a warm welcome
and some challenging terrain, 
with just a hint of danger.

HIS DARK MATERIALS P77
Steel, aluminium or carbon fibre
– what makes the best bikes? We
investigate the pros and cons of
the different frame materials and
how they affect your ride.

ONE EPIC EVENING P83
An ‘epic’ is something usually
reserved for the weekend. But
what if there was a challenging
ride you could tackle in a few
hours after the daily grind? 

SLOVENIA IN 7 DAYS P88
A whirlwind tour of this great
little country reveals some
magnificent riding, incredible
scenery and a burgeoning 
mountain bike scene.

Wrong turns can be a minefield – literally –

but Lebanon is home to some wonderful

people and challenging terrain – p68

p61

Former junior world
champ Ruaridh

Cunningham has got a
new team and a new ride
for 2017 – we check out

the Scot’s Canyon
Sender CF downhill bike

n
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contents

BIKETEST P120
Entry-level trail bikes – can you get
a decent full-susser for £1,500 or
do brands have to make too many 
component compromises?

WRECKED & RATED p101
Our test team report back on the latest kit,
including the Quarq ShockWiz suspension
tuner and Huck Norris anti-puncture system

SIX OF THE BEST p110
We rate a selection of track pumps, from
£35 to £70, to find out which will fill you with 
inflationary zeal or leave you deflated 

LONG-TERM RIDES p112
The latest on our team bikes – where we’ve
ridden, what we’ve changed on them and 
what we’ve broken this month!

p64

Subscribe to MBUK
and get a Lezyne
Digital Alloy Drive

pump worth £69.99,
plus save 25 per cent

on the cover price!

GROUPTEST p134
We mash 15 single-ring cranksets, from £103
to £600, to sort the best from the rest when
it comes to keeping you spinning smoothly

nnnn
nq

IT’S A SIGN OF THE VIBRANT AND ENGAGING

OVERALL RIDE THAT WE GENERALLY WENT FOR THE

GUNG-HO, NOT TIPTOE, APPROACH –  PAGE 120

p160

It’s a trail centre, but not
as we know it… We pay a
visit to Nant yr Arian in
mid Wales and discover

old-school cross-country
singletrack with a real

‘out there’ feel

p152

We head to the Hebrides
and escape the tourists

for an isolated and
inspiring route on the Isle
of Skye, with a good mix
of fun and tricky terrain
– and awesome views

nn

p150

The answers to all your
technical questions.

How to fit an angled
headset, choosing the
right bar width and our

bluffer’s guide to
tyre tread

Your questions
answered

TIME
Grime 

p143

How to… soar over
step-ups, prepare for a
biking holiday abroad,

learn to brake hard and
late and pin it down
Popty Ping, BikePark

Wales’s new jump trail 
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Officially the longest-
standing member of the

MBUK team – more
adventures from

everyone’s favourite
mountain biking sheep, 

Mint Sauce
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WELCOME
TO THE
JUNGLE

ENDURO 

WORLD SERIES

Torrential rain played havoc at 

the opening round of the Enduro 

World Series in the rainforests 

of Rotorua, New Zealand. A 

deluge during stage 1 left the 

top-seeded riders, who were last 

down the hill, facing a minefield 

of slick roots and muddy ruts. 

Unsurprisingly, it was the early 

starters who topped the results. 

The Kiwis capitalised on their 

familiarity with the conditions 

and bagged themselves the top 

three spots, Wyn Masters taking 

the win, with Matt Walker second 

and Wyn’s brother Eddie third.  

While the big names couldn’t 

recover from time lost early in 

the day, Sam Hill picked up two 

stage wins and Josh ‘Ratboy’ 

Bryceland was another former 

DH champ to make it into the top 

10. By the time you read this, the 

second race in Tazmania will have 

taken place. The door’s been 

blown wide open in the race for

the overall title so we can’t wait

to see how the rest of the season

unfolds! Follow all the action at

www.enduroworldseries.com.
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CHANGING OF THE GUARD
CRANKWORX N.Z.

New Zealand was the epicentre 

of the MTB world this month, 

not only hosting the EWS but 

Crankworx Rotorua too. The 

huge bike fest wrapped up with 

two big showstopper events, the 

slopestyle and downhill, both of 

which saw a new generation of 

riders topping the podium. 

Aussie young gun Jack Moir 

snatched the DH win from his 

countryman ‘Sik Mik’ Hannah, 

who found time to chuck a suicide 

no-hander on the final step-down 

of the newly dried-out course. But 

it was France’s Loïc Bruni who 

notched up all the video hits, after 

coming up short on a huge double 

jump over a pond. In the Air 

Downhill, ‘Queen of Crankworx’ 

Jill Kintner was dethroned by 

Canada’s Vaea Verbeeck, taking 

her first international win. 

The slopestyle never fails 

to blow our minds, as the bar 

is pushed higher every year. It 

was America’s Nicholi Rogatkin 

(pictured) who took first place in 

Rotorua, stomping  his signature 

1,080-degree ‘Twister’ as part of 

a perfect run. Teenagers Torquato 

Testa and Emil Johansson 

rounded out the top three, ahead 

of BMX legend Ryan Nyquist. 

The next stop on the 

Crankworx tour is Les Gets, 

France, from 14-18 June. 
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down to the bare bones for 

maximum air intake too. This 

doesn’t mean Fox have skimped 

on the protection though. The 

Proframe is still downhill certified 

and has a MIPS liner to help 

reduce rotational impact forces. 

Several thicknesses of pads are 

included so you can achieve 

the perfect fit, and the Fidlock 

magnetic buckle makes it a 

doddle to get on and off. We’re big 

fans of the aggressive styling and 

think the graphics look rad!

£215 www.foxracing.com 

n nn

Convertible full-face helmets 

are all the rage for enduro riding, 

but you need to be wearing a 

pack if you want to stash the 

removable chinguard for the 

climbs. Fox have sought to 

overcome that problem with the 

Proframe – a full-face that’s so 

light (725g for the medium) and 

well vented that you should be 

able to leave it on all the time. 

The trail-lid-inspired shell has 

24 vents which, combined with 

air channels in the EPS liner, 

should keep things breezy. The 

chinguard has been slimmed 

ONE LID TO
RULE THEM 
ALL?

FOX PROFRAME HELMET
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LET’S ALL
‘BE MORE 
MIKE’

MIKE HALL

It was with shock and sadness

that we heard the news that Mike

Hall had died after being hit by

a car during the Indian Pacific

Wheel Race in Australia. The

35-year-old ultra-distance racer

inspired many, both with his feats

of endurance – including riding

around the world in 91 days and

18 hours – and his fundraising. He

was a close friend of tester Guy

Kesteven, who had this to say:

“Mike could ride further than

most of us would want to drive

in a day, sleep behind a tree for

two hours and then do it again

for weeks on end, whatever

the weather. He’d come home

looking like a shipwreck victim

and with another record in his 

jersey pocket, wondering what all 

the fuss was about.

“He inspired an incredible

number of people, raised

money for the Newborns

Vietnam charity and set up the

Transcontinental Race to enable

more people to push themselves

to places they never thought

they could go. Perhaps most

importantly, he showed you could

achieve so much without any ego,

just quiet, self-effacing humility

and a big smile. In a world where

‘inspirational’ and ‘legend’ have

become throwaway comments,

Mike was truly both.

“If you want to remember

Mike right, then go ride your bike.

Maybe a bit further than you’re

comfortable going, just to realise

what you can achieve if you

believe you can. In the words of

his friend Bruce Dalton, ‘Be more

Mike’, because the world will be a

better place if we are.”

A JustGiving page has been

set up to help Mike’s family –

www.justgiving.com/crowd 

funding/Mikehall. 
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PEDAL ASS IST MOUNTAIN B IKES

Ride more often. Get more miles. See more new places.

Experience new terrain. Bring more people into the sport. 

Have more fun. Get more of everything that makes 

mountain biking great.

R IDE  FARTHER

P OWERFLY  
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KATY AND 
JAKE
SWOOP IN

REDHILL EXTREME

Redhill Extreme has just been

taken over by World Cup DH racer

Katy Curd and her partner Jake

Ireland, of Sprung Suspension.

We’re long-term fans of the small

Gloucestershire bike park, which

has hosted rounds of the British

4X Series, so we caught up with

Katy to get the full lowdown.

“When we heard Redhill was

going up for sale, it was an

opportunity we couldn’t pass 

up,” she says. “Jake was one of

the first people to start building

there, way back in the day, and

for me it’s always the go-to place

for a fun session on the bike with

a good bunch of people.

“The laidback atmosphere is

what makes it, and we want to

keep that feeling going. We’re

not planning on doing anything

fancy. We’ll build on the existing

trails with a new dual track,

pump track, more dirt jumps,

new 4X features and skills areas,

so there’ll be something for

everyone. This summer is going

to be a good one!”

The opening is planned for

Easter. Keep an eye on the Redhill 

Facebook page for updates.
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SEE THE FULL RANGE:

CROSS COUNTRY / ALL MOUNTAIN / ENDURO / DOWNHILL TYRES

WHETHER YOU’RE HEADING OUT FOR A MILE SMASHING, MARATHON SESSION OR

HITTING LAPS OF THE BIKE PARK, ONZA TYRES HAVE A THREAD TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.

OFF ROAD PERFORMANCE

SVELT 27.5 / 29
USE – XC / TRAIL

WIDTH – 2.25

OPTIONS – C3 120

IBEX 27.5 / 29
USE – TRAIL / ENDURO / DH

WIDTH – 2.25 / 2.4

OPTIONS – FRC / FRC120 / EDC / DHC

CITIUS 26 / 27.5 
USE – DH / ENDURO

WIDTH – 2.4

OPTIONS – DHC / FRC120 / EDC

CANIS 27.5 / 29
USE – XC / TRAIL

WIDTH – 2.0 / 2.25 / 2.85

OPTIONS – C3 / C3 120

AVAILABLE

IN SKINWALL

AVAILABLE

IN SKINWALL

AVAILABLE

IN SKINWALL



THIS MONTH Sam Flanagan, winning margins, post-ride clean-up kit, Team MBUK, new RockShox Pike, Steve Behr, Fat Creations
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IN JUST A few days’ time, the best

downhillers in the world will be lined

up in the start gate, ready to drop

into the 2017 season. The pressure

is palpable. Who’s been putting in

the hard work in the off season and

how are team shake-ups and new

bikes going to affect things? It’s

the first chance the riders have to

show what they’ve got, and a good

result here could set them off on a

winning roll. But all too easily things

can go the other way – take one

risk too many or let nerves take

control and it could spell disaster.

The 2017 World Cup is starting

in the same way the 2016 series

did, in the French Pyrenean

foothills. Although the town of

Lourdes is best known as a site

of Catholic pilgrimage, its race

track is anything but quiet and

contemplative – it’s flat out, rough 

IN AT THE

DEEP END
This year’s DH World Cup
series kicks off on April
30 – and we can’t wait!
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2017 DH World 
Cup calendar

1 29-30 April: 
Lourdes, France
2 3-4 June: Fort 
William, Scotland
3 10-11 June: 
Leogang, Austria
4 1-2 July: 
Vallnord, Andorra
5 5-6 August: 
Mont-Sainte-Anne, 
Canada
6 26-27 August: 
Val di Sole, Italy

2017 DH World 
Championships
9-10 September: 
Cairns, Australia

and has some ‘do or die’ lines. Every 

year the French fans turn out in 

force and the atmosphere come 

race day is electric. It’s a bizarre 

scene – bible bashers rubbing 

shoulders with lairy DH fans and 

the sound of choral music mixing 

with airhorns and chainsaws.

Lourdes is littered with savage 

limestone outcrops – hard enough 

on their own, but lethal once you 

add unsettled spring weather into 

the mix. Rain, rocks and slimy mud 

are a guaranteed recipe for some 

balls-to-the-wall bike riding. This 

is exactly what happened last year, 

when the greasy track claimed 

more than its fair share of victims. 

The 2015 world champ, Loïc Bruni, 

was one big name who fell foul 

of the conditions, less than 30 

seconds away from his first World 

Cup win, leaving the ever-dominant 

Aaron Gwin in the top spot. Will we 

see a repeat performance from the 

American this year?

Making the cut

The UCI (cycle sport’s governing 

body) have made a couple of 

changes to the rules this year, the 

main one being the number of 

riders who qualify. Sixty men 

will make it through to the finals 

at each round, instead of 80. 

This may not sound much of a 

difference, but when you consider 

that only a few seconds separate 

the top 20, a qualifying slip-up 

could spell disaster for a podium 

contender. In the women’s, just 15 

riders will qualify, down from 30. 

The argument is that this will keep 

the level of racing higher and make 

the TV coverage more exciting, but 

it’s not exactly going to encourage 

female participation.

With no new venues on the 

circuit this year, a number of riders 

have voiced concerns about the 

‘bike park’ nature of some tracks 

(Leogang, in particular) putting too 

much emphasis on fitness over  

skill. There have also been 

grumblings about organisers 

mellowing out traditionally gnarly 

tracks like Mont-Sainte-Anne. 

Regardless of your standpoint, one 

thing is for sure – the racing is 

going to be just as heated! You can 

watch the World Cup live and on 

repeat at www.redbull.tv. 

1. Danny Hart (GBR) 
You can bet the Redcar 

Rocket will be going 
balls to the wall in an 
attempt to continue 
his winning streak.

2. Aaron Gwin (USA)
The American is 

hellishly fast, and with 
seemingly no 

weaknesses, he’s not 
going to let his overall 

title slip without a fight.

3. Loïc Bruni (Fr)
So close to the win 

here last year, on home 
ground, before a crash 

in sight of the finish 
line. You know he’ll be 

hungry for revenge.

4. Troy Brosnan (Aus)
Seemingly always the 

bridesmaid, Troy is now 
heading up the Canyon 
team. It’ll be exciting to 

see how he performs 
on his new bike.

5. Santa Cruz 
Syndicate

Never count out the 
ultra-consistent Greg 

Minnaar (ZA), who has 
two new teammates 
this year. Peaty and 
Ratboy have left big 

shoes to fill, but Loris 
Vergier (Fr) and Luca 
Shaw (USA) won’t be 

hanging about.

6. Rachel Atherton
We’ve only named one 
woman here, but that’s 

because she stands 
above the rest. Rachel 
comes into 2017 on an 
unbroken streak of 15 

world-level wins. Fellow 
Brits Tahnée Seagrave 
and Manon Carpenter 

will be two of her 
biggest challengers.

ONES TO WATCH



Adventure is a hot topic right

now, and the mountain bike is a

prime starting point for not just

transport, but transport to little-

known corners of your local trail

centre or even the globe! We’re

fortunate because we can ride in

whatever Mother Nature throws at

us. Take skiing as a comparison –

it’s amazing, but you need a certain

kind of snow, need a good amount

of it, need it to cover all the rocks

and, more than anything, need it

not to all slide on top of you!

The word ‘adventure’ means

different things to different people.

Five years down the line from

discovering ‘epic’ rides like the

Borrowdale Bash and the Lake

District Four Passes, those same

rides now feel a bit tame to me,

with extra ascents needing to

be added on to fulfil my need for

adventure. Start small and hit a lap

of the blue at Gisburn, and the next

thing you know it’ll be two laps of

the red before bivvying up Helvellyn

and then a quick transition into a

first ascent of the Matterhorn! This

weekend, why not head out and

get a bit lost? Before you know it,

you and your bike will be heading

to places where people didn’t even

know bikes like ours existed!

DH winning margin

Pro’s
Life

When most races are won by

milliseconds, getting a big lea

is a big deal. Here are some

wins that stand out for us

SAM 

FLANAGAN

ANNE-CAROLINE 
CHAUSSON KAPRUN 

WORLD CUP 1999, 13.58SECS

1
Rachel Atherton may 
have claimed the title 
of most successful DH 

cer, but the absolute 
mination that French 
gend Anne-Caro had 
er the sport in the ’90s 
nd early 2000s can’t 

e forgotten. She 
won strings of races 
back to back, many 
by a hefty margin.

CHRIS KOVARIK 
FORT WILLIAM WORLD CUP 

2002, 14.02SECS

2 
This was the first year 
that Fort William 
hosted a World Cup 

and the racers were 
treated to some properly 
Scottish conditions – gale 
force winds and rain. But 
this was nothing compared 
to the brute force of the 
Australian, who hammered 
through the rocks to a 
beast of a win.

SAM HILL, 
SCHLADMING WORLD CUP 

2005, 8.17SECS

3 
Schladming was Hill’s 
first World Cup win 
and he did it with real 

style. It marked the start of 
the golden era for the 
Aussie flat pedal destroyer. 
From that point on, DH 
riders around their world 
were seen throwing their 
clips in the bin and trying 
to emulate Sam’s inside- 
corner-drifting style.

DANNY HART, 
CHAMPÉRY WORLD CHAMPS 

2011, 11.69SECS

4 
On a track that was 
so steep and rain- 
soaked it made the 

world’s best look like 
amateurs, Danny pulled 
out huge time gaps at each 
split and found time to 
throw a huge whip before 
crossing the line. In the 
women’s race, Emmeline 
Ragot also won by a 
massive 15.29secs!

Mountain biking is rooted in 
discovery and exploration – 
so get out there!

BIGGEST & 
BADDEST

Adventure doesn’t 
have to mean heading 
overseas – Whiteless 

Pike in the Lakes 
provides suitably  

epic riding

Why not follow  
in Sam’s footsteps 
this weekend and 

take a leap into  
the unknown?
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Want
That!

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT

We’re not gonna lie, we’re pretty 

proud of MBUK’s racing heritage. 

For 18 years, beginning in 1991, we 

had our own race team. During that 

time we sponsored riders who went 

on to be some of the best in the 

world – Steve Peat and Danny Hart 

being two you’ve definitely heard 

of. Every year it was customary 

for us and the new team to jet off 

somewhere sunny for a pre-season 

trip. It allowed the riders to get to 

know each other and get to grips 

with their new bikes, and for us it 

was an excuse to sneak out of the 

office, tan our pasty white skin 

and enjoy a few cheeky beers on 

expenses. We went all over the 

place, the most far-flung destination 

probably being San Francisco, 

where we had a photoshoot in front 

of the Golden Gate Bridge. 

Our 1999 team, shown here, 

featured some of the top names 

in UK downhill at that time – Will 

Longden, Dave Wardell, Jamie 

Tomkins and Helen Mortimer. That 

year’s destination was the Canary 

Islands, and the usual mucking 

around and wild riding ensued, 

slowed down only by the fact that 

nearly everyone got food poisoning 

from a dodgy Italian meal. Between 

bouts of vomiting, we managed to 

bag some killer shots in the lunar 

landscape. The only trouble was 

telling who was who – everyone 

looked so damn ‘factory’ with their 

Fox kit and red Specialized bikes. 

The team had its greatest 

success in 2007, when Marc 

Beaumont (now riding for Madison 

Saracen) won the Vigo World Cup 

in an MBUK jersey. But the squad 

lasted just one more season, 

rebranded as Team BikeRadar. Keen 

to get back to our roots and get 

involved in the UK race scene again, 

we’re sponsoring Elite rider Al Bond 

for 2017, who’ll be riding GT bikes 

with Continental tyres, in Sombrio 

kit and Giro and Bell helmets. Does 

this mean the return of a full-blown 

Team MBUK for 2018? We’re not 

promising anything yet, but watch 

this space!

TRAINING HARD OR 
HARDLY TRAINING?
MBUK’s old team trips were part training camp, part holiday  
in the sun. Maybe we should start another team…

THE MBUK ARCHIVES

1 Packa Shack Camper Shack van awning
There’s no need to bare all in the car park after 

your ride, or change inside a cramped van – this 

awning (also available for cars) provides shelter 

and privacy. Great for making a brew in too! 

£209.99 www.packashack.co.uk

2 Badger sore muscle rub
Soothe aches and pains after a hard day on the 

trails with this organic balm, containing cayenne 

pepper, ginger, rosemary and extra virgin olive 

oil. It’ll keep your skin buttery smooth too.

£8.70 www.badgerbalm.com

3 Swarfega Orange hand wash
After a quick scrub with this wash, which uses 

cornmeal instead of environmentally unfriendly 

poly beads, those grimy paws will look as good 

as new. £4.99 www.swarfega.com

4 Swarfega Heavy Duty hand wipes
Dirty hands? No water? No worries! These wipes 

will get your mitts clean enough to shake hands 

with the Queen! £8.99 www.swarfega.com

5 booicore laundry bag
Chuck your gear in this laundry bag and whack  

it in the wash when you get home. Hey presto! 

Clean kit, without having to resample the mud.

£4.99 www.thebooiecorestore.com

6 Chapeau! N’eau shower gel
This ‘dry’ (no water needed) body wash is handy 

after sweaty rides and has antibacterial agents so 

cuts won’t go gammy. £7.49 www.chapeau.cc

7 booicore dirtbag
With pockets for your phone, shoes and eyewear, 

all behind a water-resistant divider, this bag will 

ensure there’s no cross-contamination from 

soiled kit. £26.99 www.thebooiecorestore.com

8 Muc-Off Athlete Performance Bundle
Been for a big one? Use some of Muc-Off’s 

Amino Recovery Balm, included here, after 

showering. £87 www.muc-off.com

9 Dryrobe Camo changing gown
Get naked without giving passing walkers a heart 

attack with this wind and showerproof changing 

robe. £129.99 www.dryrobe.com

10 Bedfordshire Beard Co Deluxe Gift Set
This’ll keep your face fuzz soft, shiny and clean 

after even the muddiest rides. Treat yourself! 

£49.99 www.bedfordshirebeardco.com

11 Mudhugger kit bag
As well as a big black bag for soiled kit, your cash 

gets you an insulated and waterproof changing 

mat, so there’ll be no soggy socks on the drive 

home! £37.99 www.themudhugger.co.uk

Kit to make the worst bit of mountain biking  

– the post-ride clean-up – less of a chore

Will Longden’s 
flowing locks are 

long gone but he’s 
still on the race 

circuit, managing  
the Madison  

Saracen team
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PRICING

The Pike RCT3 is £825, while
the RCT Remote will set you
back a little more at £940.

Both come in 650b and 29in
versions. There’s also a Pike
RC and RC Remote, though

these are OEM (supplied with
complete bikes) only.

5
DETAILS

Other improvements include
lower-profile adjusters (to

give better down tube
clearance), a choice of Maxle

Ultimate (QR) or Maxle
Stealth (bolted) through-

axles, and air spring/damper
top caps that can be opened
with a cassette tool, rather
than a socket or spanner.

a
volume a

longer-travel Lyrik, th
increase over the old fork
means it’ll sit somewhere

between the two in terms of
feel, with improved

small-bump performance and
better mid-stroke support.

There’s still the option to tune
things further via ‘Bottomless

Token’ volume spacers, and
RockShox have improved the
accuracy of their air pressure

charts for easier set-up.

2
DAMPER

Keeping everything under
control is the updated

Charger 2 damper. This has
a similar three-position

low-speed compression dial
to RockShox’s rear shocks,

with ‘Open’, ‘Pedal’ and ‘Firm’
modes. The ‘Pedal’ setting is

now more usable, and
accessed via the bigger of

the two dials atop the
damper. There’s also a wider
range of adjustment within
the ‘Open’ mode. A remote

lever is now available, which
allows you to switch the fork

into ‘Firm’ mode without
taking your hand off the bar.

3
CHASSIS

The Pike continues to use
35mm stanchions but will

come in the Boost axle width
(15x110mm) only from 2018.
RockShox say this is one of

the factors that’s helped
shed 150g from the weight of

the old fork without
compromising stiffness. It

also means the new Pike has
masses of clearance and will
work with plus-size tyres –
the 650b version will take

27.5x2.8in rubber while you
can fit a 27.5x3.0in tyre into 

the 29er fork.

POSH PADDLE FOR
YOUR POST

RockShox have finally
unveiled a shifter-style
remote for their Reverb

dropper post. If the shape
looks familiar, that’s

because it’s designed to
look like one of SRAM’s

12-speed Eagle gear
shifters and pivots in the

same place, on a cartridge
bearing. The Reverb lever

gets some distinctive
concave shaping on its

paddle though, which cups
the thumb nicely.

Return speed can still be
adjusted externally,

although you’ll now need a
T25 Torx key. RockShox

have bolstered the
hose-to-remote connection
substantially, and SRAM’s

‘Bleeding Edge’ technology
cuts down on faff when you
do need to give the system
a bleed (which RockShox
claim should only be once
a year). The new remote
only adds a claimed 21g
over the old button. It’s

available now as an
upgrade kit for £90 and will

come on new Reverb
Stealth posts for £375.

CATCH OF THE DAY!
With the launch of the burlier Lyrik, RockShox’s Pike was no longer the

big fish in the pond – but a total redesign for 2018 puts it firmly back on 

the hardcore trail fork menu. Here are the five big changes…

NEW FOR 2018



Introducing the

A fast rolling package that embraces

compatability, this bike encourages you

to get outside and find adventure. With
the Tarn collection starting at £1199 visit
genesisbikes.co.uk for more information
and fi nd your perfect riding companion.
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steve behr

the sto
ries be

hind so
me 

famous nam
es' favo

urite s
hots

Steve Behr has been shooting for MBUK 

since the very beginning of the mag. You’ll 

know his pictures – and his face too, if 

you’ve ever watched the seminal 1994 

bike video Dirt. When he’s not snapping or 

surfing, you’ll find him out riding the trails 

of Swinley Forest or the roads around his 

Berkshire home. This mild-mannered South 

African has shot some of the biggest names 

in mountain biking and he’s our go-to man 

for tricky shoots – even if it’s pouring it down 

in a dark wood and he’s got so much mud in 

his eyes that he can’t make it back down the 

hill, he’ll still get the goods!

2
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“THE LOCAL THOUGHT HE’D BE SHOWING 

US HIS XC TRAILS, ONLY TO DISCOVER WE 

WANTED TO DO STUFF LIKE THIS INSTEAD. 

OR BLOW UP HIS WOODBURNING STOVE”

1
gone but not forgotten

 In the early days there were two 
exceptionally talented Team MBUK riders 
who dominated the mag’s pages – Dave 
Hemming and Jason McRoy. I did a lot of 
shoots with Dave, a genius on a bike and 
the consummate showman. It’s too hard 
to choose just one of him, so I’ve gone for 
my favourite JMC image, taken during the 
filming of the Dirt video. He had the look 
just perfect, the Specialized hardtail and 
the national champ’s jersey.  There’s just 
something about this shot – the movement, 
Jason’s position and the simplicity of the 
colours – that makes it work for me. 

2
Double trouble

The next pair of great riders who were 
regulars on the cover of MBUK were Rob 
Warner and Steve Peat. This one is as 
close as I have to both of them in action. 
It was shot on a winter visit to Spain – one 
of those trips where we’d be put up by an 
unsuspecting local who thought he’d be 
showing us his favourite XC trails, only to 
discover that we wanted to do stuff like 
this instead. Or blow up his woodburning 
stove with an aerosol can. I can’t remember 
whether it was Peaty or Warner who did 
that, but it wasn’t pretty!  

3
WArner slips up

I couldn’t resist including this one of Rob 
Warner. We were shooting a feature on this 
sand dune in Spain, kind of like jumping into 
water but on sand instead. The riders had 
been doing all kinds of aerial manoeuvres, 
ditching their bike and landing feet first in 
the sand. Warner reshaped the take-off, 
announcing “now it’s really dangerous!”, 
and then took a longer run-up. He rode flat 
out and discovered, mid take-off, that his 
stem wasn’t tight. The result? Several flips 
and a visit to the hospital. I grabbed this 
shot while he was on the way down and the 
bike was still on the way up.

4
Island hopping

What we called ‘tricks and stunts’ formed 
a big part of what we did in the Nineties 
and early Noughties in MBUK. I shot loads 
of features with Martyn Ashton and Martin 
Hawyes, and with Hans Rey when I visited 
California. Again, it’s so difficult to pick one 
shot to represent my many favourites of 
those guys. Martyn gets the nod here with 
a scenic trials pic. The bottom of the photo 
looks like a mirror image or reflection, 
which is kind of strange. And the red shirt 
pops against the blue sky. It was shot in a 
quarry in Somerset! 

5 Ultimate outtake

This is probably my favourite shot from 
an MBUK shoot that didn’t actually make it 
into the final magazine feature, which was 
a profile of Jill Kintner. We hiked up to this 
spot in Switzerland to shoot this wallride. 
Bryn Atkinson was with us too, so they both 
rode it. My shot of Jill ran in the feature, but 
because Bryn wasn’t part of the story, this 
one didn’t. The steep cliffs and waterfalls 
give it drama. There was a decent run-in 
and run-out so they could get high up 
on the rock. The light wasn’t great so we 
popped a bit of flash in, which lifts it.

4

1

3

5
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Fat Creations have created custom paintjob

for some of the biggest names in mountain

biking, from Steve Peat to Aaron Gwin. But

more importantly, the business has given

founder Alistair McLean new hope after heart 

problems left him unable to ride his bike.

Ali’s passion for mountain biking was

ignited in the late 1980s, when he won his

first XC race at Eastway in London. He was

soon making good money racing and testing

components for USE. “In ’93 I was second to

the late, great Jason McRoy in DH and was

still racing XC and finishing in the top 10,” he

reminisces. “Those were the days!” When

he started to drop down the rankings, Ali

switched his attention to motocross, moto

enduro and, later, Ironman triathlons. He left

USE in 2000 and started up Fat Creations,

having first picked up an airbrush while

recovering from a broken collarbone. The aim

wasn’t to make his fortune, but to pay the

bills by painting the odd helmet or motorbike

while he lived life to the fullest.

By 2013, the biking bug had bitten Ali again

and he started entering road, time trial, XC,

enduro and DH races, and getting some good

results. But then came a devastating blow.

“My heart went into a sudden arrhythmia and

I had to be shocked with a defibrillator to get

it beating again,” he says. “I had an operation

to remove scar tissue from my heart in the

hope of fixing the issue but it was a disaster.

It made me so much worse – really unstable 

and unable to elevate my heart rate at all.”

Even after two further operations, Ali was still

unable to train and race. “I ride an e-bike now,”

he says. “It’s my lifeline. It’s not the same, but

I can get out on the hills and watch others

having fun doing the sport I’ve loved all my life.”

It was during this traumatic period that Ali

decided to go full time with Fat Creations.

“After having everything except my family

taken away from me because of my ill health,

it was one of the most important things left,”

he says. “I ploughed every waking moment

into it, because I craved that feeling of being

the best at something, or close to it, that I

used to get from racing my bike. It was my

rock, my saviour – and in 2013 it exploded.

Bikes I’d painted won awards at the Bespoked

show and the snowball just kept rolling. I

have plenty of friends from my racing days

who are now in the industry. So I’ve ended

up painting bikes for Cannondale and Steve

Peat, bars for Renthal (most famously, Aaron

Gwin and Troy Brosnan’s) and lids for Danny

Hart and Tahnée Seagrave.”

Fat Creations is now a full-time venture

for Ali, who’s got two people helping him –

Bex (his long-suffering other half), who

works making stencils, designing, prepping

and airbrushing, and his friend Joel, who

does three days a week. If you’re after your

own Fat Creations painted bike, there’s a

waiting time of six to eight months – but  

it’ll be worth it.

Profile
Founded 2000

Key personnel Alistair McLean (founder), Bex Booth
(general assistant), Joel Fearick (part-time assistant)

First product Custom-painted motorcycle helmet
featuring Tigger from Winnie the Pooh

Latest product A sparkly dark blue paintjob with orange-
to-pink fade details (doesn’t sound like it should work, 

but it really does!) on a Sarto road frame

Meet the
maker

FAT CREATIONS 

Fat Creations is now a full-time venture for

Ali, who says he works 10-hour days, seven

days a week, more frequently than not 

Bell and WD-40 got Ali to spray up this lid

as a thank-you present for Danny Hart after 

he won the 2016 World Champs

Ali McLean’s gone from chasing
podiums to creating custom

paintjobs for the world’s best racers 
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Bex, Ali’s other

half, may be

“long-suffering”,

but at least

she’s got this

sweet pink and

green GT Force

with exclusive

‘team green’

Hope bits

Ali painted Steve Peat’s last

three World Cup bikes –

“We go back a long time, to

racing XC in the early ’90s”

LIFE IN THE
FAT LANE 

1
Hardest job
Painting Steve Peat’s

tweed frame for the 2016
Fort William World Cup
was seriously difficult.
As was turning a Wiggle
competition winner’s
design into reality –
“don’t let a kid design a
bike if you have to paint 
it!” advises Ali.

2
Best job
Ali was stoked to be

asked to paint Peaty’s
last ever World Cup bike.
“He sent us a picture of a
Spitfire and his kit, which
Nick at Royal had done,
and said, ‘Make it look like
that!’ I added a few little
touches just for Steve. He
wasn’t expecting them
and was so happy with 
that one.”

3
Most fun job
“When a customer says

‘do what you want’ it really
makes me smile,” says Ali.
“I have so many ideas and
things that I want to try
that when I’ve got carte
blanche to get creative, I
feel like a dog that’s been 
let off its leash!”

HOW TO PAINT A CARBON BIKE 
THE FAT CREATIONS WAY

Mask the critical
areas first, then
prime the frame in
black or white (or
paint it with 2K sealer
if you want a bare
finish). Flatten it back
(remove the gloss)
with fine wet and dry
sandpaper, then
remask the critical
areas. Spray on the
colour wanted for the
logos and details.
Apply any stencils
and related masking,
then hit it with the
second colour. Repeat
as many times as you
have different colours,
then remove all the
stencils (Peaty’s
Spitfire bike had
1,800 of them!),
because they can
leave a sticky residue

if left on too long.
Clean the frame and
touch up any
damaged areas. Give
it the first lacquer.
Twenty-four hours
later, remove all the
masking and flatten it
back again until it’s
smooth to the touch.
Touch up any
imperfections, then
remask any critical
areas and add the
final coats of lacquer.
Another 24 hours
later, flatten it back
with 2,000-grit wet
and dry sandpaper,
then polish it with a
buffing wheel for a
glass finish. This
whole process can
take up to 45 hours
for the most
intricate designs.

Sharing the podium with the

legendary JMC – an honour!

A custom-painted Santa Cruz

for X Games star Liam Doran

Ali’s own e-fatbike

is pretty wild-looking!
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YOUR MAIL, PHOTOS, IDEAS AND RANTS

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

ELECTRIC AVENUE
Having returned to mountain biking

after a 14-year spell of road cycling,

I’m stunned by the advances in

technology. The last MTB I had was a

GT LTS. I swapped the stock RockShox 

fork for an awesome Marzocchi

Bomber – I can’t recall how much

bounce it had but I do know it was

very orange and very heavy! Braking

was gamely attempted by V-brakes.

By today’s standards it was primitive,

but it felt like the dog’s bollocks.

Coming back to the sport two years

ago, I was – and still am – lost. Wheels

have got bigger and then bigger still,

and tyres have bloated and then

ballooned. There’s the Boost standard

and dropper posts (seriously, how did

I get by without one?), through-axles

and 1x12. Angles have slackened,

bottom brackets dropped and bars

extended. Brakes stop you. And where 

have all the bar-ends gone?!

And then there’s the relentless

advance of e-bikes. I love reading

about them, because I know one day

I’ll buy one. I’m not waiting for the

price to come down or the technology

to improve, I’m waiting till I really need

one – when getting to the top is just

too much, no matter how much fun 

and
win!

Is this a Gorillas in the Mist remake

or just the guys from Midlothian

Cycling Club riding at Dunkeld?

Cheers to Simon Davies for the shot

WINNER!

STAR LETTER

Milan Machacek, who won our

WD-40 World Champs competition

last year, sends it over his dad,

Vladan – not bad for a 10-year-old!

WIN
ALL

THIS!

SHOT OF

THE MONTHTHAT’S

GOTTA HURT

I N A S S O C I A T I O N W I T H

Lezyne
Enhanced
Super GPS

worth
£129.99

Lezyne Digital
Pressure
Overdrive

pump worth
£139.99

WINS...
WINS...

DMR V-Twin
clipless
pedals
worth

£129.99

STAR

LETTER
WINS...

the going down bit is. This isn’t as

far in the future as I’d like, because

I’ve settled well and truly into the

second half of my life.

I’ve read the argument that E

equals cheating. Presumably this

is put forward by mile-munching

weight weenies, not those using the

uplift service or taking shortcuts

because they want to miss out an

additional bike length of climbing.

Everyone I’ve seen on an e-bike has

looked like they’re having a fine old

time. I imagine how many more runs

I could squeeze in if only I went E.

But I won’t be trying one out in

the near future, for I know that if I

do, I’ll want one now. Besides being 

a bundle of fun, mountain biking

is keeping me fit(ish) – something

you stop taking for granted when

maintaining fitness rather than any

improvement is the best you can

hope for. So I’ll carry on reading

about e-bikes like a child dreaming of

owning a car when they’re older. One 

day I’ll have one, but not just yet!

Mike Merrell, via email

We like your attitude, Mike. The way

we see it, it’s a win/win situation.

Keep riding a regular bike and you’ll

stay fit. Let it slide a bit and your

waistline will balloon just as much as

our tyres have, then you’ll have the

excuse you need to get an e-bike! 
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Scott Hedges did a proper job

recently.“After a decade of not

riding, I went out full of gusto,

with no pads and a beanie for

a helmet. All I remember is

trying to catch a friend, then a

bumpy Land Rover ride down

the hill to the ambulance.

Turns out I crashed, proper.

Should have worn a blooming

helmet! It didn’t stop me

though – I’ve got a full-susser

now and am loving it. And I 

have a helmet.”

WINNER!

SHOT OF

THE MONTH

WINNER!

THAT’S

GOTTA HURT

Jack Tricklebank took this great shot of his

mate Kieran Kenney shredding on his new

Orange Five. Looks like he’s got his riding dialled

– not so sure about his facial expression!

Winter seems like a distant

memory now, but Kenny

Henderson sent us this pic of

him and some good mates riding

Scott’s injuries

� Star-fracture to forehead

(hole the size of a 10p coin,

which showed off his skull)

� Three orbital fractures

of left eye

� Perforated brain sack,

bruised front and rear

hemispheres, damage

to brain stem

� Sliced left ear nearly cleanly

off (just 20mm still attached)

� Fractured left wrist

� Broke left elbow

� Fractured left shoulder

� Broke two ribs

Steven Murray sent us this gorgeous pic of his

pride and joy on top of Kinnoull Hill in Perth

Sam Algar takes to the air,

jumping three of his mates. His

dad Mark captured the moment

@jwl91_mtb needed to go for

a quick whip round his local loop

to burn off his hangover!

@ryannewton85 had a stonking day

with his crew and got this banger

@danjwoolf’s trail dog Billie

loves the evening trail ride/run

“Feet up and trust in your bike,” says

@bornonthetrails. Good advice!

WHAT YOU COULD WIN…

Tag your Instagram pics with

#mbukletters. We’ll pick four

each issue and the best one

will win a set of CrankBrothers

Stamp pedals worth £129.99,

courtesy of www.crankbrothers.com.

Usual T&Cs apply.

WINNER!

INSTA-BANGERS

INSTAGRAM.COM/MBUKMAGAZINE
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S T R A I G H T  O U T  O F  T H E  B O X  A N D  O N T O  T H E  T R A I L S

Kiwi company Zerode have been

making gearbox-driven DH bikes for a 

while but the Taniwha is designed for 

tackling the whole hill. It’s a sweetly 

designed package with a stunning 

suspension action but the Pinion box 

has definite pros and cons.

The frame 

Without the gearbox, the Taniwha is 

a very clean example of a 

contemporary carbon trail/enduro 

chassis, and weighs a reasonable 

2,700g (large). The head angle is a 

slack 65 degrees, gear and dropper 

cables are routed through the down 

tube, and there’s room for a bottle. 

Reach is average rather than 

advantageous on the large, at 

445mm, but it jumps up to 475mm 

on the XL if you don’t mind more 

awkward straddling and a shorter 

dropper shaft. Seatstay, rather than 

chainstay, pivots mean that the 

suspension traces a simple swingarm

arc through its 160mm of rear wheel 

travel, with a hanging linkage driving 

the Fox Float X shock. While it’s 

142mm wide, not 148mm Boost, the 

single-cog rear hub allows a wider 

spoke stance for a stiffer back wheel.

The kit

The standard £5,799 Taniwha comes

with a RockShox Pike fork but our 

sample was running a £400 Fox 36 

RC2 upgrade. A super-wide Burgtec 

cockpit, mid-width WTB rims and 

Maxxis tyres, high-control SRAM 

brakes and a KS dropper complete 

the build. Of course, the big news 

with the Taniwha is the Pinion P1:12 

gearbox bolted onto its belly. 

With a 600 per cent range spread 

in equal 17.7 per cent steps, it offers 

more even gear spacing and an even 

wider range than SRAM’s 1x12 Eagle 

drivetrains (500%). While £6,199 is a 

ton of money, a Santa Cruz Nomad 

CC with X01 Eagle and a Fox 36 

would cost just £100 less, and you’d 

soon save that on spares and lube. 

That’s because the gearbox is fully 

sealed (apart from the twin cable 

entry housing) and maintenance free, 

1

ZERODE TANIWHA

Frame Carbon fibre, 
160mm (6.3in) travel
Fork Fox 36 Float RC2 
Factory, 160mm 
(6.3in) travel
Shock Fox Float X
Drivetrain Pinion 
P1.12 gearbox and 
forged cranks (1x12)
Wheelset WTB 
Frequency Team i25 
rims on Hope Pro 4 (f) 
and Zerode (r) hubs, 
Maxxis Minion DHF 
EXO TR 3C (f) and EXO 
TR (r) 27.5x2.3in tyres
Brakes SRAM Guide 
RSC, 180mm rotors
Bar/stem Burgtec 
RideWide Carbon 
Enduro, 800mm/
Burgtec Enduro, 50mm
Seatpost/saddle KS 
Lev Integra 150mm 
dropper with 
Southpaw lever/WTB 
Volt Race
Weight 15.32kg 
(33.8lb), large size 
without pedals

SPEC

£6,199 Pinion gearbox creates a proper pinner (but grindy pedaller) 
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THE PLANTED, STABLE FEEL MATCHES 

MOST SUPER-STRETCHED BIKES, BUT 

THE TANIWHA STILL FEELS AGILE AND 

CHUCKABLE ON THE TRAIL 
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apart from a 60ml oil change every

10,000km and chain lubing. Aside

from the chain tensioner behind the

cranks, there’s nothing to smash off

or get a stick stuck into, and with no

sideways shifting, you can use the

toughest chain you can find.

While Pinion’s claimed 2,350g

weight for the gearbox makes it

nearly 1,400g heavier than X01

Eagle it’s not a straight comparison.

That’s because the Pinion weight is 

in the best possible place – low and

centred in the frame, with minimal

unsprung weight at the rear wheel.

Both rear pivots are also constantly

in line with the chain to remove any 

noticeable pedal-pull effect.

The ride

The result is an immediate realisation

of just how good suspension can feel.

Initial sensitivity is potentially ultra-

supple (depending on how much

low-speed compression damping

you run), with incredibly accurate,

immediate response to any input.

This means the rear wheel is glued to

the ground for immaculate traction,

whether braking, cornering, climbing

or sprinting through rock and root

chatter, but it silently swallows drops

and high-speed slaps without trace.

All that centred weight gives a

planted, stable feel that matches

most super-stretched bikes, but the

Taniwha still feels agile and

chuckable on the trail. Cue every 

descent feeling like Aaron Gwin’s

legendary chainless World Cup win,

but with the ability to change through

any number of gears when coasting

so you can charge out of every turn.

The downside is that it certainly

doesn’t feel like you’re pedalling

fresh air. While the multi-cog friction

is a murmur when cruising, if you

start cranking hard it’s a proper

leg-emptying coffee grinder. The

twist shifter only cooperates if you

back off the torque, too, and having

to hesitate on technical climbs will

be a deal breaker for anyone who

cares about charging back up, not 

just down. GUY KESTEVEN

www.stif.co.uk

Stable yet playful with next-level grip and

suspension but shifting and grinding drive issues

Pinion’s gearbox offers a

wider range than SRAM

Eagle but friction is an issue

The low-maintenance Taniwha sounds like

a dream for UK riding – and it’s got the ride 

to match, on the descents at least

1

H I G H S

Ultra-sensitive
suspension
action and

centred mass
make for

outstanding
descending

L O W S

High weight,
hesitant shifting

and pedalling
drag make

climbing a chore
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GT’s Pantera uses plus-size tyres

to amp up the float and fun.

While the narrow handlebar and

weak brakes can be replaced, the

American brand have missed a trick

by not providing internal routing for 

a future dropper post upgrade.

The frame

There’s a lot to like about the Pantera

frame. The front end is low so the

2.8in tyres don’t raise the bar too

high (as long as you remove the

generous stack of stem spacers), and

the 455mm reach on the large size

gives plenty of breathing space and

decent stability in the mainframe.

With a 440mm back end to give

plenty of room around the big rear

tyre, the GT is naturally grounded and

grippy rather than a manualling

maniac. The 68.5-degree head angle

is designed to keep the steering keen

despite the extra tyre bulk, rather

than throwing the front wheel way

ahead for maximum aggro attitude.

The versatile nature of the

Pantera is underlined by its full set of 

rear rack mounts. Its Shimano

shifting is kept sharp by a direct-

mount rear mech at the end of 

completely sealed cables that are

bolt-clamped under the down tube

for easy switching. While hot-and-

hard speed fiends will be pleased to

see two sets of bottle cage bosses,

we think riders attracted to the

added grip and flow of plus bikes

would much rather be able to fit an

internally routed dropper post, but

with no cable/hose exit point that’s

not an option. (You could still fit an 

external dropper, though.)

The kit

GT’s decision to spec a RockShox

Revelation fork, not the Yari we see

on a lot of bikes in this category,

makes sense, because it’s lighter

and still stiff enough to handle

120mm of travel on a responsive

rather than radical hardtail. The FSA

cranks get a smaller than average

chainring to offset the larger tyre

diameter but the 2.8in Schwalbe

Rocket Ron rubber is fast-rolling

anyway. We’d prefer a bigger bar for

‘power steering’ control, and the

cheap, wooden-feeling Shimano

brakes would definitely benefit from

a larger front rotor, if not a complete 

upgrade to something more

powerful and communicative.

The ride

If it sounds like we’re being slightly

harsh at a price point where things

are rarely perfect, it’s because the 

basic ride of the Pantera is excellent

and it deserves to fulfil its potential.

The tyres blow up nice and fat and

floated on the 40mm rims, and while

the ‘Performance’ rubber compound

is super-slippery in the wet, they roll

very quickly, especially on the kind

of rooty, rubbly and rippled terrain

that makes up most natural trails.

GT’s ‘Triple Triangle’ frame design

underlines that, with a similarly

smooth but swift character that

loves to be raced between the trees

and doesn’t mind an extended climb 

or the occasional drop either.

With a 740/750mm bar and

shorter stem swapped in, the

Pantera feels on point for steep,

techy climbing or swift dispatch of

swerving singletrack to make the

most of that plus tyre float and

speed sustain. It definitely needs at

least a bigger brake rotor for

confident descending though, and

we lost count of the number of times

we waved our thumb hopefully at

where we wanted a remote dropper 

post lever to be. GUY KESTEVEN

www.gtbicycles.com

Frame Hydroformed
6061-T6 aluminium
Fork RockShox
Revelation RL, 120mm
(4.7in) travel
Drivetrain Shimano
SLX with FSA Comet
cranks, Shimano
Deore XT rear mech,
SunRace CSMS8
cassette and
e*thirteen TRSr
chain guide (1x11)
Wheelset All Terra
DB-X40 rims on All
Terra Boost hubs,
Schwalbe Rocket Ron 
Performance
27.5x2.8in tyres
Brakes Shimano
M365, 160mm rotors
Bar/stem All Terra,
710mm/All Terra,
70mm
Seatpost/saddle All 
Terra rigid/WTB
Silverado
Weight 13.16kg
(29.01lb), large size 
without pedals

Enjoyable XC/trail hardtail that needs a bigger bar,

better brakes and internal dropper compatibility

1

The Pantera has a great

ride but it’s crying out

for some kit upgrades

An e*thirteen upper

guide provides some

extra chain security

SPECGT PANTERA EXPERT

£1,399.99 Smooth, lively ride

with frame and kit frustrations
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Bikes from German direct sales

brand Rose aren’t a regular sight

on UK trails, but with machines

that rip as hard as the Granite Chief

available for less than £3,000, all

that could be about to change.

The frame

The aluminium frame cuts a

distinctive shape, with its curved top

tube and tight rear triangle. While

the 66.6-degree head angle is fairly

conservative for a 150mm-travel

bike, there’s a decent 456mm reach

on the large size and the chainstays

are a compact 431mm. The

74.9-degree seat angle puts you in a

reasonable pedalling position for

all-day missions into the mountains.

Small Allen key clamps that hold the

internally routed cables in place and

stop them rattling are a nice touch.

The kit

All Rose bikes can be customised via

their online ‘configurator’. We took

the Granite Chief 2 as the base for

our build but upgraded the rear

shock and tyres, and swapped the

double crankset for some single-ring

Race Face cranks and an e*thirteen 

chain guide. The Shimano XT

transmission delivered precise gear

changes on the whole, but we did

find that the chain would sometimes

stick on the largest sprocket.

Magura’s MT5 brakes offer plenty

of power and modulation, but the

stock pads only lasted for two days

of wet riding. The 30mm internal

width of the DT Swiss M 1700 Spline

TWO wheels provided a supportive

platform for our upgraded Maxxis

High Roller II tyres. We dented the

rear rim on our second ride but were

able to bend it back and the wheels 

were otherwise problem free.

The ride

On the way up the hill, the Rose gets

on with things without fuss. It pedals

well for a 150mm bike and we rarely

needed to flick the lever on the Fox

DPS shock. Our 5ft 10in tester had

plenty of room to breathe and a

comfy, fairly upright seated position.

Pointed downhill, the Granite Chief

has a lively yet planted feel that gives

you plenty of options on line choice

and riding style. You can plough

through sections, making it do the

work for you, or apply a bit more

body language to pump and skip

along the trail. Run with 25 per cent

sag, the rear shock offered enough

support to pump trail features for

speed while still feeling supple at the

beginning of the stroke. The Horst 

Link back end never seemed to get

hooked up in holes or on square

edges, so the bike carries speed well.

We had to add a Bottomless

Token to the Pike fork to improve its

mid-stroke support but once that

was in place, the grip and control

was excellent. It worked well with the

Fox shock, creating a balanced ride

across all but the steepest terrain.

This was especially apparent when

setting up for and tipping into

corners, where being positioned

nicely between the wheels made it

easy to weight the front end,

boosting traction and confidence.

The only time the Rose felt out of

its depth was on very steep trails,

where the head angle felt a little too

upright. Some offset bushings or an

angled headset would be a good

investment if you ride this sort of

terrain regularly.

While it’s good to see an 800mm

bar specced as standard, the 35mm

clamp Race Face Atlas bar/stem

combo is very stiff and felt harsh on

rocky hardpack trails. BEN PLENGE

www.rosebikes.com

Frame 7005
aluminium, 150mm
(5.9in) travel
Fork RockShox Pike
RC Solo Air Boost,
150mm (5.9in) travel
Shock Fox Float DPS
Factory Elite
Drivetrain Shimano
Deore XT with Race
Face Turbine cranks
and e*thirteen TRS+
chain guide (1x11)
Wheelset DT Swiss M
1700 Spline TWO
wheels, Maxxis High
Roller II 27.5x2.3in
tyres
Brakes Magura MT5
Bar/stem Race Face
Turbine, 800mm/Race
Face Turbine, 55mm
Seatpost/saddle
RockShox Reverb
Stealth 150mm
dropper/SDG Circuit
Weight 13.9kg
(30.58lb), large size
without pedals  

A lively and capable ride at a great price and 

with a customisable spec

1

Rose’s direct-sales approach

means you get a decent frame 

and spec for a good price

We added volume spacers to the

Pike fork for more middle and

end-stroke support – an easy job

SPECROSE GRANITE CHIEF 2 

£2,872* Perfect for popping

your all-mountain cherry?

* Price includes upgrades. Stock bike is £2,661,31 including shipping.
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These are the first clipless pedals from UK-based 

DMR. They use a similar spring-loaded mechanism to 

Shimano’s SPD pedals, the big difference being that 

the surrounding cage can be configured in different 

ways via removable nylon blocks, metal spacers and 

screw-in pins. The idea is that you can adjust the 

height of the platform and the amount of grip on offer, 

giving you a pedal that’s perfectly suited to your 

preferences. You should be able to find a set that suits 

your bike too, because the V-Twins are available in a 

range of anodised colours. The only downside we can 

see so far is that, weighing 550g a pair, they’re a little 

on the chunky side.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

£129.99 One of our favourite flat-pedal 
makers clips in 

DMR V-TWIN 

CLIPLESS PEDALS

£3,199 (frame & shock) Hear evil,
see evil, speak evil, ride Evil

EVIL THE CALLING

Evil describe their latest bike as the 

“delinquent little brother” of The Following, 

and it clearly follows in the footsteps of 

their rapid-and-rowdy trail 29er, just with 

smaller 650b wheels and 10mm more travel 

(130mm). Like all of Evil’s full-sussers, The 

Calling is designed around the Delta Link 

suspension system designed by Dave 

Weagle, in this case tweaked to work with a 

trunnion-mounted RockShox Super Deluxe 

shock. The build consists of an array of 

top-spec SRAM parts, including a Pike 

RCT3 fork, 12-speed X0 Eagle drivetrain 

and Guide RSC brakes. E*thirteen TRSr 

carbon wheels are a nice match for the 

svelte composite frame, which comes in 

two well-named colours – ‘angry dolphin’ 

(shown here) and ‘muddy waters’. Despite 

its rowdy intentions, our medium test bike 

clocks in at an impressive 13.05kg (28.77lb).

www.silverfish-uk.com
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CamelBak’s Kudu range is designed for

aggressive riders who not only want hydration and

kit-carrying capability but protection as well. This

is the slimmest pack, designed for shorter rides

and races that require fewer supplies. Despite only

offering 5l of storage, it’s packed with features,

including a CE-certified back protector, 3l Crux

reservoir, helmet carrier, external straps for

armour, waistband pockets, an internal tool wrap

and a pack-away rain cover. If fluoro colours

aren’t your thing, it also comes in a more subtle 

‘black/laser orange’.

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

£139.99 A pack that’s got your back when 
you’re charging the descents

CAMELBAK KUDU 8

HYDRATION PACK
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Gone are the days when cash-conscious

riders looking for extra protection had to

strap on ill-fitting, garishly painted lumps

of plastic – 100%’s new lid is proof of

how far affordable full-face helmet

design has come. The Status takes its

style cues directly from the brand’s more

expensive Aircraft model, and while you

don’t get the luxury of things like a

carbon shell, you’re still getting a damn

good looking, fully certified helmet for

under £120. You don’t have to worry

about weight either, with our medium

size lid weighing a decent 943g. Sealing

the deal for us – on first impressions, at

least – is the range of five awesome

colour schemes to choose from. Look

out for a review in an upcoming copy  

of the mag.

www.decade-europe.com

£119.99 Status: no longer
ashamed to wear a budget lid!

100% STATUS FULL-FACE 

HELMET



From lightweight trail helmet to a

fully-fledged ASTM DH certified

full-face helmet. All by switching out

some of the accessories or installing 

a chinguard.

Revolution FF with 
Chinguard

Share your Revolution adventures with us and others with the hashtag #LAZERREVOLUTION



©British Heart Foundation, registeredCharity in
England & Wales (225971)and in Scotland (SC039426)

Proud Partner of
BHF Cycling Events

Proud Sponsor of
BHF Cycling Events

POWER OUR LIFE SAVING RESEARCH

CONQUER

THE DOWNS

THE UK’S TOUGHEST

MOUNTAIN BIKE CHALLENGE

South Downs Way Off-Road Bike Ride

bhf.org.uk/sdwoff road                     Saturday 15 July 2017
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Have you ever been to Germany?

They take beer very seriously. The

frothy nectar can be procured from

vending machines on street corners.

Even in airports, it’s given the full

reverential stein treatment, complete

with napkin and surly fräulein. So,

where better to photograph a German

bike than in a brewery?

The yeasty smell of fermentation

hangs heavily in the air as Ruaridh

Cunningham, the first British male

to win a DH World Championships

gold medal, pushes his new Canyon

Sender through the doors of Tempest 

Can a new team and a new bike

put Scotland’s top racer back

on the top step of the podium?

Brewing Co in Tweed Bank. The all-

black machine before us is the Scot’s

practice bike, which he’s had since

October to give him a chance to get 

used to the new set-up.

New DH team on the block

Troy Brosnan’s intended move to

Canyon was one of the worst kept

secrets of 2016. He and Cunningham

are close, so the pairing made

sense. Mark Wallace completes the

squad. What will be interesting is the

influence that long-time Canyon rider

turned team boss Fabien Barel has.

After five years on a Trek Session

(one as a privateer, four with Unior

Tools), Ruaridh is impressed with

his new bike. “I definitely think that

the Canyon, if you look at what else

is around, has the best modern 

geometry out of the box,” he says. “In

the past five years things have moved

on so much, and with my old bike it

felt like we were always hunting for

ways to adjust its shape.”

The Scot’s medium frame is fitted

with a set of +3mm headset cups (the

large was too big) and a custom rear

link that ups progression by 10 per

cent. “The first time we got together

to ride the bike, that’s something we

asked for,” he explains. “By the time of

the next camp, Canyon had designed

it, made it, painted it up and got it on

our bikes. It’s so cool to have that level 

of support and flexibility.”

Ruaridh gets to continue using

SRAM kit, including their seven-speed

X0 DH drivetrain. Asked whether

the team had spent much time on

the Project Dis\Connect system, 

W H Y ’ S I T

S U P E R ?

All-new World
Cup downhill rig

developed by
two-time world
champ Fabien

Barel

Plenty of custom
and prototype 

parts

Bike and its rider
are part of

Canyon’s plans
for global

domination
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AIR-SPRUNG SUSPENSION HAS ALL BUT

TAKEN OVER THE PITS BUT RUARIDH IS 

KEEPING IT REAL WITH COIL ’N’ OIL

11. BIG BRAKES

When shot, Ruaridh’s
bike had a 180mm

rear rotor, but he’ll be
running 200mm discs

at both ends this
season. “Brakes are

one of the most
important things for
me,” he says. “I like

them to be all about
power – the more

powerful, the better.”

2. COILED UP

While a lot of top pros
run lighter air-sprung

shocks and forks,
Ruaridh prefers the
buttery suppleness

of coil suspension. His
RockShox BoXXer fork
and Vivid shock have

been custom tuned by
the Canyon team’s

suspension technician, 
Nigel Reeves

3. REACHING OUT

Ruaridh tried a large
frame but found it a
bit big so opted for a 

medium fitted with
a custom set of

+3mm headset cups
to extend the reach. 

4. BALANCING ACT

Moving from a Trek
Session to the Sender

has required a big
change in suspension
set-up. The rear shock
has a different tune, to

match the Canyon’s
more progressive rear
end. The fork has been
altered slightly too, to

balance things out.

5. CUSTOM COCKPIT

Canyon’s new G5 bar
(and matching stem)
was fresh on for the
shoot and still very

much at the prototype
stage. It had Ergon’s

GE1 enduro grips on it
when we shot it, but

Ruaridh later admitted
that was because the
only GD1 DH grips he
had were bright red
and didn’t match!

RUARIDH
CUNNINGHAM

Hailing from Stow in the
Borders, Ruaridh is the

most successful Scottish
DH racer of all time. He was
Junior DH world champ in
2007, has won the British

national series title and Red
Bull Hardline, and scored

top 10s at World Cups. He’s
also a Dirt School coach.
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he remained tight-lipped. Spied at

last year’s Eurobike trade show, this

disengages the drivetrain to allow

the back end of the bike to move

completely free from chain tension.

In theory, it could dramatically reduce

rider fatigue. The fork is a coil-sprung

RockShox BoXXer World Cup, and

Ruaridh’s nickname, ‘Roy Cat’, adorns 

a suspension tune sticker on the  

Vivid coil shock.

Shock and awe

Air-sprung suspension has all but

taken over the pits lately but Ruaridh

is keeping it real with coil ’n’ oil.

“There’s no compromise between

grip and support,” he says. “If you

put enough air in an air shock to deal

with the biggest hits, you always lose

some suppleness off the top.” His

shock is fitted with a plastic bushing

that allows the spring to rotate

under compression. The amount of

clearance at the rear of the Sender

is impressive, and an integrated

mudguard helps keep the shock

running smoothly.

Canyon’s new G5 bar and stem

set-up was fresh on for the shoot. The

direct-mount 45mm stem features a

neat flush-clamping system to keep

hold of the 800mm bar. Despite their

matt finish, both are alloy rather than

carbon fibre. The whole bike tips the 

scales at around 17kg (37lb).

Contact points are a pair of

CrankBrothers Mallet DH pedals and

some interesting Ergon parts – the

almost table-tennis-bat-like SMD2

saddle is designed to aid control when 

standing on the pedals. 

Rubber reunion

One of the biggest changes for

Ruaridh is the swap back to Maxxis

tyres. He rode for them back in 2011

on the Maxxis-Rocky Mountain team

but has spent most of the years since

aboard Schwalbe rubber. “It was really

good coming back to Maxxis,” he says.

“I first rode the bike on a dry winter

day, on hardpacked ground, and had

forgotten how much grip their tyres

have when you get them right over

onto their edges.”

You can see just how well Ruaridh

and the rest of the Canyon Factory

Downhill Team do when the World

Cup kicks off at Lourdes on the last 

weekend in April.
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Dan Milner sets out to ride Lebanon’s long-distance hiking  

route, encountering some astounding trails and super- 

friendly locals – as well as the odd minefield

Where  
angels fear  
�Æ����6�
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Perhaps it’s the echoes of hunters’

shotguns or the fact that on our first

morning in Lebanon we’re already 

lost, or maybe it's just nerves,

but either way I can’t help but

smile at the surreal comedy in our

predicament. “What the f**k are we

doing?” I laugh. Laughter makes good

stress relief and it’s infectious. Before

long my two fellow riders, Tibor

Simai and Kamil Tatarkovic, are belly

laughing too. “Oh,” I add, “Apparently

we have to watch for landmines too.”

I’m grinning, but I’m deadly serious.

We’re straight in at the deep end,

but I’m not sure it could have been any other way. It’s not like we

just flew to Beirut, leapt on our bikes and naively headed out to ride

the nearest hillside. My plan to ride sections of the 470km Lebanon

Mountain Trail has taken a year to implement, poring over Google

Earth and scrawling on an inappropriately-scaled 1:200,000 map of

this Middle Eastern land.

Although Lebanon has seen peace for nearly a decade now, the

fact that the LMT parallels the Syrian border raised some pre-trip

anxieties. But it turned out that our physical proximity to a full-blown

war and the threat of ISIS was the least of our challenges, replaced by

questions about accommodation and how much of the trail we’d be

able to ride. Experience reassured me that it’d all be OK, but to help

with logistics I was put in touch with Raja Saade, a local mountain

guide. Over several months I peppered his inbox with queries and

quizzed him via Skype about how to make this trip happen.

Raja has a wealth of adventure experience leading trekking groups 

in Lebanon, and previously Syria too, and knows what works on 

lebanon

the ground. He’d be our support,

using his Land Rover to haul our

overnight gear between the villages

that punctuate the trail. Like many

40-something Lebanese men he’s ex-

army, so has his finger on the safety

pulse. “I’m so happy you’re coming.

You’ll find only friendship,” he told me.

In a single remark he dispatched the

image of Lebanon as a dangerous 

place, and he was right.

an inauspicious start
Our first morning of chaos is actually

down to overenthusiasm. Personal complications mean Raja has

had to leave us in the capable Land Rover-wielding hands of his

diminutive friend Ziad Abajy, who wrestles the rattling V8-powered

’90s throwback along winding lanes towards the planned start of our

ride, the village of Ehden. Ziad compensates for his small frame by

being an irrepressible whirlwind of energy. He speaks almost perfect

English and – in a flurry of excitement both for what we’re attempting

and, it seems, for life in general – has decided we should start our

ride above Ehden to score some extra descent. The “10-minute”

detour takes a full hour before we stop by a skinny goat trail that

zigzags down the hillside vaguely towards a cedar forest. “Follow the

trail in the forest to the other side and to Ehden,” he says, as if we’re

just setting out to tootle along a canal towpath.

Having lived through Lebanon’s conflict-strewn ’70s, ’80s and

’90s, Ziad isn’t easily fazed – but then he’s not trying to mountain

bike across Lebanon. Only a half-hour later, with our solo support

team now a distant cloud of dust, we realise that mountain biking is

pretty alien to most Lebanese people. Our animal track peters out

among head-sized rocks and, with no sign of an entrance into the

thick tangled forest, we’re forced to U-turn and carry our bikes back

up the hill to rejoin the dirt road. Laughing, we make a pact to stick to 

the waymarked LMT in future and avoid any locals’ shortcuts. 

joining the dots

Once you’re on it, the LMT is mostly easy to follow. Flashes of

purple and white paint blaze its course for almost the entire length

of this little country, on a north-to-south axis through the Lebanon 

Ùe scene couÒn't be more fÛrcical if it had bßen
scripted. Ùree wes×rn mÆuntain bikers blinÞly

sÖmbling about a hot, barren, trail-less hillside 
just 50km from the syrian bÆrder

Opposite

bottom The

landscape is

dramatic – a

geographer’s

wet dream

Opposite top

Fantastic
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descents are a

just reward for

the climbs

Above The

guys enjoy a

well-earned

beer at the

end of a hard

day’s riding
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the mÆst loamy flow trail we ride is 
reached by a 'you faÓ, you die' rocky 

staircase so expÆsed it leaves my kneßs 
shaking Øo much to ride it
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Mountains. For six days we follow these marks daubed on rocks and

tree trunks as they lead us across mountainsides, through dense

oak and cedar forests, and between villages whose mix of old stone

and modern concrete houses wouldn’t look out of place in Spain.

Lebanon now shelters 18 different religions peacefully coexisting

in a part of the world known for conflict. The Christian and Druze

Muslim villages that the trail connects were once at war, and we’re

reminded of the many civil wars and conflicts that lasted right

up until 2007 as we drive past shelled-out buildings, their walls

pockmarked by bullet holes. Light bulbs glow through the glass-

less windows of some. “Syrian refugees,” says Ziad, explaining how

tiny Lebanon, half the size of Wales, has taken in 1.3 million people 

displaced by the conflict over the border.

turning heads
It’s Syrian refugees who are picking apples in the orchards around

Ehden where we start our LMT ride. Some wave in response to

our calls of “Mahaba!” (Lebanese for hello), while others look on

bewildered at the spectacle of three brightly-clothed men on

bikes. Everywhere we go, heads turn. When we roll into the village

square of Maasser ech Chouf at the end of a fast and hectic 650m

descent, Kamil pulls stunts to entertain the local kids and strangers

wander over to engage in conversation. One invites us for beers,

another insists on buying us tea. I’ve rarely felt more welcome.

Foreign tourism was once a big deal here, and most Lebanese are

keen to see it return – something that wouldn’t be unwarranted.

For six days we ride through plunging gorges, past natural rock 

arches, Roman ruins and trees as old as the Bible.

While our ride won’t set any Strava records, our 150km

adventure clocks up 5,300m of climbing and 7,500m of descent

in a pioneering stab at mountain biking the LMT. When, on our final

day, we ride with two Lebanese riders – Issam on a Trek Remedy

and Abdu on a Specialized e-bike – they tell us that not even the

few serious Lebanese mountain bikers have ridden some of the

stages we’ve attempted. ‘Attempted’ is the right word – to say

we’ve ‘ridden’ the trail would be a half-truth. Although the LMT

organisers are keen to promote mountain biking on the trail, its

suitability is a work in progress so we’ve dived in armed with an

appetite for adventure and clutching at straws. And, like most

pioneering trips, this one dishes out both challenges and rewards  

in equal measure. 

highs and lows
In the Qannoubine Valley, the most loamy flow trail we ride is

reached by a ‘you fall, you die’ rocky staircase so exposed it leaves

my knees shaking too much to ride it. Similarly, a tediously long

fireroad pedal out of Bcharre leads us unexpectedly into some

of the most rewarding all-mountain riding you could wish to find

anywhere. We carve down a narrow ribbon of singletrack through

the stunning Tannourine cedar reserve to finish with an overnight

stay in a monastery, which leaves us mentally unprepared for the

tough hike-a-bike session that greets us the following morning.

Our rides become eight-hour epics, the amazing singletrack

punctuated with occasional moments of confusion, U-turns and 

Opposite page

… and then fast,

loamy trails

that make

the pain so

worthwhile

Bottom There

are plenty of

tough hike-a-
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stamina…

Middle We
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monasteries in
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evidence is

strewn all about
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then cheers as we find the trail again. Away from the villages we see

no one on the LMT, but the sound of gunfire is omnipresent. Again

and again we roll over carpets of spent shotgun cartridges and

.22 shells. Despite our proximity to Syria, it’s the fear of becoming

a hunter’s accidental trophy that gives us our only real cause for

alarm. That is until day four, when we ride through a minefield.

landmine lunacy
Having lost both the LMT markers

and a sweaty hour searching for

them in the 30°C heat, we turn to

our GPS instead. We follow a narrow 

trail across a hillside to emerge

between a dozen red triangular

signs. We can’t read the Arabic

but the skull and crossbones is an

internationally recognised symbol.

We stare at them incredulously from

the safety of the dirt road we’ve

rolled onto, wondering if we’ve just

escaped death or if the signs are a

hoax, placed by a hunter trying to

create a private game reserve. Tibor

brings us back to our senses. “Let’s 

get out of here,” he says.

As we pick our way through

Lebanon, we ride off-camber loose 

singletrack, carve loamy forest trails and shoulder our bikes up

many a sweaty climb. We dip into the largely Maronite Christian

culture of the north and the Shia Muslim culture of the south, while

an enthusiastic tour guide narrative spills from Ziad’s lips for the

duration of every Land Rover ride.

Ziad’s historical facts help frame our understanding of this

country, but our hands-on experience is most valuable. After a short

week, we start to realise what the Lebanon Mountain Trail is really

about. As a mountain bike route it’s

not perfect (it’s really a hiking trail),

but its mere existence is nothing

short of a miracle. There are few

countries with such a wartorn history

that have flicked the reset switch so

successfully, and this long-distance,

waymarked trail is an emblem of that.

Resting in the shade of a tree

to pull thorns from my knee pads,

yet again, I reflect that we’ve found

nothing but warm welcomes in a

corner of the globe popularly seen

as a no-go zone. Pedalling through

mountains and villages that were

once battlefields, our ride has

certainly been one of challenges, but

thankfully the only blood to be seen

now trickles from a dozen thorny 

scratches on my shins.
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The LMT is a 470km (293-mile) marked hiking path that
runs from El Qoubaiyat in the north to Marjaayoun in the

south. It’s divided into 26 sections, each beginning in or near
a village, where accommodation can usually be found in

guest houses and monasteries for about US$30 per night.

The terrain varies from rocky footpaths to fireroads, across
open mountainsides and through dense forests. It never
goes much above 2,000m (6,562ft), but snow on some

higher stages means that March to May and September to
October are the best times to attempt it. We found great
singletrack riding on sections 6, 7, 9, 19 and 20. Definitely 

avoid the long hike-a-bike on section 19.

Local guides and support can be arranged through Raja
Saade at www.clubthermique.org and detailed maps and

information are available from www.lebanontrail.org.

what is the lebanon  

mountain trail?
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Steel, aluminium or carbon fibre – what should your next bike be made from? Frame construction

can be a bit of a dark art, with all the manufacturers claiming that their material is best for making stiff,

light, forgiving and just generally better bikes. So we've asked three brands to explain why they make 

bikes the way they do, and then got our tester Guy Kesteven to cut through the hype

frame materials
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That’s how it works on top

and down tubes, anyway, where

there’s space to use big tubes on

aluminium frames [doing the same

on steel frames would add too much

weight ~ Ed]. The seat tubes of

our Droplink full-suspension bikes

are actually the same diameter,

35mm, as on many aluminium

bikes. The tube wall is thinner,

because steel is stronger, but the

sectional stiffness is similar because 

the aluminium doesn’t have the

chance to do its ‘big’ trick in this

area. But remember, steel is three

times stiffer than aluminium, so

when you combine the material 

Cotic’s Rocket combines a

chromoly steel mainframe with

alloy chainstays. From £2,699.

and mechanical stiffness, our steel

Droplink seat tubes are 38 per

cent stiffer than the aluminium

equivalent. Considering that the

seat tube is what all the pivots hang

off, we want a lot of stiffness there to

tie the two ends of the bike together.

That’s one of the main reasons we

use steel for our Droplink bikes.

Steel also allows us to build high-

strength frames that have a degree

of flex along their length. Now, too

much flex is a bad thing – you want

your rear wheel to follow the front.

But mountain bikes are piloted

across uneven ground, cambers

and the like. Very stiff structures 

will be deflected off and around

obstacles, like when you pump your

tyres up too hard. They ping off all

the roots and cambers, right? Then

you let them down to a sensible

pressure and they absorb some of

the impacts and deform around

some of the smaller bumps. It's

a version of this along the length

of the bike that makes steel such

a great material. It lets the bike

breathe with the trail so you can

carry more speed and hold your

line when you're charging in rough 

ground. Mountain biking isn't  

two-dimensional!

T
he received wisdom with steel is that it’s flexy, right?
Only in bikes! In most industries, steel is considered 
the stiff material and aluminium the flexible one.
Let me explain. Tubing stiffness comes from two

elements – the material stiffness and the mechanical
stiffness. Steel is so strong and stiff as a base material that 
you can use it in small-diameter, very thin-walled tubes,
which have low mechanical stiffness. So despite steel being 
three times stiffer than aluminium as a material, steel
hardtail frames usually exhibit less stiffness than alloy ones. 

S
T
E
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L

Cy Turner

Owner and founder
of Cotic Cycles

skinny tubing keeps

weight down and, on

hardtails especially, can

help create the ‘forgiving’

ride feel that steel is 

famous for

frame materials
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We do lots of R&D and testing,

manufacture in-house and have

our Strange department constantly

developing products and carrying

out case studies on new ideas.

Computer simulation gets you so

far, but you can’t beat real testing for 

hitting the sweet spot.

People assume that carbon is

lighter than aluminium, but the issue

with full-suspension frames is that

the stress and vibrations they’re

subjected to don’t suit the material.

To compensate, the lay-up [the

arrangement of carbon fibre sheets

and resin used to create the frame ~

Ed] has to be heavier and the weight

advantage disappears compared

with our monocoque system. Our 

while Orange fold

sheets of aluminium to

make their bikes, other

brands use conventional

alloy tubes, which are often

hydroformed to create 

complex shapes

short-travel bikes match carbon

weights, and our gravity bikes

are way ahead.

Carbon is more brittle than

aluminium, it doesn’t perform well

under compression loading, and in

a crash, the fibre weave stretches,

splits and breaks to dissipate the

collision energy. That’s great for

Formula One drivers, who just walk

away from a big shunt. But what

happens to their carbon tub chassis?

It’s junked. That’s no good if you want

to dust yourself off and keep riding.

Costs are high for the machinery,

sophisticated tooling, aerospace

materials and huge number of

man-hours it takes to hand-weld our

frames, and you can’t use robots 

on such complex shapes. It means

we’re comparable with carbon fibre

costs, but if you want the best, you

have to choose the right materials

and processes for the job.

We prototyped a carbon fibre

Five. After 14 months it was still

200g heavier and more susceptible

to fatigue and failure, and that’s

not progress. This result was for

high-end carbon too, not the cheap

carbon-reinforced plastic most

riders buy, thinking they’ve bought 

into F1 technology. 

F
or 30 years we’ve been using a wide range of
materials at Orange – titanium, steel, aluminium
and carbon fibre. When it comes to full-suspension
mountain bike frames, though, it has to be our unique 

folded aluminium monocoque system. The reason is
simple – it gives the best results for high-performance 
products at the top of their game.

A
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y

Ashley Ball

Owner of Orange
Mountain Bikes

Orange’s iconic Five trail bike is

hand-built in Halifax from 6061-

T6 aluminium. From £2,800.



Carbon also can’t be matched in

the ability to tune the frame. With a

metal bike, once you’ve made your

choice on tube shapes, your options

are limited. You can switch to a

stronger alloy, which allows you to

push the tube walls thinner to reduce

stiffness, or go thicker on the tubing,

to boost stiffness for additional

grams. With carbon, the strength

and stiffness of the raw material can

vary immensely. On top of that, you

have the direction in which the fibres

are placed within the tubes, and the

properties of the resin in which the

fibres are supported. Composites

give a pretty powerful range of 

variables to design with – and a lot of

room to make mistakes, if you don’t

use them properly.

Weight savings have become more

marginal in the past few years and

I think the same thing is happening

with frame stiffness. We’re now much

smarter about having the correct

stiffness in the correct direction –

we know in which direction the frame

has to flex, for rider comfort and

good handling, and in which areas

we want all-out stiffness. It looks like

we’ve hit the sweet spot of chassis

compliance and pedalling efficiency.

Whether a carbon frame is right

for you comes down to need – and, 

T
here’s no one perfect material when it comes to bike
frames. It depends what your priorities are, in terms of
weight, price and ride quality. Our high-end offerings
at Scott are designed to win races, so they have to be

as light as possible. We work to strict targets of strength
and stiffness. Assuming you hit those, current-generation
metal frames will never compete with carbon on weight.

let’s face it, desire! We also offer

great-performing alloy versions of

our mountain bikes. It’s a myth that

carbon bikes are always stiff beyond

all else, or that steel will always give

you bags of twangy comfort. But

it’s true that a good carbon frame

can’t be matched for light weight

and stiffness in combination. Metal

bikes still have a place on the market

– and in my shed! – alongside the 

carbon ones.
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Joe Higgins

Chief MTB engineer
at Scott Sports

The Genius LT is Scott’s

plus-tyred carbon enduro  

bike. From £4,399.

Carbon has an

unbeatable stiffness-to-

weight ratio and it’s strong

too. Just keep an eye out for

damage because it’ll crack

instead of deforming like  

a metal tube
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tester’s two cents

living in a
material world

Having ridden pretty much every possible construction method for every

possible material in a 25-year test career, there’s one thing that stands out. I find

it simply incredible and totally fascinating that, given the amount of technology

and development thrown at different materials, there’s still such a broad overlap of 

what’s not just usable but potentially the ideal frame material for you.

At a cost-effective level, alloy rules. But spend a bit more and the material

menu is still outrageously broad. Look through our recent reviews and you’ll find

hand-welded monocoque alloy from Halifax, rated highly for its unique ride quality,

alongside Birmingham-developed steel, custom-shaped by a designer in Sheffield

and welded together in the

Far East. Mass-produced,

mechanically-manipulated

alloy tubesets go toe-to-toe

with carbon mainframes in

our bike tests and on shop

floors every day. Bike sniffers

get sweaty looking at insanely

long custom machines joined

together with Corn Flake-sized weld scales by bespoke builders in Germany, while

Russians modify pipes designed for Cold War jets into titanium frames. That’s

without even looking back in terror at scandium or magnesium alloy bikes that

made eggshells look tough, cut-price or just badly-engineered carbon fibre, and

questionable resin constructs that were barely more structurally sound than a

teenage boy’s bedroom sock or those weird Arantix spider web bikes.

Often it’s not what a frame’s made of but what you do with that material

that matters most. Steel and titanium bikes can feel beautifully buoyant, but

‘modernising' them with tapered head tubes, chainstay yokes for extra tyre

clearance or bolt-through rear axles can totally kill that vital resonance. Alloy can

be eye-wateringly stiff or comically whippy, carbon can be damped and anchored,

chime like a porcelain cup or be as accurate as a toddler using chopsticks. Every

time we think we've found the perfect blend of frame construction, geometry and

purpose, you can guarantee we’ll jump on something utterly contradictory that also

feels brilliant in a totally different way.

For us, that means a whole load of staring blankly at pages trying to figure out

how we can justify giving both a glowing review. For you, though, it means that

choosing your ideal material is just as open and exciting a set of options as deciding

what sort of ride you’re going on next, and we can't see that changing any time soon.

Guy Kesteven has more real-world frame experience than pretty much anyone 

else, having ridden close to 3,000 bikes. So what’s his take on the subject?

Steel, aluminium and carbon aren’t

the only choices these days...

Often it’s not what a

frame’s made of but what

you do with that material

that matters most

Ti used to be seen as the wonder

material. It’s strong but light, durable

but forgiving in feel. The big downside

is that it ain’t cheap to buy or work

with, so frames generally cost double

the price of aluminium or steel.

TITANIUM

Made up of a single layer of carbon

atoms, graphene can be woven into

sheets to create potentially super-light

and strong frames. Is this the future of

bike construction? Road bike makers

Dassi think so, and last year unveiled

the world’s first part-graphene frame.

GRAPHENE

If the idea of a frame made from

sustainable materials appeals, then

exponents of bamboo say it makes

stiff, durable and comfy bikes. If the

Chinese make scaffolding out of the

stuff, why not make bikes out of it?

WOOD







n ‘epic’ is something usually reserved for the weekend. But what

if there was a suitably challenging ride you could tackle in a few

hours after the daily grind? That way you could keep the family

happy by making it back for tea, have your kit cleaned and still be

in bed by 9pm. When it comes to the ‘evening epic’, my brother Joe

and I are past masters. Read on and let us guide you seamlessly 

through the process!

A flat-topped beauty
We’ve picked Ingleborough, the second-highest peak in the

Yorkshire Dales, for today’s ride but there are plenty of other

suitable venues dotted around the UK. Ideally, you’re looking for

a climb of around 600m (2,000ft), hopefully including some form

of carrying (it’s not an epic without some hike-a-bike!) and the

reward of a non-stop, balls-to-the-wall, constantly exhilarating descent.

‘Out-and-backs’ are usually reserved for only the most gnarly of weekend

epics, but they’re not as frowned upon in the world of the after-graft ride.

The streamlining of transport and ride timings means that any kind of drop-

off/pick-up further down the valley is out of the question. What’s important

is to gain the most height possible during the specified timescale. And if

that means an out-and-back, then make it so!

Come rain or shine, the aim is that you get back to your vehicle needing

the UK’s number one hostage negotiator to talk you out of immediately

tackling another lap, even as the idea of doing the same thing again the

following evening starts bouncing around in your head.

Clocking in at 723m, Ingleborough’s easily accessible nature and flat-out,

gravelly singletrack make it a perfect evening epic candidate. The peak

is visible from numerous local workplaces, where any riders on the staff

doubtless spend considerable time staring at its vast flat summit, thinking

of the bone-shaking steps from the top and the velvety-smooth throttle-

jam of an adrenaline rush that follows.

Poor prep, big fail
The key to the evening epic is preparation – if you try to organise it on

the fly, it’s doomed to fail. A prompt bail from work is essential for a

smooth-running ride that stays on the rails. After numerous attempts,

we’ve found that a ‘change before you leave’ strategy streamlines the  
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evening epic

A
Above The beauty

of the evening epic

is that you can be up

and down within a

few hours, so you

shouldn’t be in the

doghouse when you 

get home

Below right You can

never be in so much

of a hurry that there

isn’t time to style it

up over the jumps
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whole affair, as casual back-of-the-van changing chat can push back your

plan by as much as half an hour. All members of the party must be vetted

and selected based upon their exemplary timekeeping. They must also be

committed to not answering that phone call or email that comes in just as

they’re due to leave work, because that can prove to be the nail in the coffin for

even the best-willing of participants.

Once out on the trail, stops must be kept to a minimum. This isn’t a Sunday

outing for Scouts – you’re deep in epic evening territory and the odds are

weighing heavily against you. The ever-present suggestion that you’ll fail is

tempered by a small glimmer of hope, though. As height is gained, morale 

starts to build.

What goes up must come down
Once Joe and I reach a height where we can look down upon the kingdom of

work that had claimed us, suddenly all of the effort makes complete sense. The

flat-topped peak that, just half an hour ago, looked so far away is now looming

above us, almost within reach.

In the world of the evening epic, summiting is key. The ride must provide all

the drama of a full-size weekend epic, just in a smaller time frame. Hauling our

bikes above our heads for the final slog, we can almost taste the peak. Pausing

for a moment, to look back down one last time on the increasingly darkening

view, teeth are gritted and the final push commences. Peak protocol outlines

that once the summit has been reached, picture-based evidence is essential.

Snap a few shots of your pride and joy, but always remember that time isn’t

on your side.

Ten minutes is all you need to gather your thoughts, and then it’s time to

drop back in. Ingleborough throws you straight in at the deep end. Some trail

centres have what they call ‘qualifying’ features at the top of black or red

runs, to make sure you’re ready for the challenges ahead, and this must have

been an idea borrowed from the ’Bourgh. If you survive the rock gardens with

limestone snipers, which are ready to rip you off line at the first opportunity,

then the bone-shaking double stair set is the next subtle qualifier designed, by

Mother Nature, to solidify your commitment.

After being bucked into all kinds of shapes you didn’t know were possible

astride a mountain bike, the following eight minutes of white-knuckle, corner-

"Come rain or shine, the
aim is that you get back
to your vehicle needing the
UK’s number one hostage
negotiator to talk you out
of immediately tackling 

another lap"
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drifting love are what’ll leave you begging for more and unable to

wipe the grin off your face. When you catch sight of a workplace

nemesis during the following day’s commute, your thoughts will

immediately return to your evening epic and you’ll smile in victory

(which may look a bit strange to any onlookers). Ingleborough’s

rollercoaster of Yorkshire hardpack is ideal for even the deepest

of winter evenings, when snow isn’t uncommon, but on a still

summer’s eve, the combination of the views, the riding and the total 

peacefulness is unmatched.

There and back again
Once you’re back home, the pressure is far from lifted, the next

challenge being to get in before the table is laid – and maybe whip

a garden hose across your kit. But after an evening like this, settling

down on the sofa only classes as waiting and planning time. The bug

will have hit and the clock will be ticking down to 5.30pm the next

day. Work is but a waiting game – which hill next? How much can you

squeeze into this new-found world of evening possibility? Never mind

hard drugs, as soon as you get hooked on evening epics, you’re lost to 

a world of twilight rides…

Evening epic

Where to go

Part of the art of the
evening epic is selecting
the perfect combination
of time, distance and ride
quality. You don’t want
too much of a drive
because that cuts into
valuable riding time, but
don’t settle for what’s
closest, as it’ll result in an
unsatisfying experience.
Crack open a map and do
some weekend exploring,
to find the perfect local
route. Get yourself some
elevation and fast, flowy
singletrack. Most of all,
pick a trail that’ll make 
you grin.

Who to invite

A crack team of
like-minded individuals
is key to a top-quality
evening experience. You
need to weed out the
typical ‘bailers’ – those
who chat about the ride
all week but, when push
comes to shove, don’t
quite have the moxie.
They only bring down
team morale and make
an evening epic less likely
to go off with a bang.
Similar work times are
key too, but having the
same level of fitness isn’t
much of a problem, so 

long as a steady pace is
maintained and everyone
is willing to dig deep. The
added persuasion of
darkness settling in
usually gets everyone up
and back down within the 
desired time frame!

What you need

Preparation is key. Make
sure all your kit is ready
to go for the 5.30pm
whistle. All bikes must be
mechanically sound, as
even a simple issue like
a puncture can put you
back an irretrievable
amount of time. Stick the
downhill tyres on and
don’t worry about weight
– your bike’s only going
to get dirtier and heavier!
If the worst happens and
there’s a puncture, it
must be dealt with as a
Formula One pit crew
would. Many hands make
light work, and someone
can be getting the tyre off
while another is
preparing the new inner
tube. ‘Teamwork makes
the dream work’, as the
old saying goes, and a
successful evening epic is
definitely something that
you can spend a fair old
proportion of your boring 
workday relishing!

Joe’s epic tips

Above Somewhere in

the distance, an office

worker doing

overtime is seeing a

speck of colour

descend the hill and

hating your guts

Far Left Ten minutes

at the top? That’s

more than enough

time for a brew!
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I N  S E V E N  D A Y S

a whistle-stop tour of this small but 
perfectly formed slice of central europe 

uncovers some remarkable riding

Words James McKnight Photos Andy Lloyd
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slovenia

F
rom blustery summits to calm blue seas, 

warm vineyards to icy valleys, Slovenia offers 

a huge variety of terrain, all within a country 

small enough that you can see its every 

corner in one week. Now, that sounds like a 

challenge… Keen to find out what the country’s 

mountain biking is like, photographers Andy 

Lloyd, Ben Winder and I allot ourselves just seven days 

to explore all four corners of this diverse land.

Day 1 Dropping in: Krvavec We wake to bright 

skies and the deafening call of trails – the first starting 

from the door of our log cabin before plummeting to

the valley floor 1,000m below. It’s a great way

to get things rolling. Our locale for the day

is Krvavec, one of Slovenia’s busiest

bike parks, which lies just a

stone’s throw from the

nation’s capital, 

Ljubljana. We’re 

joined by our host 

for the week, MTB tourism

developer Andrej Žigon, along

with pro rider Žiga Pandur and trail

builder Anže Bizjak. Between hammering

out runs, we discover that the resort has a longer

season than its alpine counterparts, with the gondola 

staying open beyond summer “until the weather  

gets too bad”. 

We make the most of it – so much so that I burn 

through my brake pads in one particularly steep chute 

and end up in the bushes. One minute we’re riding 

hardpack turns, the next we’re rocketing over greasy 

rocks and through unimaginably gnarled tree roots. Our 

first encounter with the country’s sheer diversity gets 

us set for a riot of a week, but eventually we have to call 

it a day – we have an appointment with a brewery.

DAY 2 Crn Trn Crew: ajdovŠcina Crn Trn 

bike club’s warm welcome to Ajdovšcina means the 

morning begins hazily, with a homegrown breakfast on 

a farm nestled between the vines of the breathtakingly 

beautiful Vipava Valley. We’re abruptly in the thick of 

things as we cram into a shuttle wagon with our new 

friends. As we make our way into the mountains that 

rear up sharply behind the club’s impressive 4X 

track (good enough to produce the 2016 

4X world champion, Mitja Ergaver), it 

becomes apparent that this is a 

hotspot for mountain bikers. 

After a long morning 

sessioning an 

endless range 

of trails, we stop 

briefly in an almost 

Tuscan-looking vineyard for 

a spot of grub, then climb to one of 

the highest points in the area. The sun is 

beating down. We peer over lush green hills and 

across to the gleaming blue Mediterranean Sea. Not  

a bad place to kick off an epic descent! 

Meandering to start with, our trail soon drops into 

the forest and picks up speed as loam is spat left and 

right. As we pop out onto the valley floor there’s still 

plenty of fun to be had, the route taking us down ancient 

streets and centuries-old farm trails before eventually 

one minute we're riding  
hardpack turns, the next we're 
rocketing over greasy rocks and 

gnarled tree roots

Czech republic

Austria

hungary

slovenia

croatia

italy

bosnia 

germany
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ending at one of our friends’ houses. Lying in the warm 

grass, looking back to our lofty start point, we reflect 

on the perfect turns of the seemingly endless natural 

singletrack we’ve just ridden.

day 3 Sublime nature: Soca Valley We wish 

our carefree time in Ajdovšcina never had to end, but 

we’re heading to Slovenia’s ‘outdoor capital’, the Soca 

Valley. Far-too-few hours later, we wake to a godly 

surround of natural verticality buffered by sleep-

deprived weariness – nothing that strong coffee, a brisk 

morning and a beastly climb can’t shake. 

We meet our guide, Jan Klavora, and our first trail 

begins on a grassy peak, from where we glimpse the 

Soca River’s pristine waters between a tangle of dense 

forest and fearsome rocky slopes. Picking our way along 

grassland singletrack with vast views, our ride gathers 

pace and we thunder into the forest canopy, hard-

braking for unplanned 180-degree turns as the trail 

darts left and right. Some 45 blissful minutes later, we 

join an ancient network of trails that delivers us to the 

valley’s welcoming meadows.

Next, we move to the Kanin gondola, part of an old ski 

resort’s infrastructure and set for a new lease of life. Two 

wheels aren’t unfamiliar here though – we find remnants 

of a bike park scattered across the hillside. The lift 

whisks us up to great height, affording a view into the 

enormous forest below. Our trail is a freefall through 

rocks and gullies, cramming in miles of perfect 

singletrack before popping us back out into civilisation. 

DAY 4 Ridgeline bliss: Tržic From the town of 

Tržic, we survey the adjacent lofty mountains – we’re in 

for a big day. A 15-minute warm-up trail gives a taster 

of what to expect – natural lines snaking through 

enormous trees, clinging to steep-sided mountains 

and flowing along exposed ridgelines. Our guides here, 

Andrej Remškar and Aljaz Anderle, have arranged a 

shuttle to alleviate some of the pain of the ensuing 

monster climb. Thankfully, the remaining ascent is 

reasonably pain-free, bringing us to a high point where 

we peer into the depths of the valley from a mountain 

hut. We dine on fine alpine food (cheese and rustic 

bread) before setting off on the most epic of trails.

Ridgeline singletrack is to mountain bikers what 

barrels are to surfers – the stuff dreams are made of. 

Main pic A proper 
wake-up on day one 
at Krvavec while 
trying to follow pro 
racer Žiga Pandur

Above top Epic 
evenings start here, 
with an enormous 
view over Ajdovšcina 
and a lengthy 
descent

Above bottom 
Time for a quick 
cool-off? Who could 
resist the beautiful 
turquoise waters of 
the Soca?

Below left The Crn 
Trn crew have trails 
dotted about 
everywhere in the 
woodlands near 
their clubhouse

Below right A 
sneaky morning  
ride in the sublime 
Soca Valley. Who 
could resist?



Above Tržic’s
endless trails and
unbelievable
ridgeline riding
make for one of the
highlights of our trip

Below Rogla’s
manmade fun and
flowy trails are the
perfect contrast
to our previous
day’s riding

the diversity of this fantastic country. Late in the day

we pack up and make our way to our penultimate

meeting place, which is deep in the sprawling forest  

near the Croatian border.

Day 6 Pedalling with bears: Kočevje Igor

Kaligaric and Janez Dejak, the driving forces behind

mountain biking in this region, are waiting in the dining

room of our hotel, which is filled with paintings, statues,

photographs and stories of bears. Igor greets us with a

Canadian accent – it turns out he lived in BC for several

years, before bringing his new trail-building skills back

to a community in need of mountain biking. Janez, a

cross-country racer with a penchant for eye-wateringly

strong beverages, was involved from the start of Igor’s

hometown project. Together, they’re the main instigators 

of the Melamin Bike Club.

After dinner we drive into the forest to check out

the toils of the local riders. Since early 2016, Igor has

spent every free moment shaping trails on the site of

an abandoned ski slope. Now there are several options,

starting from an easily climbable height (no shuttles 

Slovenia
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SloveniR
the lowdown

Bordered by four
countries – Italy,

Croatia, Hungary and
Austria – Slovenia’s

culture is as diverse as
its climate. Summer

is the best season
to visit, but many

locations are open
to ride from early

spring to late autumn.
Budget airlines fly

from most major UK
airports to the nation’s

capital, Ljubljana.
Some towns, such as
Tržic, are well set up
for visiting mountain

bikers, while elsewhere
it’s recommended to

get in touch with local
clubs. If you fancy

booking a similar trip,
head to www.bike-

goodplace.com and
www.slovenia.info for

more information.

this flowy, free-spirited
trail crests and falls against

a backdrop of layered mountains.  
tall pines line the track

This flowy, free-spirited trail crests and falls against a

backdrop of layered mountains. Tall pines line the narrow

track, occasional panoramic views remind us just how

high up we are and more severe sections drop into

denser woodland and ensure no snoozing. An hour later

we roll into town for a feast of sugary snacks and the

chance to watch an evening session at the local dirt

jumps. This larger-than-life ride will be forever etched  

into our memories.

Day 5 Perfect contrast: Rogla How to follow

a ‘best ever’ bike ride? Is there even a better trail

anywhere in Europe? It’s time to take things in a new

direction. Our fifth day begins at the Unior Tools factory,

a massive plant employing 2,000 people. Unior are

rooted in the sport – they have their own world-class

downhill race team and also support a bike park by the

name of Rogla, which is our next stop.

We head straight into a blast of fun, sweeping turns,

with enduro racer Vid Persak showing us how it’s done.

Rogla is somewhat akin to a UK trail centre in its flow

and use of minimal elevation drop. It’s got a chairlift,

but we’re here out of season so we spend our afternoon

pedalling back up the short, steep climb before dropping

into its array of trails. Some simply twist and turn, while

others have big stretches of North Shore boardwalk.

One track has a ‘supercross’ section of back-to-back

jumps and berms. Altogether Rogla is a hell of a lot

of fun, and the stark contrast between this manmade

venue and yesterday’s natural riding perfectly illustrates 
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here) and all feeding back to a small clubhouse. This

is a social hub for the many varying characters who

comprise the club. We join some of them there and toast

Slovenia and head for a late-night walk in the woods –

it seems like a good idea at the time.

Having avoided any potentially life-ending meetings

with the numerous bears that inhabit this great forest,

we’re up and at ’em next morning. On arrival, there’s

already a large congregation of folk, some sessioning the

jump trail in the adjacent field, some lapping the techy

singletrack, others just hanging out at the pump track.

This area provides neither the greatest elevation nor

the most epic trails of our week, but the people and their

sheer passion for a sport only recently discovered will

stick in our minds forever. We finish another fantastic

day with a trip to an old forester’s hut, where we cook

freshly caught fish over the fire and toast, once again, a

country full to the brim with warmly welcoming people.

Above Pohorje,
Maribor’s bike park,
had a bit of
downtime but is now
being resurrected to 
its former glory

Left Kocevje hides
not only bears on its
wooded slopes, but
also super-fun trails

Day 7 Best for last: Maribor
Our whirlwind week ends in the vibrant town of Maribor,

which hosted some of the most memorable World Cup

downhill races of all time, after first welcoming the likes

of Nicolas Vouilloz and Shaun Palmer back in 1999. The

town’s ski resort, Pohorje, was one of the most popular

bike parks in Europe at its height. It’s since dropped

off the radar, so it’s good to see things picking back up,

with improved infrastructure and a goal to get mountain

biking on these famous slopes back to its best.

After taking in the bike park trails, we head for the

backcountry to top off our week with a flowy, loamy

secret. Our local guides, Jure Logar and Luka Rakuša,

take us into the hills behind Pohorje, where we’re soon

up to speed on a well-hidden stretch of singletrack.

Flat out from the very start, this rollercoaster ride is a

natural blast through the undergrowth, a line sketched

by locals and left to develop into a trail with godly flow.

Each lump is a launch pad, every turn a perfect radius

and the ground under tyre is fresh and springy – the

equivalent of a skier’s powder run.

Rocketing through the forest, we’re thrust onto an

open ridgeline to glimpse a view over the surrounding

hills, mountains, valleys and forests – an expansive

surround that incorporates every natural element to

which we’ve been introduced over our seven short

days in Slovenia. The proximity of such diverse riding is

mindblowing. “I’ll be back here very soon,” I think, before 

plunging back into the best trail of the trip.

Slovenia
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after taking in the bike
park trails, we head for the

backcountry to top off our week  
with a flowy, loamy secret

hvala!
Many thanks to I Feel

Slovenia, Andrej at
Alliance ASE, Jan at
the Association for

Sustainable Tourism
GoodPlace and the
welcoming riders
and clubs in each

destination.



RENEGADE PROGRESS

Danny MacAskill's Wee Day Out

We’re sure by now you’ll have seen Danny MacAskill’s blast through the Scottish countryside,
but it’s his wee day out to our headquarters near Edinburgh that sticks in our memory.

When Danny announced a new project, we were all ears.
When he said he might need some new custom kit, we were all smiles.

When we asked when he needed it, he was all reticent. “Soon”. How soon? “Soon”. 
But really, how soon? “Friday”. Tuesday got a whole lot busier.

Danny’s iconic red Endura outfit followed his wee day out to our place.
But like our kettle, the sewing machines in Livingston are always on for Danny.

endurasport.com







LG1R Carbon Wheels
 

31mm wide rims

Carbon centred hubs

7 Speed integrated cassette
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LG1R Carbon Cranks
 

Ultra-stiff carbon arms

Exclusive P3 Axle connection

Large 30mm diameter axle

Quick Connect ring interface

WORLD CUP PROOF

e*thirteen’s LG1R product range has been designed to perform 

against the clock.  Tested and proved by the world’s fastest racers 

on the most demanding tracks the range features lightweight 
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LG1R Carbon Chain Guide
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IFD bash guard protection

Updated upper slider for 2017

Soft-n-silent co-molded upper slider



OPTIONS FROM 6, 10, 12, 18, 24 & 36 MONTHS
APPLY WITH OUR FULL ON-LINE PAPERLESS SYSTEM
INSTANT DECISION | NO PAPERWORK
FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY | CREDIT SUBJECT TO STATUS

UP TO 36
MONTHS0%FINANCE*

*Sunset Cycles acts as a credit intermediary for V12 finance via secure trust bank and only offer products for V12 finance, Credit provided subject to age and status.

WE NOW ACCEPT MOST CYCLE TO WORK VOUCHERS.
You can now save up to 42% off the cost of a bike for work through your employer as part of the Green Transport Plan Initiative.

Quotations available online: Cyclescheme • Bike2Work.co.uk • On Your Bike • Halfords Cycle2work • Bikes for the NHS (SME HCI) • Salary Extras.

Mail Order Hotline: 02920 371321  /  General Enquiries: 02920 390883  /  119-121 Woodville Road, Cathays, Cardiff CF24 4DZ

www.sunsetmtb.co.uk  /  sales@sunsetmtb.co.uk
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The Orange Five gets a
major revamp for 2017. More

Active, More Lightweight,
More Fun!

NEW FIVE 2017 27.5”  
FROM: £2795

0%* Example / £311 Deposit
+ 36 payments of £69

Custom build your dream Orange with oour
new interactive Orange bike builder website.

Check it out on: www.sunsetmtb.co.uk

2017

$IBOHF UIF GSBNF DPMPV EFDBM DPMPVST TQFDJàDBUJPO
and now actually see how your custom build orange
will look.

CRUSH PRO 2017CRUSH PRO 2017
OUR PRICE: £1870
0%* Example / £214 Deposit  
+ 36 payments of £46

ORANGE FOUR PRO 2016
Selection of colours, sizes & upgrades available

OUR PRICE £2499
0%* Example / £267 Deposit + 36 payments of £62

LAPIERRE AM 500 + E-BIKE
OUR PRICE: £4295
0%* Example / £443 Deposit
+ 36 payments of £107

RECLUSE FOUNDATION
OUR PRICE: £4195
0%* Example / £451 Deposit
+ 36 payments of £104

PRIMER FOUNDATION
OUR PRICE: £4195
0%* Example / £451 Deposit  
+ 36 payments of £104

ALPINE 6 S 27.5” 2017
FROM: £2895
0%* Example / £303 Deposit
+ 36 payments of £72
(Model shown Alpine 6 Factory £5195)

2017 2017 2017

SALE 2017
• Handbuilt in Britain.
• Customise your Alpine 6 with our huge selection

of optional upgrades.
• Choose from ten custom colours.

OVERVOLT

SALE
2017
ORANGE P7 PRO

WAS: £1895 NOW: £1595
0%* Example / £179 Deposit + 24 payments of £59

ORANGE P7 S

WAS: £1645 NOW: £1395
0%* Example / £147 Deposit + 24 payments of £52
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T H E  B E S T  B I K E S  A N D  M T B  K I T  T E S T E D  T O  D E S T R U C T I O N

HOW WE
TEST THE KIT

Starts with a detailed
product check in the

workshop. We strip and
rebuild, checking for any
problems. Next we hit the

trails… hard! We test in
real riding conditions for

the complete picture. And
finally we re-test with

another tester.

WHY OUR TESTS
ARE THE BEST!

Our test team is made up
of the most respected

bike and kit testers in the
world. We have unrivalled

knowledge and
experience, and spend a

vast amount of time
making sure we get it

right. We tell you the truth
and aren’t influenced by

PR or advertisers.

ABOUT OUR
TEST TEAM

Our Technical Editor in
Chief, Rob Weaver, gets

new products in as soon
as they’re available and

coordinates all the testing
through our vastly

experienced band of
reviewers. Our main

bike tester, Guy
Kesteven, has
ridden nearly

3,000 bikes over
the past 26 years.
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To ensure you get a leak-free fit, these

tubeless valves use a pretty special

design. The two halves screw together

securely to sandwich the rim and

whichever of the two provided rubber

bungs suits your rim bed, creating an

airtight seal. They’re simple to install and

test sets fitted to both DT Swiss M 1700

and e*thirteen TRS+ wheels haven’t

leaked any air. A valve core tool is

included, which is useful for topping up

sealant. They come in three colours and

also two lengths, to ensure you get the

right fit. Ben P

www.silverfish uk.com

e*thirteen tubeless valve set 
£26.95

When Nukeproof set out to build some 

clipless pedals for their enduro and DH 

riders, they looked to combine the best 

bits of Shimano and CrankBrothers’ 

clipless offerings with their own flat 

pedal knowledge. The 446g Horizon CSs 

are the result (along with the slightly 

meatier and 100g heavier Horizon CLs).

The mechanism allows you to clip in 

forwards or backwards, in a similar way 

to CrankBros’ pedals, but also from the 

top. In use, the addition of the top-down 

entry means that stamping feet into the 

pedals on loose, techy terrain feels really 

natural, with the engagement being nice 

and positive. The stock cleats give four 

degrees of float, eight-degree versions 

are also available and the pedals are 

compatible with Shimano cleats too.

Both the mechanism and the cage 

surrounding it are chamfered to help 

the pedals slide over rocks and roots. 

We didn’t have any issues with mud 

build-up, thanks to the open design. With 

four adjustable-height (via washers) 

pins per side, it’s easy to tweak the feel 

of the platform. Cleat tension is a cinch 

to adjust too. The Horizon CSs work 

best with lower-treaded shoes, where 

you can really feel the cage supporting 

your feet. They spin on a DU bushing and 

two bearings – a reliable system already 

proven on Nukeproof’s flat pedals. Tom

www.hotlines-uk.com

Nukeproof Horizon CS 
clipless pedals 
£100 (chromoly axle)

MEET THE MBUK
TEST TEAM

OUR

RATINGS
We base our 

scores on 
value for 

money and 
performance

VERY GOOD
One of the best 

you can buy

GOOD  
It’ll do the job 
and do it well

BELOW 
AVERAGE 
Flawed in  
some way

POOR  
Simply put, 

don’t bother!

The best 
product on test, 

in terms of 
performance, 

quality and 
price

An exceptional 
product for the 
money – you’re 

getting a 
fantastic deal

A truly 
outstanding 

product, 
regardless  

of price

EXCEPTIONAL
A genuine class 

leader

Well-built, solid-specced clipless 

trail pedals

ROB WEAVER

With two decades of riding 
experience, Rob knows what 

works and what doesn’t

GUY KESTEVEN

Our Kes’s relentless test 
schedule quickly exposes kit 

that doesn’t measure up

ALEX EVANS

Al’s back in the UK after 
seven years in the Alps and 
has a rep for wrecking bikes

H I G H S

Multi-directional 
entry makes 

clipping-in easy

Chamfered design 
means they’re less 
likely to catch on 

rocks or roots

Adjustable pins for 
custom feel

L O W S

Don’t work as well 
with chunky-

treaded shoes
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ED THOMSETT

Always on the hunt for new 
technical challenges, Ed gives 

his kit some serious abuse

TOM MARVIN

Bacon aside, there’s nothing 
Tom likes more than pushing 

kit to its limits on monster rides

N track, 
S eering 
he p ts apart

SEB STOTT
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Quarq’s ShockWiz is a very smart way 

to get your ride dialled like an expert 

within a few minutes’ riding. Inside the 

40x40mm gadget is an air pressure 

sensor, which measures roughly 100 

times a second. This is combined with an 

algorithm-driven brain that turns the 

data into tuning tips and sends them to 

your phone via Bluetooth.  

All you have to do is ziptie the unit onto 

your fork or shock, connect it to the air 

valve, empty the air chamber and cycle 

the suspension through its stroke a few 

times so the ShockWiz can calibrate 

itself. You then choose your preferred ride 

feel – ‘Efficient’ (firm pedalling), 

‘Balanced’ (the default setting), ‘Playful’ 

(more ‘poppy’) or ‘Aggressive’ (maximum 

shock movement and control) – and hit 

the trails. If you’ve not gone far enough, 

the app will tell you. 

A percentage score is then sent to your 

phone that tells you how close you are to 

optimum set-up, while the app’s 

‘Detections’ screen reveals where the 

suspension is misbehaving. The six-line 

‘Suggestions’ display shows you the best 

way to improve that score, by adjusting 

the air pressure, spring progression (via 

volume spacers), damping (both rebound 

and high and low-speed compression) 

and/or bottom-out resistance. It’s smart 

enough to pick which adjustment you 

should do first, and it’ll even tell you what 

each tweak does. Temperature changes 

due to use or environmental factors are 

automatically compensated for.

The results are remarkably accurate. 

Our most suspension-savvy testers were 

scoring in the high 90 per cent region 

straight away and often hitting the 

ShockWiz sweetspot in a single click. At 

the other extreme, novices found they 

could dial in a pro-level set-up without 

any previous idea of what the different-

coloured fork or shock knobs did, or even 

what they were called. Because the unit is 

so unobtrusive, you can keep it attached 

permanently for monitoring different 

runs, ground conditions or just changes 

in feel preference. 

Variable chamber volumes, some 

positive/negative balancing/fill systems 

and inertia valves can reduce the 

ShockWiz’s effectiveness, but it works 

great with most set-ups. That leaves the 

only big downside as the high cost, but 

it’s a superbly simple and intuitive way to 

get a pro set-up no matter how new you 

are to tuning, and we’ve heard talk of 

shops operating rental schemes to make 

it more accessible. Guy

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

Quarq ShockWiz suspension tuner £359

High-cost but blissfully simple way 

to get steered towards totally sorted 

suspension

H I G H S

Sophisticated 
suspension tuning 
made easy and fast

L O W S

High cost is the 
only obvious 

downer
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By combining tyre levers, a CO
2
 inflator 

and two 16g cartridges with a bottle 

cage, Topeak are trying to make it easier 

to leave your riding pack at home. The 

cartridges and inflator are stored at the 

base, out of harm’s way. Once bolted in 

place, the cage is properly secure and 

rattle free. The problem that this bulky 

combo presents is compatibility. It 

wouldn’t fit on three different full-sus 

frames we tried it with, so we ended up 

attaching it to a hardtail. If you don’t 

have at least 50mm of uninterrupted, 

straight down tube below your existing 

cage, there simply won’t be enough room 

for it. The inline design of the Micro 

AirBooster CO
2
 inflator makes it more 

fiddly to use than one where the valve 

hole is on the side. It creates a tight seal 

on the valve though, and works well 

enough to get your tyres back up to 

pressure. The tyre levers aren’t the 

stiffest or broadest but they just about 

manage to get the job done. Ben P

www.extrauk.co.uk

Topeak Ninja CO2+ bottle 
cage £39.99

Knuckle protection has come a long 

way in just a few years, so you no longer 

have to look like you’re riding around in 

boxing gloves. The new Attack gloves 

from Fox use a D3O insert across the top 

of the knuckles. Although this looks quite 

bulky, it goes unnoticed when riding. A 

small Velcro closure adds security, 

although the incredibly well-

shaped cuff already feels pretty snug. 

The single-layer Clarino palm fits well 

and ensures plenty of feedback through 

the grip without bunching awkwardly 

when gripping the bar. While £40 is a lot 

to pay for a set of gloves, the fit, feel and 

protection on offer is hard to fault, even if 

they do still look a little odd. Rob

www.foxhead.com

Fox Attack gloves £40

RideGuard’s fender hasn’t changed 

since it last graced our pages but they 

now offer it in some standout designs 

that’ll spice up your colour scheme. You 

still get the little ‘SagSetter’, which pops 

off and gives you a tiny ruler to help get 

your fork or shock set up. The guard 

itself looks a little longer than similar 

offerings, due to its squared-off end. It 

offers a decent amount of coverage, 

though some grime will still break 

through and get you in the face. Fitting is 

easy with the supplied zipties, and the 

choice of colours now ranges from 

subdued black through to a wild ‘Mr 

Hann’ stickerbomb design. Rob

www.rideguard.co.uk

RideGuard PF1 front 
mudguard £8.99
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Bontrager Rapid Pack bumbag 
£39.99

If you’re keen to ditch your backpack, 

the Rapid Pack is worth considering. 

Bontrager have kept the layout relatively 

straightforward. A central elasticated 

bottle pocket is flanked by sizable zipped 

pockets. Both have some form of mesh 

organiser inside to help keep things tidy 

and there’s also a neoprene sleeve for 

your phone. If you pack neatly, you’ll just 

about get a multi-tool, CO
2
 inflator, tyre 

levers and a tube in there. 

In use, the depth of the Rapid Pack 

coupled with the soft, well-shaped 

padding makes it incredibly comfy, even 

with a 500ml bottle stuffed in. The weight 

is well distributed and it was only when 

we were hunched over on particularly 

steep climbs that we could feel the waist 

strap and buckle dig into our stomach 

slightly. Otherwise, we were impressed 

with the bag’s stability and comfort, and 

had no issues with it slipping, shaking 

about or riding up.

It’s tricky to grab the bottle while on the 

move, and even when stopped, getting it 

back in takes a bit of practice. This is 

down to the tight fit, which does prevent 

the bottle getting ejected when things get 

rowdy. The quality construction and fit 

make the price look very attractive. Rob

www.trekbikes.com 

If you want to plump up big-volume or 

plus-size tyres without a weight penalty, 

Dutch wheelbuilders 9th Wave have the 

answer. At 1,610g (740g+870g), the 

Dirt-SP27s are lighter than a lot of 

22-25mm inner-width wheels, even 

though the carbon rims have a 35mm 

inner, 41mm outer profile. That’s a good 

width for decent buoyancy and support 

on a 2.8in tyre without squaring it off and 

adding so much girth that it feels 

slow-rolling. Although there are only 28 

spokes front and rear, the asymmetric 

rim offset and Boost hubs make the 

wheels surprisingly stiff. Add very low 

weight, and that makes them great if you 

want to increase tyre volume without 

adding drag or dulling acceleration. They 

aren’t so great if you want a super-plush 

feel though. We’ve had no impact 

damage issues during testing. Guy

www.9thwave-cycling.com

9th Wave Dirt-SP27 Plus Carbon 
Boost 650b+wheelset  
€1,299 (not inc. shipping) 

Well-priced, comfy and stable, the 

Rapid Pack is a good alternative to  

a backpack for shorter rides

H I G H S

Decent amount of 
well thought out 

storage

Great fit and really 
stable

L O W S

Can dig in on  
longer climbs
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This strip of high-density foam sits

inside your tubeless tyre and is claimed to

prevent punctures by cushioning the tyre

when it encounters the kind of impact 

(think, hitting a big rock at speed) that 

would normally pinch it against the rim. 

There are three widths to suit different 

rims and it can be easily cut down from 

29in to 27.5in (or even 26in). Our uncut 

medium-width test sample weighed 84g. 

Once fitted it soaked up a little sealant, 

which bumped the weight up to around 

120g. This means it’s worth adding a little 

extra sealant to compensate. 

Installation is a cinch, and after six 

months riding rocky terrain everywhere 

from BikePark Wales to the Enduro World 

Series round in Finale Ligure, Italy, we’ve 

had just one puncture. That’s got to be a 

record! The system allows you to get 

away with lighter tyre casings (we’ve been 

running Schwalbe Snakeskin tyres in 

place of our usual Super Gravitys) and hit 

rock gardens harder with less fear of 

flatting. It lessens the chances of small 

scuffs and dents in your rims too, but big 

impacts can still destroy wheels – we 

totalled a DT Swiss EX 1501 (although the 

Huck Norris insert ensured the tyre 

stayed inflated). 

It’s expensive for a strip of foam, but 

the shape and materials have been 

carefully chosen, and it’s currently the 

cheapest and lightest in-tyre puncture 

preventer on the market.  Seb

http://velobrands.co.uk

Huck Norris puncture 
prevention strip £55

The Squad goggles’ minimal frame

offers an excellent field of vision and

means they fit better with open-face

helmets than almost any other design,

for that ‘full enduro’ look. What we’re

focusing on here, though, is Smith’s new

‘ChromaPop’ lens, which is claimed to

enhance visual clarity and add definition

to trail features. We’ve been testing the

‘Contrast Rose Flash’ version, designed

for low-light conditions. As the name

suggests, it gives everything a pinkish

tinge and brightens things up at the

same time as reducing glare. We’ve

tested these goggles in everything from

bright Mediterranean sunshine to dingy

Welsh woods and they’ve really

impressed us, delivering a noticeable

increase in contrast and improved vision

in all but the darkest conditions. Here,

we’d have preferred a clear lens – so it’s

good that one of those is supplied with

the goggles too. Ed

www.smithoptics.com

Smith Squad MTB ChromaPop 
goggles £84.99

Dainese have worked hard to put right 

some of the issues we had with the 

original Trail Skins, and bumped the price 

up in the process. There’s now a serious 

amount of shaping to the ‘Pro Armor’ 

knee cup, which helps lift it off the skin 

and prevent any rubbing when you’re 

turning the pedals. It also means that, 

while they may not feel quite as snug or 

secure as other pads, they don’t get 

overly hot either. The thin, stretchy 

sleeve helps here too. Short Velcro tabs 

at the top and bottom openings give a 

small amount of adjustment but it’s 

crucial to select the right size pads. 

We had no issues with the Trail Skins 

slipping down our legs or shifting out of 

place, even when sweaty. They’re plenty 

comfy enough if you’re looking for a bit 

of extra protection on longer rides, and 

don’t get too sticky. The hollows in the 

knee cup like to collect mud though, so 

they need a little more attention than 

most pads when being cleaned. Rob

www.windwave.co.uk

Dainese Trail Skins 2 knee 
pads £69.95

Not infallible, but genuinely 

effective, lightweight puncture 

protection, for a price

H I G H S

It works, preventing 
pinch punctures 
most of the time

L O W S

We did get one flat, 
and it won’t save 

rims from the 
biggest impacts

The priciest foam 
we’ve ever seen! 

(But cheaper than 
other options)
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This sleek-looking perch looks pretty 

unforgiving but actually has a decent 

amount of padding. The shape is almost 

entirely flat, apart from a shallow 

pressure-relief channel. While it’s far 

from uncomfortable, we found the 

132mm width a little narrow for our 

preferences. The flat shape and smooth 

cover mean it also gets a bit slippery 

when you add mud to the mix. Thanks to 

its carbon base and rails, this top-of-the-

line model weighs just 200g. It’s not 

cheap, but there’s a 70g heavier 

chromoly/plastic version for just £34.99. 

The Cloud is a great-looking lightweight 

saddle, but if you’re looking to put in the 

miles, there are comfier offerings. Ed

www.burgtec.co.uk

Burgtec The Cloud MK2 saddle 
£119.99 (carbon rails/base)

Sixth Element 650b+ 
wheelset £979 (with Hope hubs)

Sixth Element build Far Eastern carbon 

fibre rims into wheels near Manchester, 

keeping prices reasonable and quality 

impressive. The 45mm internal/55mm 

external rim width of their 650b+ trail 

hoops gives great support for 2.8 and 

3.0in tyres at low pressures, and the 

hookless rims are impressively burp 

resistant. That extra width makes tyres’ 

shoulder knobs more prominent in the 

mix, so cornering grip is ridiculous. It can 

make the sides of some narrower tyres 

too straight though, creating a harsh feel 

and/or affecting rolling speed – in which 

case, the 38mm version of the rim might 

work better for you.

A well-tensioned build on the 32 spokes 

keeps the wheels impressively accurate 

and taut-feeling, considering they’re 

wrapped in pillowy plus rubber. The 

1,870g (880g front, 990g rear) weight is 

comparable with the lightest 35mm alloy 

hoops we’ve tested, and the Hope Pro 4 

hubs give rapid eight-degree engagement 

to boost reactivity. Despite battering the 

wheels for months, the unidirectional 

Toray T700 carbon is still unscathed, and 

there’s a £275 crash replacement offer if 

the worst should happen. Guy

www.sixthelement.co.uk

Responsive, tough plus-tyre 

performance at an impressive 

weight and reasonable cost

H I G H S

Impressively 
accurate, tough and 
responsive full-fat 
wheelset at a good 

price for carbon

L O W S

Not cheap

Can make tyres too 
fat for some 

limited-clearance 
‘plus’ frames

The Over Drive’s secondary air chamber 

makes it a doddle to inflate tubeless tyres. 

Pump it up to 220psi, release the lever 

and it sends a blast of high-pressure air 

into the tyre, seating it on the rim almost 

perfectly. We found that with narrower 

tyres (<2.4in), less pressure was required. 

It takes around 76 strokes to fully 

pressurise the secondary chamber. We 

only had a few instances of failed inflation, 

mostly due to careless tyre placement. It 

can be used as a regular track pump too, 

taking around 53 strokes to inflate a 

29x2.4in Maxxis High Roller II to 30psi.

The digital gauge is accurate, even 

compared to standalone pressure gauges. 

Because you’re pumping air through the 

secondary chamber, an accurate reading 

may take 10 to 15 seconds to appear. It’s 

easy to attach the screw-on head, which 

automatically adapts to fit Presta or 

Schrader valves, although the valve core 

can unscrew if you do the head up too 

tight.  The high price is offset by the fact 

that it’s really well made and a consistent 

performer. There’s a cheaper analogue 

version if you want to save £20. Alex

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

Lezyne Digital Pressure  
Over Drive track pump and 
tubeless inflator £139.99



This new 10l pack includes a 3l

Hydrapak bladder and is compatible

with Dakine’s CE-certified DK Impact

spine protector (not included). It also

gets their ‘Air Suspension’ back panel,

which feels pretty rigid to begin with, but

once on the trail helps prevent you

getting too sweaty – although you will

still warm up when wearing the Drafter.

There’s a small zipped pocket up top,

and a stash flap and helmet carry straps

to let you fix a full-face in place or wedge

extra kit or pads in when cruising back

to the car.

With just one main pocket, getting kit

in and out can be clumsy at times and

leaves your gear exposed to the

elements. Although the various internal

zipped and mesh pockets do help with

organising things, you still need to open

the pack up fully to access anything

towards the bottom. This wouldn’t be

such an issue if the waist strap had one

or two pockets for smaller items, but

unfortunately most things need to go

into the main compartment. Even the

bladder is accessed from the same

pocket. The magnetic clip on the

drinking hose is handy though. Rob

http://eu.dakine.com 

Dakine Drafter
10l hydration pack £85

At a shade under £30, there’s a lot to

like about the Roam jersey from

Madison. The chest logo is nice and

subtle and although the colours are bold,

they’re not garish. Be careful with the

sizing though, as the fit is quite generous

(we sized down from our usual medium

to a small), with the exception of the

neck opening, which is a real squeeze to

get your head through. Mesh panels

under the arms help ditch heat and the

hidden lens wipe is a nice touch at this

price. We’re big fans of the T-shirt style

cut, although a little more length at the 

rear would be nice. Rob

www.madison.co.uk

Madison Roam SS jersey £29.99
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For fiddly jobs where a regular multi-tool

or Allen key won’t quite fit or, if it does,

will take an age to tighten or loosen the

bolt in question, this little ratchet system

from Syncros is dead handy. The eight

small tool bits simply push into the mini

ratchet driver and fit firmly in place. This

tight fit means they need a solid push to

install/remove them. On the plus side,

this means no slipping or having to

reinstall the bits part way through use. A

compact lever near the ratchet head

dictates the direction of drive. It has a

nice positive click once in place and is

easy to operate even with gloves on.

Syncros have included T10, T25 and T30

Torx keys and 3,4,5 and 8mm Allen keys.

The lack of a 2 or 6mm Allen key and

chain tool means the Lighter 8 won’t

replace a regular multi-tool, but it’s handy 

to have in the car/van, along with a 

Phillips head screwdriver. Rob

www.syncros.com

Syncros Lighter 8 multi-tool 
£29.99



£250
Up to

TRADE IN

From
ABANDONED

JUNK

evanscycles.com/tradein

T&Cs apply.

THE GREAT

EVANS CYCLES TRADE-IN 

Trade in your old bone-shaker to get

up to £250 off a brand new bike 
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SO GOOD… The best feature on the

Prestige is the T-shaped pump head,

which has a Presta valve hole on one

side and a Schrader on the other, plus

a solid-feeling locking lever that’s easy

to use. With markings every 2psi, the

pressure gauge is the most detailed of

all the pumps here.

NO GOOD… Pedro’s offering just didn’t

feel as solid as the other pumps on test

and had a bit of a rattly action. It was

also the joint slowest inflator, taking 38

strokes to get a 27.5x2.35in Maxxis High 

Roller II tyre to 30psi.

www.silverfish-uk.com

SO GOOD… With a steel barrel and base,

the Piston 3 has a solid feel. Its pumping

action remained smooth throughout our 

test period too. The large gauge and

bleed valve make it easy to get your

pressures right first time, and the locking

lever for the valve is nice and big, and

easy to use.

NO GOOD…The pump head only has

one valve hole and it takes a while to

swap it between its Presta and Schrader

modes. Taking 38 strokes to get our tyre

to 30psi, the Blackburn pump was the 

joint slowest on test.

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

SO GOOD… This is the cheapest pump

here, but it performs as well as all but the

Topeak and SKS, feeling smooth in its

action and generally well made. The head

has two valve holes, and the locking lever

has a solid action and creates a good seal

without being fiddly. It took us 32 pumps

to reach 30psi, putting the PFP-8 in the

middle of the pack in terms of speed.

NO GOOD… The pressure gauge on the

Park Tool pump consistently read lower

than the other pumps on test and the

digital gauge that we were using as our 

point of reference.

www.madison.co.uk

SO GOOD… TruFlo’s Airess is a

high-quality product, with a beautifully

finished wooden handle, a metal barrel

and a smooth pumping action. It reached

our desired 30psi pressure in 31 strokes.

The wide die-cast metal footplate makes

it the most stable on test and you can

really pump it hard to get tricky tubeless

tyres seated on the rim.

NO GOOD… There’s only one valve hole

on the pump head, so if you need to

switch between Presta and Schrader

valves you have to take it apart and

rotate the rubber barrel inside, which is  

a bit fiddly.

www.madison.co.uk

SO GOOD… You’re immediately aware

of the German engineering quality when

you use the Airworx Plus and it feels like

it’ll last a lifetime. It was the second

fastest pump on test, only taking 28

strokes to get our tyre up to 30psi, and

has a very smooth action. The dial is

accurate and easy to read, and the pump 

head has holes for both Presta and

Schrader valves.

NO GOOD… The storage slots for the

hose aren’t very secure so it would pop

out and get tangled up every time we

moved the pump. It’s also the most 

expensive unit on test.

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

SO GOOD… The Joe Blow Mountain is

the only MTB-specific model here and

with every pump of the comfortable

handle it shifts a large volume of air. This

means it seats tubeless tyres quickly and

took less than half the number of pumps

– 15 – to get our tyre to 30psi compared

to some of the others here. It has a very

accurate dial, as well as a bleed valve for

fine-tuning your pressures.

NO GOOD… Due to the amount of air it

shifts, it takes quite a bit of muscle to get

it going. It only goes to 70psi, so you won’t 

be able to use it on your road bike too.

www.extrauk.co.uk

Pedro’s Prestige £48.99

TruFlo Airess £64.99

Blackburn Piston 3 £52.99

SKS Airworx Plus 10.0 £69.99

Park PFP-8 £34.99

Topeak Joe Blow Mountain 
£41.99

TRACK PUMPS
A home workshop (and trail centre car park) essential

nnnn
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6 OF THE BEST



To

JUNKIE
ADRENALINE

THE GREAT 

EVANS CYCLES TRADE-IN 

Trade in your old bone-shaker to get 

up to £250 off a brand new bike 

evanscycles.com/tradein

T&Cs apply.
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When a video of me riding a Bristol

pump track was posted on MBUK’s

Instagram feed recently, someone

commented that I was a “lazy rider”.

I’m fine with this for two reasons.

One, if it looks like I’m not doing

anything and still going fast, then I

must be doing it right! Two, I ride to

have fun, and most of the time I’d

rather ride mid pack with a bunch

of mates than try to drop them and

get to the bottom first. The last few 

rides on the Snabb have been all 

about the fun.  

After plenty of rain, the trails 

around my home in Bath have 

become unpredictable clay slides, 

and the challenge is simply to make 

it around the loop without looking 

like you’ve spent the morning at a 

posh spa having a mud treatment. 

It’s a laugh to stop halfway down 

and watch as your mates crash in 

slow motion and slide uncontrollably 

into the trees. Add to that the 

poorly-named storms that have 

battered the Bath valleys recently, 

and we’ve had to pause most of our 

rides part way through to clear trees 

and branches off the trails.

In the hope of making the Snabb 

even more fun to ride (and that it’s 

going to stop raining soon), I’ve 

started to play with the suspension 

and tyre set-up. I want to make the 

ride firmer, to allow me to pump  

The man with the laziest style on the mag is working on his set-up H I G H S

The Snabb is still 
a whole heap of 

fun to ride

Its looks divide 
opinion 

(particularly the 
tan-wall tyres), 
which is great

L O W S

None so far!

MY MONTH

T E S T  B I K E S  R I D D E N  H A R D  F O R  A  Y E A R

q
q
q

and push into jumps better. A  

chat with our resident suspension 

guru, Seb, has prompted me to  

add 20psi to the RockShox Deluxe  

RT3 DebonAir rear shock and 

slow the rebound damping down 

two clicks. He also recommended 

adding two Bottomless Tokens, 

15psi and two clicks of rebound to 

the Pike RC fork. Putting a touch 

more air in both tyres (I’m not the 

scientific type and normally rely on 

the good old pinch test) should help 

give the support I need on jumps 

too – I’ve been running them at 

low pressures, which has given me 

plenty of grip but also a few squirly 

moments coming off lips, which 

weren’t much fun. 

I haven’t had to make any spec 

changes yet, although I have 

swapped the Burgtec pedals I 

originally fitted for a set of DMR 

Vaults with fresh bearings and 

pins. The bulky neoprene chainstay

protector has gone too, replaced 

with a road inner tube wrapped 

around the stay, which is thinner 

and neater. There’s also a higher-

rise bar sitting on my desk ready  

to go on. Let the good times roll! 

www.hotlines-uk.com

SPEC CHECK

DMR Vault pedals £99.99 

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

JONNY’S

NS SNABB T1 £3,550
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I’m yet to change a single part on

my G16. That’s not to say I won’t

in the near future, due to testing

commitments, but right now, I’ve not

got anything to grumble about. And

that’s quite unusual for me.

The RockShox Lyrik RCT3 fork

that sits up front is the 180mm

travel version and easily a year-and-

a-half old now. It hasn’t exactly had

a gentle life and has never been

serviced, but feels just as smooth

and composed as when I first bolted

it to a bike. The DT Swiss E 1700

Spline TWO wheels migrated from

my old bike too. While the pick-up

of the freehub isn’t instant (though

DT do offer an easy-to-fit upgrade to

resolve this), it’s been totally reliable,

No good will come of change... so it’s a good job Rob hasn’t made any

and the rims are still running true 

and ding free too. A bonus is just 

how easy they inflate tubeless. I 

slapped a set of e*thirteen rubber 

on when building up the G16 and 

didn’t have any issues with sealing

The TRSr tyres do drag quite a 

bit, but in Britain’s default muddy 

conditions their tacky 

compound definitely helps

confidence. A recent trip to

some lesser-known trails in

South Wales underlined 

this. I found myself 

slithering down a 

gloopy hillside over 

rock and root, and 

actually managing 

to keep things under 

some form of control. It wasn’t 

pretty at times, but the job got done!

At the rear, the Fox Float X2 shock 

is another bit of kit I’ve been using 

for some time. Since finding the 

sweet spot in terms of adjustment 

for the G16, I’ve not touched it. The 

balance created by the Lyrik and 

X2 is just about sorted now. When 

things get wild, I know I can rely 

on these dampers to maintain the 

GeoMetron’s dynamic geometry and 

let me be where I need to be on the 

bike, instead of having to throw my 

weight around to compensate for 

failings of the suspension.

My final highlight has to be the 

SRAM Guide RE brakes. They do 

an excellent job of bringing the G16 

to a halt, even when it’s absolutely 

bogging out on the trails.

www.mojo.co.uk

H I G H S

Zero issues with 
the frame

All the kit is 
holding up well 

Sampling some of 
the finest trails  

South Wales has 
to offer and loving 

every second of 
my time aboard 

the G16

L O W S

While I’m chuffed 
with the current 

spec, testing 
duties mean it’s 
going to have to 

change soon 

MY MONTH

q
q
q

ROB’S MOJO/NICOLAI

GEOMETRON G16 £2,600 (frame)
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I’ve managed to get a totally sorted 

suspension set-up quicker on the 

Mettle than on any other bike I’ve 

had. Since setting the sag on the 

metric RockShox Deluxe shock 

and doing a couple of rebound dial 

tweaks within the first few hundred 

metres of trail, it’s been absolutely 

golden. That’s doubly impressive 

because the Identiti is a no-holds-

barred bomber that goads you to 

push it to the limit on every run. It’s 

taken a while to get the Fox 36 fork 

tuned to feel as good up front. Now 

that’s done, it’s the perfect play bike.

www.ison-distribution.com

Less shock faffing, more riding

What an idiot. Last month I made

the rookie error of filing an ‘all fine

here’ report. This month, right on

cue, disaster struck. A failure of the

own-brand dropper post spelt the

end for one of those rarest of things

– an impromptu day-off bike ride –

before I’d even left the car park.

Angry? Let’s not go there.

Once back in the shed and with

the post disassembled, I was able

to diagnose the fault – the trigger

mechanism had spat the proverbial

dummy via a couple of snapped

springs. The only replacement post

that would fit in the frame (with the

help of a USE shim sourced from a

box of old parts) was a five-year-old

Fox DOSS externally-routed

The curse of complacency strikes, before even reaching the trails

number. I checked the air pressure 

with a shock pump and, remarkably, 

it read at an on-the-money 250psi, 

the recommended maximum. A  

fresh cable and a seal lube later, 

and the Focus was back in business, 

albeit minus 50mm of post travel  

and with the addition of a few  

dirty-looking top tube zipties. Hats 

off to Fox – the DOSS was expensive 

when it came out, but you can’t 

knock the build quality.  

Pain in the arse? Yep. Not a 

massive mechanical but enough to 

torpedo an afternoon on the trails 

and another example of Focus’s own-

brand kit letting down a wee belter of 

a frame and drivetrain combo.

www.focus-bikes.com

RIC’S FOCUS 

JAM LITE £2,999

H I G H S

Driving to drying 
trails in the 

sunshine with a 
couple of hours of 

riding ahead of 
me, confident 

that spring had 
finally sprung

L O W S

Five minutes into
said ride, taking
the seatpost out

and hearing a
noise familiar

only to mechanics
specialising in the
servicing of clown

cars. Badoing!
Day done

MY MONTH

GUY’S IDENTITI

METTLE £1,599.99 (frame)
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There’s no denying that the

RocketMAX is a burly girl, partly

due to her steel mainframe and

seatstays, but also my wallet-

conscious, plus-tyred build. But

that’s fine. Having spent the past

few years piloting fatbikes, I’ve got

used to a little extra weight. And

as Cy Turner explains in our frame

materials feature (p77), a well-built

steel frame can smooth out the trail

in a way that an alloy one can’t, giving

a more forgiving ride feel. For me the

benefits of steel far outweigh a bit 

more blowing on the climbs.

www.cotic.co.uk

Wanting to lower the Enduro’s BB,

I got on the phone to Burgtec

and the guys there sorted me out

with some offset shock hardware.

Because the rear damper attaches

directly to the linkage at the bottom

end, I could only fit an offset bushing

at the top mount. This means the

new hardware hasn’t made that

dramatic a difference, dropping the

BB by 2mm and making the head

angle half a degree slacker. It has

added a bit more stability though,

giving me the confidence to push 

the bike harder in the turns. 

www.specialized.com

The Norco was a blast on BikePark

Wales’s Popty Ping jump trail (p148)

and even made it down Coal Not Dole

unscathed – although my hands and

legs did take a bit of punishment! My

only issue was with the dropper post

lever. I never found a comfy position

for the left-hand Reverb remote

when the front shifter was in place,

and single-ringing the bike hasn’t

made things better. It just doesn’t

sync well with the Shimano brake

lever. My gammy left thumb doesn’t

help either. I’m planning to fit a right-

hand remote and run it upside down.

www.evanscycles.com

After four months of working

through all the possible damping

and pressure variables on the Fox

RE:aktiv shock, as well as running a

lot of different 29er and 650b+ tyre

and wheel combinations with varying

success, and trying other examples

of the same damper in other bikes,

I’ve done what I should have done a

while ago. I’ve sent the shock off to

Mojo for a check and tune, and in the 

The Trek’s got excellent potential, but shock tuning is proving a pain

meantime, bolted on a standard Fox

Float X damper. The transformation

has been eye-opening.

The previous disappointing mix of

stutter-bump clatter and excessive

pedalling bounce has been replaced

by smooth, richly communicated

traction and consistently predictable

low-speed cornering and pedalling

support. This has instantly let the

Fuel carry high speeds through 

long rough sections, rather than

slamming and choking its way

backwards out of the pack. While it

already climbed surprisingly well for

its weight, a flick of the low-speed

compression lever now gives the kind

of positive pedalling that the RE:aktiv

system ‘automatically’ provides on

Fuel EXs equipped with the more

expensive Factory (rather than

Performance) version of the shock

and on Trek Remedys fitted with

RockShox-made RE:aktiv dampers.

www.trekbikes.com

ED’S SPECIALIZED ENDURO

ELITE CARBON 29 £4,200
JCW’S NORCO OPTIC C9.2

£3,699

GUY’S TREK FUEL EX 9.7 29 £3,200

H I G H S

Super-stiff, well
balanced,

hard-driving
frameset with

sorted handling
and dual wheel
size versatility

L O W S

Currently
struggling with

tune on the stock
rear shock – and
the Öhlins fork

I’ve installed too

MY MONTH

q
q
q

MATT’S COTIC

ROCKETMAX £1,499 (frame)
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CUBE 2017 STEREO 140 SERIES



WINNING

  WITH

TECHNOLOGY

FORK  FOX 34 RHYTHM WEIGHT 28.88 lbs

GROUPSET SHIMANO XT, 11-SPEED

STEREO 140 C:62 RACE 29

WHEELSET FULCRUM RED 44

CUBEBIKESUK CUBEBIKESUK  CUBEBIKESUK

STEREO 140 HPA RACE 27.5STEREO 140 C:62 SL 27.5
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Is full suspension worth having if you’ve
only got £1,500 to spend? We test four 
entry-level trail bikes to find out

BIKETEST

SPRING 
INTO ACTION

nnnn
nq
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hen it comes to helping

you take on tough trails,

full-suspension bikes can’t

be beaten. Having shock

absorbers at both ends of

the bike means you can hit big lumps

and drops without having to soak up

all the shock yourself. Little bumps,

clatter and chatter are smoothed

out, grip is improved, you can go

faster over rough surfaces and

stay feeling fresh for longer. This all

reduces the chances of you crashing

too. While you’re likely to get better

kit on a hardtail for the same money,

the way that suspension absorbs

impacts also helps to protect the

parts on a full-sus from damage –

especially the wheels. You’re less

likely to get beaten up too, so you

can ride further and more frequently

for your cash.

These advantages only apply to

a reasonably sorted full-suspension

bike though. Bad suspension can

actually reduce control by bouncing 

OUR

RATINGS
We base our scores on

value for money and
performance

VERY GOOD
One of the best you can buy

GOOD
It’ll do the job and do it well

BELOW AVERAGE
Flawed in some way

POOR
Simply put, don’t bother!

EXCEPTIONAL
A genuine class leader

you around more, wasting your

pedalling power through excess

movement and weight, or forcing

a designer to compromise on

components to hit a specific price

point. That’s a particularly big issue

at the £1,500 mark, where you’re

dealing with big brands selling

through bike shops rather than

value specialists like Calibre and

Boardman, who make excellent

full-sussers for £1,000 by selling

through superstores, or online

outfits like YT and Canyon, who offer

amazing specs but generally target

the higher end of the market.

Some of the bikes here are a great

shape, some use the latest wheel

and shock mounting standards, and

some are loaded with impressive

features like dropper posts and

carbon linkages. But are any of them

smooth and controlled enough to

be worth buying? We’ve hit our local

natural trails, plus red and black trail 

centre challenges, to find out.

TH STER

nnnn
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W

GUY KESTEVEN

Our Kes gets to test all the
latest and theoretically

greatest bike kit. What he
really loves, though, is

working out how to get the
best performance out of

relatively affordable bikes
and gear, and using his

massive experience,
relentless riding schedule
and exacting standards to

weed out the ones you
shouldn’t buy. That way
you get the best biking

experience for your money
and he gets the

satisfaction that, if he
meets you on the trail on a
bike that he and the team
have recommended, you’ll

be having a great time. 
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THE LINE-UP

If you follow the wise advice

that you should always

buy the bike with the best

possible frame and work out

the rest later, then there’s

no beating the Giant Trance

4. It has the latest Boost

axle spacing and a carbon 

linkage, and the frame alone

(with a different shock) costs

£1,349. Can the Taiwanese

bike-building masters really

put together an enjoyable

complete machine for only

£200 more though, or are the

compromises too obvious?

Being the cheapest bike

here by a big margin doesn’t

stop this Malaysian XC/trail

all-rounder being a decent

shape to make the most of

the 120mm travel it has at

each end. The RockShox

fork and Shimano XT rear 

mech look impressive for

the price too. So does this

on-paper promise translate

into a similarly impressive-

value package on the trail, or

are there hidden issues that

mean the Polygon gets out of 

shape too easily?

POLYGON SISKIU D7 £1,300
NORCO FLUID 7.1 FS £1,499

CANNONDALE HABIT 6 £1,499.
99

GIANT TRANCE 4 £1,549

Norco offer the widest

affordable range of all the

brands here, with the Fluid

7.3 at £1,099 and the 7.2 at

£1,199. They’ve even got

a 29in-wheeled version

of the Fluid 7.1 (perhaps

unsurprisingly called the 9.1)

for the same price as the

650b version. With RockShox

suspension front and rear,

SRAM 1x11 gearing and a

dropper post included in

that price, the 7.1 is off to

a flying start. So, did the Fluid

flow or is the Norco a no go?

Cannondale’s 120mm-travel

fun-bike family stretches all

the way up to the £5,499.99

Habit Carbon 1, as well as

including several plus-tyred

Bad Habit brethren. As the

lowest branch on the family

tree, you don’t get many of 

the US brand’s distinctive

suspension and component

features on the Habit 6. The

quality aluminium frame with

carbon linkage could be a

good base to upgrade from,

but how does it ride straight 

from the shop?
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he excellent Trance frame

wins on suspension travel and 

future-proofing, but the Giant’s 

fork, shock, gears and brakes 

really let it down.

The frame

Giant’s aluminium frames are always 

superb quality and the Trance is 

loaded with sweet detailing, such as 

fully-sealed internal cable routing, a 

shared shock and main pivot anchor, 

and a single-piece carbon linkage. 

It’s Boost width at the back too, and 

despite having 140mm of travel – the 

most here, by 20mm – the complete 

bike is the second lightest on test.

The kit

The Suntour Aion fork has stout 

34mm legs and a broad brace, 

the chunky four-arm spider of 

the FSA Comet cranks feels stiff 

underfoot and the 750mm bar is 

a power steering bonus. A shorter 

stem would really ramp up the 

responsiveness of the front end, 

but the 75mm stock one strikes a 

decent balance for climbing and 

cruising. The unclamped grips twist 

in the wet, though, and the plasticky 

Performance-grade Schwalbe tyres 

are also sketchy on damp trails. 

Obvious casualties of the high 

frame cost include the low-grade 

Shimano M315 brakes, nine-speed 

rear cassette and non-clutch rear 

mech. Despite there only being 

two chainrings, our bike had a 

three-speed left-hand shifter, which 

didn’t inspire confidence in Giant’s 

speccing diligence. 

The ride

Initially, the Giant feels well sorted. 

It’s got an OK reach (450mm on the 

large) and the stiffness of the fork 

is evident even when you’re rolling 

round the car park getting used to 

the self-correcting stability of the 

67-degree head angle (the slackest 

on test). The rigidity of the ‘ALLUX 

SL’ mainframe, big single-piece 

carbon linkage and asymmetric-

braced swingarm is obvious in every 

steering and pedal input. There’s 

impressive wattage transfer too, 

thanks to the chunky cranks and 

broad press-fit bottom bracket (BB) 

shell. In other words, this state-of-

the-art trail chassis feels worth its 

£1,349 price if you’re planning a 

long-term upgrading strategy.

Unfortunately, the stiffness of the 

frame and fork is part of the problem 

when it comes to the suspension. 

While the flexier frames here flatter 

crude forks and shocks by adding a 

bit of structural shock absorption, 

the Giant makes it all too clear 

that the Suntour dampers aren’t 

as smooth as they should be. The 

Aion fork is insensitive and clattery 

over small stuff, and tends to spike 

£1,549 Excellent contemporary

trail frame, if you tune it right

T

BOOST

The latest axle 
standard – 

110x15mm at the 
front and 

148x12mm at the 
rear for wider 
stance, stiffer 
wheel builds.

CLUTCH

An extra strong 
spring or 

movement 
damper in the rear 

mech that stops 
the chain from 
bouncing and 

whipping around 
over rough terrain.

JARGON

DETAILS

 CLASSY CHASSIS

The Trance frame is 
totally up to date, with 

neat internal cable 
routing, a carbon 
linkage and Boost 

rear axle

 COMPROMISED 

 DRIVE

While the reduced 
gear ratios of the 

nine-speed cassette 
aren’t that obvious, 
the untamed chain 
slap and frequent 

drive hiccups due to 
the lack of clutch 

mech definitely are

 DISAPPOINTING 

 DAMPERS

The Suntour Aion fork 
and Unair shock are 

harsh, insensitive and 
hard to tune

GIANT TRANCE 4
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YOU WOULDN’T THINK THE TRANCE HAD 

MORE TRAVEL THAN THE OTHER BIKES 

HERE WHEN YOU’RE FIGHTING TO STAY 

ON LINE DOWN BOULDERY DESCENTS

and pulp your arms on extended 

rocky sections. Even with the 

two pre-installed volume spacers 

removed and low enough pressure 

that it dives too deep into the mid 

stroke, you’ll struggle to get near 

full travel often too. The Unair rear 

shock is no better. It’s stubborn over 

small bumps, rocks and roots, but 

plunges deep into its stroke if you 

start humping the pedals round. You 

can reduce that bounce if you get 

the rebound damping just right, but 

it’s a fine line between quelling the 

squelch and constipating the shock. 

You certainly wouldn’t think the 

Trance had more front and rear 

travel than the other bikes here 

when you’re fighting to stay on line 

down bouldery descents. The clatter 

and whip of the chain on the frame 

makes things even worse, and with 

no clutch mechanism on the rear 

mech, the chain is unseated easily, 

causing pedalling hiccups and 

misshifts. While the 180mm rear 

rotor adds some stopping power,  

the Shimano brakes are still blunt 

and uncommunicative, and the lack 

of suspension connection means 

the hard tyres struggle even more  

to find grip. 

The overall result is a bike that’s 

just too harsh and disconnected 

through its suspension and brakes 

to let the obvious potential of the 

frame shine through. Even if you’re 

after a long-term upgrade project, 

we’d still push you in the direction 

of the RockShox-suspended Trance 

3 instead, which should be far more 

controlled and fun.

Fantastic state-of-the-art trail frame undermined  

by insensitive, hard to tune suspension

H I G H S

Massively 
upgradable frame 
at a bargain price

Great geometry 
and decent 

wheelset 
underline the 

obvious potential

L O W S

Accurate shock 
and fork tuning is 

essential for 
just-about-
acceptable 

performance

Numb brakes and 
clattery nine- 
speed gearing

nnnn
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BIKETEST

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Giant Trance 3 
£1,825
Digging £276 deeper into your pocket gets 
you upgraded suspension, in the form of a 
RockShox Monarch shock and Sektor fork.

F O R  A  B I T  M O R E  A G A I N

Giant Trance 2 
£2,399
Another £850 in the till of your local Giant 
dealer sees you rolling on Fox dampers 
front and rear.
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olygon’s price-beating full-

susser has enough tweaks, 

treats and frame performance 

to ensure the dodgy fork isn’t  

a deal-breaker.

The frame

The Siskiu’s lean, low-slung looks 

sketch out balanced all-round 

geometry, while the short linkage 

and chunky pivot terminals on the 

back end keep it tight under torque. 

We’d expect the external BB to last 

far longer than an internal unit. 

There’s a skinny QR out back, not a 

through-axle, but the dropouts can 

be upgraded to 142x12mm if you get 

the wheels to match.

The kit

Even at £1,300, the QR-equipped 

RockShox 30 fork is disappointing, 

but the rest of the package is pretty 

good. The Shimano XT rear mech 

with clutch switch is a big practical 

advantage, Deore cranks are a good 

choice and the M365 brakes use the 

same levers as the M315s on the 

Giant but get upgraded callipers. 

While the lock-on grips look like a 

nice detail too, they twist in the wet.

The ride

The D7 is the cheapest bike here, but 

that’s not obvious in the ride. While 

it’s fractionally shorter in reach than 

the others, the 67.5-degree head 

angle is on point for the purpose and 

travel (120mm) of the bike. Because 

the UK importers have taken the 

smart step of fitting a 55mm stem 

instead of the 80mm number listed 

on Polygon’s website, the Siskiu feels 

keen, responsive and ready to play 

through tight corners and random 

traction situations straight away. 

While the budget doesn’t stretch 

to a dropper post, the frame is ready 

for an internally routed unit as soon 

as you have the funds. Polygon have 

helpfully fitted a QR seat collar, so 

dropping the saddle manually is easy. 

The 74.5-degree seat angle naturally 

puts you further over the front wheel 

and in command when you’re seated 

for climbing or pedalling. It also 

makes the saddle easy to get behind 

if – actually let’s be honest, when – 

you need to lift the front wheel and 

keep it out of trouble.

You’re going to need to do this 

quite a lot, because of the fork. The 

RockShox 30 feels smooth enough 

when you’re pitter-pattering over 

the roots, ripples and gravel of a 

fireroad, woodland walk or blue-

graded MTB trail. But start pushing 

it harder through turns or adding 

some braking load into the skinny 

30mm-stanchion chassis, and the 

flex instantly chokes the stroke. Even 

the plasticky Schwalbe tyres can add 

enough grip to twist the QR steering 

out of shape, and with stickier rubber 

£1,300 Fun rapid cruiser, but

with definite front end limits

P

QR

Quick-release 
skewer. A thin steel 

rod with a 
tightening cam at 

one end and a 
locknut at the 

other.

DROPOUT

The slotted or 
screw-threaded tip 
of a fork or frame 

that holds the 
wheel axle in place.

JARGON

POLYGON SISKIU D7

DETAILS

 FLAWED FORK

The RockShox logo 
adds kudos but the 

skinny 30mm legs, QR 
wheel attachment and 
simple damping don’t 

add control

 SLIPPERY SAMS

While the hard-
compound Schwalbe 
Smart Sam tyres are 

fast and durable, 
they’re low on grip in 

damp conditions

 AXLE OPTIONS

You can upgrade the 
QR rear end with 

through-axle dropouts 
for a stiffer wheel 

connection
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installed, the wheel-to-bar dislocation 

is remarkable in all the wrong ways. 

That creates a front end that has you 

flinching as soon as rocks or drops 

appear, and we had countless near-

miss steering moments.

Although that sounds pretty 

damning, the saving of the Siskiu 

is that the rest of the bike works 

really well. While the Epixon shock 

feels wooden and unyielding for 

the first couple of hours, after a few 

more rides it opens up to deliver a 

fluid stroke that doesn’t noticeably 

disturb pedalling. It handles mid-size 

hits acceptably for a budget bike too, 

so the fact that the back end has to 

take the brunt of the impact load 

because the fork can’t be trusted 

isn’t an issue. Don’t underestimate 

the psychological effect of the chain-

quietening clutch on the rear mech 

too, which makes things sound as 

well as feel a lot more controlled.

While we’d recommend changing 

the hard-compound Smart Sam 

tyres if you’ll be heading into wet 

woods regularly, there’s no denying 

that the centre-ridge tread rolls 

really fast. Contrary to expectations, 

the sharp intermediate and shoulder 

knobs bite into slop pretty well and 

clean immediately too. 

As long as you stay off the shiny 

roots and green rocks, the supple 

but not distracting initial suspension 

movement makes the Polygon a 

surprisingly tenacious climber and 

easy, enjoyable day rider. Especially 

if you put that £200 you’ve saved 

over the other bikes here towards  

a new fork as soon as possible.

Cheap, flexy fork, but the Siskiu’s poised, keen and 

efficiently smooth ride impresses for the price

H I G H S

Fast-rolling tyres 
and efficient yet 

supple rear 
suspension

Decent frame and 
cockpit geometry

Dropper post and 
through-axle 

ready

L O W S

Serious flex and 
choke from the 
skinny QR fork 

Tyres are fast but 
very sketchy on 
slippery rocks 

and roots 
 

THE WHEEL-TO-BAR DISLOCATION IS 

REMARKABLE IN ALL THE WRONG WAYS... 

THE SAVING OF THE SISKIU IS THAT THE 

REST OF THE BIKE WORKS REALLY WELL

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Polygon Siskiu D8 
£2,000
Spending another £700 on a Siskiu gets 
you closer to the dampers it deserves, with 

i -r i

F O R  A  L I T T L E  L E S S

Polygon Siskiu D6 
£1,150
For £150 less you get a Suntour fork up 
front and no XT rear mech upgrade, but 
the rest of the bike is untouched.
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hile Cannondale have had to

make a lot of compromises 

to get their Habit frame down 

to £1,500, that doesn’t stop 

it being a really responsive and 

enjoyable speed bike on the trail.

The frame

Cannondale pioneered the use of 

oversize aluminium tubes for frames 

30 years ago and they still like a big 

pipe more than most. This includes 

a straight 1.5in head tube (not the 

usual 1.5-1.125in taper), an oversize 

BB axle and deep chainstays that 

lead to a 142x12mm axle. Seatstay 

flex replaces a conventional rear 

pivot, and the hanging linkage is 

carbon to shave some more weight. 

The offset, curved seat tube has 

routing for an internal dropper 

post upgrade, but the bolted seat 

collar is a pain if you want to change 

the saddle height with the stock 

rigid post. Brake and gear lines are 

clamped externally for easy servicing. 

The kit

A quality frame inevitably means 

spec compromises. Wisely, 

Cannondale have fitted reasonable 

rims and tyres, and the Comet 

cranks are decent too. The Habit 

also gets 2x10 gearing, but the 

SRAM X5 shifters feel plasticky and 

the GX rear mech hasn’t got a clutch. 

While the bar and stem are well 

shaped, you’ll need to add lock-on 

grips before the stock numbers twist 

off in the wet. The QR axle of the 

RockShox Recon fork reduces overall 

control, and the numb, low-power 

Tektro brakes aren’t far behind the 

fork on the ‘needs upgrading’ list.

The ride

What the Habit lacks in kit, it makes 

up for in character. It’s the lightest 

bike on test by a small margin, but 

from the way it rides, you’d think the 

difference was a kilo or more. The big 

BB shell and deep stays mean there’s 

little power wasted between foot and 

floor. Add the lightest rear wheel on 

test, and the ’Dale accelerates with 

ego-boosting pace. The fast-rolling 

WTB tyres and supple movement 

from the X-Fusion shock (once it’s 

had a few hours’ riding) mean it 

carries that speed really well too. 

Accurate tuning of the rebound 

damping is needed to keep the back 

wheel stuck down in hollows and 

scoops, but otherwise the flex-stay 

rear is impressively connected 

whether cornering or climbing. 

There’s a lockout for hammering up 

smoother climbs or mixing it up in a 

sprint, too. In terms of straight-line 

back end response, there’s nothing 

slowing the Habit down on the 

descents either. It can occasionally 

dive deeper into its travel than you’d 

want but that stops it choking on 

£1,499.99 Still addictive 

despite its sketchy front end

W

DETAILS

 FLEX APPEAL

Cannondale have been 
refining their 
‘Zero-Pivot’ 

suspension design for 
18 years, and the Habit 
gets a carbon linkage 

for extra weight saving

 FULL BORE

The BB30 bottom 
bracket is shimmed 

down to take the 
conventional axle and 

bearings of an FSA 
Comet crankset, but 
it’s ready to take an 

oversize 30mm crank 
axle for extra stiffness

 WEAK LINK

While the RockShox 
Recon Silver fork has a 

smooth stroke, its 
steel legs add weight 

and the QR axle is 
noticeably flexy

BB30

An oversize BB 
shell designed to 

take a 30mm 
crank axle (but 
spaced down to 

conventional 
24mm size here).

1.5IN HEAD TUBE

Oversize head 
tube/fork steerer 

standard that uses 
the same 1.5in 

lower bearings as 
a tapered set-up at 

the top as well. 

JARGON

CANNONDALE HABIT 6
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fast ‘slap’ hits and, if you get the 

rebound right, it doesn’t ricochet 

around afterwards. Don’t expect the 

rear mech to stay as composed as 

the bike though – the lack of clutch 

means it likes to lash its chain about.

Decent mainframe stiffness 

keeps communication through the 

frame and broad bar accurate. So, 

while the 68-degree head angle is 

fast rather than stable in feel and 

the wheelbase is agile rather than 

solidly planted, you can push well 

on towards the limits of your skill. 

Unfortunately, well before there’s 

any sign of the frame and rear 

suspension getting to their limit, 

the front end is already working 

at or beyond what it can manage. 

There’s slightly more stiffness and 

obedience from the QR Recon, with 

its 32mm legs, than the 30mm- 

stanchion fork on the Polygon, but 

it’s noticeably less controlled than 

the 15mm axle version on the Norco. 

The lack of side knobs on the tyres 

makes them likely to slide and spit 

traction if you clip a root diagonally. 

Add wooden-feeling brakes with 

limited power and even less traction 

communication, and the front end 

needs careful nurturing when the 

trail gets nasty. You have to either 

tiptoe through or pop the front wheel 

up if trees are trying to trip you up. 

It’s a sign of the vibrant and engaging 

overall ride of the Habit that we 

generally went for the gung-ho, not 

tiptoe, approach though, relying on 

the fast handling and sorted back 

end to stay on the right side of the 

near miss/complete mess line.

nnnn
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BIKETEST

H I G H S

Effervescent 
frame feel with 
handling and 

wheels to match

Rear suspension 
is supple for 

traction without 
sapping speed or 

spiking over 
bigger hits

L O W S

Flexy QR fork is 
an obstacle to 

easy upgrading

Numb brakes, 
plasticky shifting 
feel and untamed 

chain clatter

The fork and brakes aren’t great, but there’s no 

hiding the fact that the Habit is a whole lot of fun

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Cannondale Habit 5 
£1,999.99
Taking your budget up to £2,000 bags you 
2x11 Shimano SLX gearing, a RockShox 
shock and lighter, through-axle Recon fork. 

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E  A G A I N

Cannondale Bad Habit 2 
£2,299.99
For £800 more you’ve got the option of the 
cheapest Bad Habit plus bike, with 3in tyres, 
or a conventional Habit 4.

IT’S A SIGN OF THE VIBRANT AND ENGAGING

 OVERALL RIDE OF THE HABIT THAT WE

 GENERALLY WENT FOR THE GUNG-HO, 

NOT TIPTOE, APPROACH
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he Fluid frame has been

around for a while and it’s 

showing that in places. But 

the reduced chassis cost 

means Norco can load it with an 

outstanding, no-upgrades-needed 

(for the money) kit package.

The frame

Norco’s ‘ART’ suspension layout 

drops the chainstay pivot slightly 

lower than on a classic Horst 

Link design but it’s still a proper 

four-bar linkage system, not a 

simple swingarm set-up. Mounting 

the shock vertically leaves room 

for a down tube bottle mount 

and reduces load on the top tube 

and square-to-rectangular down 

tube. You get a tapered head tube, 

externally clamped brake and cable 

lines, and a threaded BB too. The 

frame is dated in some ways though 

– it has a QR rear axle, limited rear 

tyre clearance and no provision for 

an internally-routed dropper post. 

The kit

There’s no need to go back to the 

shop to buy upgrades for the Norco.

The RockShox Recon fork is a Gold 

version with lighter alloy legs and a 

15mm through-axle, and RockShox 

supply the Monarch rear shock too. 

While the Maxxis Ardent tyres are 

still designed for fast rolling, the 

grippier compound gives them an 

edge over the plastic boots of the 

other bikes here. The WTB i25 rims 

are slightly wider than average too, 

for a smoother feel.

With a 760mm bar and 55mm 

stem, the cockpit is on point for 

pushing the pace on technical trails, 

and the lock-on grips really are 

locked on. Norco have even found 

room in the budget for an externally-

cabled dropper post for extra 

descending control and to give your 

left thumb something to do. There’s 

no shifter on that side of the bar, due 

to the fact you’re getting a single-

ring transmission – a full 11-speed 

SRAM NX set-up, with a 30x42t 

bottom gear for clawing up climbs.

The ride

Hanging this hit list of cost-effective 

equipment off a really competent 

frame makes a big difference on the 

trail. At a basic level, you can hit stuff 

as hard with the front end as you 

can with the rear and you don’t have 

the saddle stuck up your arse while 

you’re doing it. There’s a lot more 

subtlety in play than that though. 

The rounded shoulders and 

shallow tread of the Ardent mean 

the tyres struggle in the slop. But, 

thanks to the screw-through axle 

and reasonably sensitive feel of the 

fork, and the well-shaped cockpit, 

you get accurate communication 

of what grip you do have and the 

£1,499 Enjoyably competent

and well-equipped all-rounder

T

HORST LINK

Suspension 
system pioneered 
by Horst Leitner 

that uses a fourth 
‘bar’ linkage and 

chainstay pivot to 
modify the path of 

the rear wheel.

DROPPER POST

A telescopic 
seatpost that 
changes your 

saddle height for 
easier bodyweight 

balancing when 
you press a lever 

on the bar.

JARGON

DETAILS

 SORTED SHIFTING

SRAM’s single-ring NX 
transmission is a 

fantastic way to power 
a trail bike, especially 
in this hard-wearing 
steel chainring spec

 DROPPING IN

The Trans-X dropper 
post is definitely in the 

cheap and cheerful 
category but makes a 
massive difference to 
techy trail confidence

 DECENT DAMPING

RockShox’s cheapest 
Monarch R damper 
can handle bigger 
blunt loads better 
than some more 

expensive shocks

NORCO FLUID 7.1 FS
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reaction speed to make the most of 

it. Stick a grippier front tyre on (save 

the Ardent as a spare for the back, 

where it’s a speed booster) and 

you can really start driving the bike 

through turns and rocky sections.

After a few hours’ bedding in, the 

Monarch shock became the best-

controlled and most consistent rear 

damper on test. The ART suspension 

is naturally stable and efficient when 

pedalling too, so the lack of a lockout 

lever isn’t an issue. If you’ve not 

used a dropper post before, then the 

extra control and confidence you get 

from being able to lower your saddle 

at will can’t be overestimated, and 

while the Norco’s Trans-X post 

is relatively crude-looking and 

operating, its basic functionality 

is fine. Overall weight is OK (the 

big cassette makes the rear wheel 

weight look high but its extra heft 

isn’t that noticeable, dynamically, 

because it’s in the centre of the 

wheel). Even the brakes work better 

than the rest on test, because the 

stiffer fork lets you use the front 

stopper a lot harder.

Once you start working the 

brakes, shocks and your skills to 

the limit with a more aggressive 

front tyre, noticeable frame flex 

and the 68.5-degree head angle 

start to become a confidence issue. 

Compared to the other bikes here, it’s 

still streets ahead in terms of overall 

package capability, but if you’re 

looking for a similarly good-value 

Norco with more upgrade potential, 

go for the newer, stiffer, slightly 

slacker Optic detailed to the right.

Outstanding-value spec on a decent chassis 

makes the Fluid an enjoyable all-rounder

H I G H S

Excellent-value 
suspension units, 

1x11 drivetrain 
and dropper post

Efficient 
pedalling and 

fast-rolling tyres 
make gaining 

speed easy

L O W S

External dropper 
post routing, 
limited tyre 

clearance and QR 
rear axle betray 
the frame’s age

Steep head angle 
and frame flex 

limit confidence 
in the rough

nnnn
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BIKETEST

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Norco Optic A7.2 
£1,799
Spending £300 more gets you onto the 
newer Optic, with more confident handling 
and a Boost through-axle rear end.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  L E S S

Norco Fluid 7.2 
£1,199
Even at £300 less, Norco still deliver a 
single-ring 10-speed gearset, dropper 
post and RockShox through-axle fork. 

YOU CAN HIT STUFF AS HARD WITH THE 

FRONT END AS YOU CAN WITH THE REAR AND 

YOU DON’T HAVE THE SADDLE STUCK UP 

YOUR ARSE WHILE YOU’RE DOING IT
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PRICE £1,549 £1,300 £1,499.99 £1,499

DISTRIBUTOR www.giant bicycles.com www.todayscyclist.co.uk www.cannondale.com www.evanscycles.com

WEIGHT 14.19kg (31.28lb) 14.38kg (31.7lb) 14.12kg (31.13lb) 14.38kg (31.7lb)

SIZE (*TESTED) XS, S, M, L*, XL S, M, L*, XL S, M, L*, XL S, M, L*, XL

FRAME
‘ALUXX SL’ aluminium w/ ‘Advanced

Forged Composite’ upper link,

140mm (5.5in) travel

‘ALX’ aluminium,

120mm (4.7in) travel

‘SmartForm C1’ aluminium w/ carbon 

fibre link, 120mm (4.7in) travel
Aluminium, 120mm (4.7in) travel

FORK
SR Suntour Aion LO R,

150mm (5.9in) travel

RockShox 30 Silver Solo Air,  

120mm travel (4.7in)

RockShox Recon Silver RL Solo Air, 

120mm (4.7in) travel

RockShox Recon Gold RL,  

120mm (4.7in) travel

REAR SHOCK SR Suntour Unair LO R SR Suntour Epixon LO-R Air X-Fusion O2 RL RockShox Monarch R

HEADSET FSA FSA Tange FSA

WHEELS :

HUBS

RIMS

SPOKES

AXLES

WHEEL WEIGHT

Giant Tracker

Giant XC 1

32x Sapim Race

15x100mm (f), 12x148mm (r)

2.15kg(f), 2.73kg (r), inc tyres

Shimano

Araya DM 650

32x 14g stainless

QR

2.33kg (f), 2.87kg (r), inc tyres

Formula

WTB STP i23 TCS

32x 14g stainless

QR (f), 12x142mm (r)

2.09kg (f), 2.59kg (r), inc tyres

Novatec

WTB STP i25 TCS

32x 14g stainless

15x100mm (f), QR (r)

2.17kg (f), 3kg (r), inc tyres

TYRES
Schwalbe Nobby Nic Performance,

27.5x2.25in
Schwalbe Smart Sam, 27.5x2.25in WTB Beeline Comp DNA, 27.5x2.0in Maxxis Ardent, 27.5x2.25in

CRANKSET/BOTTOM

BRACKET
FSA Comet, 24/38t/FSA press fit

Shimano Deore M615, 36/22t/ 

Shimano HollowTech II

FSA Comet MegaExo, 36/26t/ 

Cannondale BB30 w/ BSA adapter
SRAM NX, 30t/SRAM Power Spline

DERAILLEUR(S) Shimano Deore
Shimano Deore (f),

Shimano Deore XT (r)
SRAM X5 (f), SRAM GX (r) SRAM NX (r)

SHIFTER(S) Shimano Alivio (2x9) Shimano Deore (2x10) SRAM X5 (2x10) SRAM NX (1x11)

CASSETTE/CHAIN Shimano HG40, 12 36t/KMC X9 Shimano HG50, 11 36t/KMC X10 SRAM PG-1020, 11-36t/KMC X10
SRAM PG-1130, 11-42t/ 

SRAM PC-1110

BRAKES Shimano M315, 180mm rotors
Shimano M365,

180 (f)/160mm (r) rotors

Tektro Auriga,  

180 (f)/160mm (r) rotors

Shimano M365,  

180 (f)/160mm (r) rotors

BAR/STEM/GRIPS
Giant Connect Trail, 740mm/Giant

Connect, 70mm/Giant lock on

Entity Xpert, 740mm/Entity Xpert, 

55mm/single lock on

Cannondale C3, 760mm/ Cannondale 

C4, 55mm/Cannondale lock-on

Norco, 760mm/Norco, 55mm/

Norco lock-on

SEATPOST/SADDLE Giant Connect rigid/Giant Contact Entity Xpert rigid/Entity Assault
Cannondale C3 rigid/ 

Cannondale Stage 3
TransX dropper/WTB Volt Sport Trail

GIANT TRANCE 4

THE SPEC DECK

Fantastic state-of-the-art trail frame 

undermined by insensitive, hard to  

tune suspension

Cheap, flexy fork, but the Siskiu’s 

poised, keen and efficiently smooth  

ride impresses for the price

Fork and brakes aren’t great, but 

there’s no hiding the fact that the  

Habit is a whole lot of fun

Outstanding-value spec on a decent 

chassis makes the Fluid an impressively 

enjoyable all-rounder for the money
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CANNONDALE HABIT 6

NORCO FLUID 7.1 FS
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hile a good full-suspension bike will definitely 

let you tackle harder trails more easily than a 

hardtail, this test has shown that it’s hard to find 

a sorted one at an affordable price. All the bikes 

here have some great elements that could be carried 

forward into a capable, enjoyable all-rounder. But they 

all suffer from varying levels of compromise too.

The Giant has the best frame and wheelset, in 

terms of meeting modern axle, stiffness and geometry 

expectations. But it’s a way off achieving its potential, 

due to substandard suspension performance and 

a subpar transmission. The Polygon squeezes a lot 

of smoothly efficient, well balanced ride quality into 

the cheapest package on test, but the skinny QR fork 

holds it back when things get tasty. It’s the same story 

with the Cannondale, just with a slightly better fork but 

slightly worse brakes for £200 more. Its frame does 

have more performance potential, though.

We generally recommend buying the best frame 

possible, but in this instance it’s arguably the most 

dated one that gets the nod – at least if you’re looking 

for the best performance now, not future upgrade 

potential. The soft chassis and steep head angle 

of the Norco Fluid mean things can get a bit vague 

and nervous when you’re pushing hard. But the 

dropper post, decent wheel and tyre spec, and sorted 

RockShox suspension mean it’s the only bike here 

that’ll get you anywhere close to that sort of riding 

intensity. Add the NX gearing as the icing on the cake, 

and it’s the best bike on test by a clear margin.

FINAL VERDICT

W

NORCO FLUID 7.1 FS

 NEXT MONTH      

nnnn
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BIKETEST

Electric trail bikes 
Whether you want to power up your riding 

or just need a bit of pedalling assistance, 

we find the best bike for your cash 

ON SALE 23 MAY
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THE TESTER

OUR

RATINGS
We base our 

scores on 
value for 

money and 
performance

VERY GOOD
One of the best 

you can buy

GOOD  
It’ll do the job 
and do it well

BELOW 
AVERAGE 
Flawed in  
some way

POOR  
Simply put, 

don’t bother!

EXCEPTIONAL
A genuine  

class leader

ARMATURE

An internal metal 
framework used to
join load points and
hold shape within

a composite 
structure.

CHAIN SUCK

Caused when the
chain doesn’t 

disengage cleanly
from the bottom of
the chainring and
gets dragged back

round, often 
jamming against 

the chainstay. 

NARROW/WIDE

Chainring design
with alternating
narrow and wide
teeth that sync

with the narrower
and wider sections

of the chain to
reduce wear and

improve chain
security.

PINCH CLAMP

Clamping system
where an open slot
in the crank arm is

closed by
tightening bolts so
that it bites down
onto the axle to

hold it tight.

SELF-
EXTRACTING

Concentric bolt
and collar system
that tightens the
crank into place
when wound one

way, then
untightens and

removes the crank
when reversed.

SPLINE

Raised ribs on an 
axle or other circular 

body that engage 
with matching slots 
on the crank arm or 

a direct-mount 
chainring to stop it 

rotating.

JARGON

With most bikes now having 1x drivetrains, we test 15
single-ringers to find out which will last the distance

SINGLE-RING
CRANKSETS

GROUPTEST

Cranks and bottom brackets (BBs) have one of 

the toughest yet most unappreciated jobs on your 

bike. We expect them to turn thousands upon 

thousands of times while being exposed to wheel 

spray and filth, yet still spin as smooth as silk. They 

also have to cope with the maximum wattage you 

can stamp through them, plus resist every impact 

from high-frequency carbon-delaminating buzz to 

massive drops, to chainring impacts that send a 

shuddering shockwave through the whole bike. 

If that’s not enough for designers to work 

around, we want them to combine this mechanical 

durability and structural strength with a shape that 

has to squeeze through the most congested part 

of the chassis. Oh, and we want them as light as 

possible, please. It’s a lot harder to throw the usual 

upgrade materials arsenal at the problem too, 

because carbon fibre is inherently less tolerant of 

being smashed into rocks regularly than alloy, and 

those same impacts can loosen the glue that 

bonds-in pedal threads or holds the arms on.

And that’s just cranks and BBs. Chainrings are 

exposed to the same rock/log impact and wattage 

transfer loads, with the same restricted shape and 

minimal weight demands. They also have to cope 

with relentless exposure to mud, grit and 

lube-removing wet weather grief without any sort 

of protective seal or coating like BBs benefit from. 

Just raw alloy rubbing against dirty steel chain 

rollers under high tension. In single-ring systems, 

we also want them to do it quietly without the 

chain falling off, no matter how much we fling the 

bike around or the chain whips about as we thrash 

down the roughest, rockiest trails. In fact it’s 

amazing that so many cranks do such a good job 

of getting your leg power to your back wheel.

Note: All the cranks here were tested and 

weighed with a 32t chainring.

GUY KESTEVEN

Whether he’s smashing 
down bouldery black runs 

at full gas, charging up 
climbs or milling out 

marathon epics in the 
middle of the night, our 
Kes is a crank-straining 

maniac, with 20 years of 
pro testing experience.



DETAILS

 CHAINRING

Chainrings can be 
attached to the cranks 

via a ‘spider’ fixed to 
the driveside arm or 

mounted directly onto 
the axle/arm. Most are 
round but eccentric or 
oval rings are designed 
to optimise leverage in 

line with the most 
powerful phase of the 

pedal stroke.

 TEETH

The teeth on a single 
ring are designed to 

hold the chain 
securely over rough 
ground. Most use a 
narrow/wide design 

but others have a 
deeply-scooped, 

shelved or bulbous 
profile (or a mix of 

several).

 MATERIAL

Most cranks and 
chainrings are made 

from aluminium 
because it’s easy to 
squash or cut into 
shape. Carbon and 
carbon-alloy hybrid 

cranks can be lighter, 
but are often more 

vulnerable to impact 
damage. Steel works 
well for strength and 

wear resistance but is 
very heavy so 

generally kept for dirt 
jump cranks. 

 CRANK LENGTH

Unless there are 
ground clearance 

issues, taller riders 
should use longer 
crank arms. Most 

medium or large bikes 
are specced with 

175mm cranks while 
smaller bikes use 

170mm cranks. 
Aftermarket cranks are 

available from 
160-180mm.

 BOOST

Boost cranks use a 
chainring that’s offset 
outwards by 3mm to 
cope with the extra 

offset of the cassette 
on wider (148mm) 

Boost-axle rear hubs. 

 AXLE

Most cranks use a 
24mm-diameter axle 
(though SRAM GXP 

sets require a 
fractionally smaller 

non-drive bearing) but 
larger 30mm axles are 
gaining in popularity 

because they 
potentially offer 

increased stiffness  
at a similar weight 

Mountain Biking UK  135
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FSA’s top-of-the-range cranks are

seriously stiff and very light, but

eye-wateringly expensive. The deep

box-section hollow carbon arms are

co-moulded into an asymmetric

four-arm spider with big alloy

receivers for the rear-tightening hex

bolts. That means you can’t use such

small rings as on FSA’s direct-mount

cranks. The thick-walled 30mm axle

and stout arms feel rock solid under 

power but borderline harsh on

rocky/hardpack trails. FSA BB 

longevity is normally good and the

BB392 standard will fit most frames

with the right adapters. The

extra-long ‘Megatooth’ ring design

gives good chain security and quiet

drive. A very light impact exploded

the tips of the carbon arms on our

first test set, so they’re definitely not

recommended for low-BB bikes or 

rocky, trialsy trails.

www.windwave.com 

FSA K-Force Light ABS BB392EVO £599.95

Shimano’s smoothly sculpted XT

cranks look great when new and are

bomber strong and stiff too, but

they’re let down by their cosmetic

lifespan and chainring performance.

The stiff, tough ‘Hollowtech II’ arms

are permanently attached to a

deep-set asymmetric four-arm

spider. A steel tooth core and

composite bracing shoulder on the

ring help make the cranks feel rock

solid in power play situations,

despite the 24mm axle. A wide range 

of arm lengths are available, but ring

sizes are limited. While the new M81

ring resists wear well, the hooked,

semi-narrow/wide ‘DCE’ profile is

noisy at extreme chain angles and

can suck in dirty conditions or drop

the chain when backpedalling. It’s

OK for XC/trail use but we’d fit a

chain guide if riding rougher trails.

The arms scuff up super-rapidly too.

www.madison.co.uk

These flagship trail cranks are

seriously stiff, strong and long-lived

structurally, but cosmetic wear is

rapid and weight is high for the price.

The arms and spider are forged in

one piece (the M9000 version is

bonded) for impressive stiffness so

you won’t necessarily bemoan the

lack of a 30mm axle option. They’re

drop and rock-smash durable too,

and available in a range of lengths.

The M91 chainring uses titanium

teeth embedded in composite 

‘gums’ for exceptional wear life –

ours is still going strong after two

years of hard labour. Chain retention

is alright for XC/trail riding but

rowdier riders would benefit from a

chain guide. Ring sizes are limited

too, and the arms scuff very quickly.

The alloy M9020s are 100g heavier

than the lightest comparatively

priced carbon fibre options.   

www.madison.co.uk

 Shimano Deore XT M8000 £189.98

Shimano XTR M9020 £439.98
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GROUPTEST

This new FSA crankset is a solidly

secure, durable and versatile unit

that we’re seeing on a lot of complete

bikes this year. The forged C-section

arms are solid enough and they’ve

survived some wheel killing, neck

straining slams on our test bikes.

FSA’s thick four-armed direct-mount

ring can shrug off log and rock-

grounding incidents without flinching

too, plus has a good wear life. There

are sizes to suit all riders, plus Boost

offset versions, and the spline-and- 

lockring system makes swapping

between single, double or even triple

rings simple. The rough-forged steel

construction of the rings makes the

Comets heavy though, even for

budget cranks. While the ‘Megatooth’

design is generally secure, we’ve had

some chain suck and excess noise/

grind issues in dirtier conditions, until

the teeth eventually wear smoother.

www.windwave.co.uk

FSA Comet Modular 1X £129.95

Weight 452g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 30-38t

Weight 864g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 26-38t 

Weight 669g

Arms 165, 170, 175, 180mm

Rings 30-34t

Weight 565g

Arms 165, 170, 175, 180mm

Rings 30-36t
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E*thirteen’s massive carbon crank

arms won’t suit ankle rubbers but,

together with the 30mm alloy axle,

give outrageously good stiffness at a

low weight. There’s enough damping

from the composite construction to

reduce foot and knee punishment on

extended climbs and descents. The

unique triangular non-driveside arm

attachment is solid and squeak-free,

and big rubber bumpers help shrug

off the inevitable tip hits. Cunning BB

design means the 30mm axle can  

fit into any frame. There’s even a

100mm-wide fatbike version.

E*thirteen’s ‘Guidering M’ narrow/

wide rings are impressively secure

and clean running, and come in a

range of standard and Boost sizes.

Our second set of cranks is proving

impressively tough, restoring faith

after arm/axle separation issues  

on our first sample.

www.silverfish-uk.com

The new SLX cranks take Shimano’s

key tech down to an affordable price

point, but structural advantages are

tempered by occasional chainring

issues. They’re a reasonable weight

for the price and the ‘Hollowtech II’

arms are impressively stiff and

strong. Typically for Shimano there

isn’t a 30mm axle option, but there’s

no obvious flex even under powerful

riders. The chunky forged spider is

equally solid and has inner chainring

mounts, should you want to double 

up. With steel teeth set into a

composite reinforcing shoulder, the

ring continues the rigidity theme,

and wear is good even in UK filth. The

arms aren’t as rub-resistant as on

older SLX cranks though, with the

outer portion and logo looking

scruffy quickly. We’ve had occasional 

filthy conditions chain suck and

backpedal chain drop issues too. 

www.madison.co.uk

Totally hollow ‘Carbon Tuned’ arms

make SRAM’s top-of-the-range XC

cranks lighter than their foam-filled

X01 Eagle trail offerings. Stiffness is

the same – acceptable, not

outstanding – but there’s slightly

less structural insurance if you wreck

your bike. The XX1s come with

rubber protector boots and we’ve

ridden and raced them hard without

any issues. They still look good too.

SRAM’s new double-scoop ‘X-SYNC

2’ tooth profile engages two chain 

links simultaneously to share wear/

drive load and help squeeze out dirt,

keeping the chainring feeling new for

much longer than normal, even in

the filthiest conditions. It works with 

11-speed chains too, so it’s not

exclusive to 12-speed Eagle

drivetrains. While the price is high,

it’s reasonable for the premium 

performance on offer.

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

e*thirteen TRS Race Carbon £441.95

Shimano SLX M7000 Boost £134.98

SRAM XX1 Eagle £396

Weight 532g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 28-38t

Weight 699g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 30-34t

Weight 481g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 30-38t

FSA have reworked their trusty trail

cranks to bring them bang up to date

in terms of direct-mount single-ring

options. The hollow-forged arms

have been slightly reprofiled and are

fixed to either a 24mm or 30mm

axle. Stiffness is good whether you’re

pushing through corners or cranking

out the power, and FSA BBs always

last well, whatever the frame fit

format. Direct-mount rings are

available in a wide range of sizes,

from crawler to CX, and the fact the 

driveside arm detaches makes

swapping easier. The forged rings

and narrow/wide teeth have a rough

finish, which, together with the

extended length of the teeth, makes

them more prone to grumble and

hang up until grit polishes them

smoother. The Afterburners are

slightly heavier than their price peers, 

but not to a deal-breaking degree.

www.windwave.co.uk

FSA Afterburner Modular 1X £169.95

Weight 704g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 26-38t
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These new modular cranks kick ass

when it comes to stiffness as well as

oval ring and colour coding options,

but they’re not light. CNC-machined

arms can feel flimsy underfoot but

the deep, ribbed 7055 arms of the

R-Hawks bolt onto a separate 30mm

axle for a total torque lockdown when

you press on the pedals. The modular

design sandwiches your choice of

direct-mount circular or elliptical

‘Q-Ring’ into place as it tightens. It

also lets you subtly alter the angle of 

the pedal/power-smoothing

eccentric rings to find your sweet

spot. There was noticeable chain

grumble till they bedded in but the

broad narrow/wide teeth are some of

the most secure we’ve used. Rotor’s

oversize BB’s are available for any

bike. Cost and weight are high, but 

the otherwise similar forged

R-Raptor cranks are £70 less.

www.saddleback.co.uk

Rotor R-Hawk £325

Race Face’s Æffect cranks are a

common sight on mid-price

complete bikes for good reason, and

they’re a versatile all-round upgrade

too. The forged, pocketed arms are

more than solid enough for any

pedal stamping or rock dropping

you’re likely to do on a trail ride, but

they’re still slightly lighter than most

in their price/use category. There’s

no 30mm axle option but Race Face

offer a full range of BBs and they’re

Shimano/FSA compatible too. While

the outer edges of the arms do scuff

over time, the recessed logo makes

wear less obvious. Ring performance

is good, and while complete

cranksets are only available in 30

and 32t sizes, there are 26-42t ring

options if you buy them separately

(£54.95) to the cranks (£109).

Double-ring, Boost and even fatbike 

versions are available.

www.silverfish-uk.com

 Race Face Æffect Cinch £149.99

Praxis’s new Cadet cranks offer

the oversize axle technology and

proven chainring of their bombproof

Girder M30 set-up in a slightly

lighter and £80 cheaper format.

With hollow-backed arms and a

direct-fit ring mounted on a

three-bolt spline system, they’re not

as granite stiff as the box-section

Girders, but are still as solid as most

pricier hollow-armed cranks.

Praxis’s excellent BBs allow you to

fit the asymmetric 30/28mm axle 

into any frame. The chainring uses

a distinctive ‘Wave Technology’

alternating left/right tooth layout

to keep the chain secure. We

haven’t used it long enough to

comment on wear, but initial chain

rumble eases over time. Rowdy

terrain security has been good, and

we’ve had no issues with chain lift  

or suck in dirty conditions.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

Praxis Works Cadet M30 £149.99
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Weight 708g

Arms 165, 170, 175mm

Rings 26-34t

Weight 643g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 30, 32t

Weight 683g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 28-32t

These aggressively priced carbon

enduro/trail cranks only come in

limited options but offer a great

balance of reduced weight and solid

strength. The deep arms give firm

cornering and drive support without

being brutally stiff. Scuff protection

is provided as standard, and while

carbon cranks will always be more

vulnerable to impact damage than

alloy, our Descendants are still going

strong despite some war wounds on

the tips. While there’s only one 32t 

complete crankset option, the

three-bolt and spline attachment is

compatible with any SRAM direct-

mount ring or spider. A 30mm axle

version is also available. The new

‘X-SYNC 2’ chainring design gives

noticeably cleaner, smoother drive

feel and wear reduction on 11 or

12-speed set-ups without

compromising chain retention.

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

Truvativ Descendant Carbon £288

Weight 586g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 32t
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DMR’s Axe cranks were our surprise

winners last year and they’ve battled

off the latest opposition to retain

their crown, especially if you get

creative with your chainring choice.

The high-volume hollow-forged arms

are big enough to noticeably boost

stiffness, no matter how hard you

land or lever them round. They’re not

so fat they’ll clatter the ankles of

pigeon-toed pedallers though, and

while they will scuff in time, they’re

more rub-resilient than most. On

long, rough, rocky descents they’re

just the right side of stingingly rigid

and unforgiving, so you can run them

in a day-ride bike without waving

your cartilage goodbye. This arm

stiffness is matched by the

30/28mm axle, which runs in

excellent Praxis BB cups that are

available to fit any frame (although 

the fitting tools add £14.99 if your

shop doesn’t have them) and last

well even in press-fit formats. Built-in

tightening/extracting bolts make

maintenance a cinch and we’ve had

no issues with loosening or creaking

over a year of relentless hammer in a

bike with a particularly low BB. Unlike

the actual Praxis cranks, the Axes

disconnect on the driveside, making

it easy to swap the direct-mount

rings, which are sold separately in

a wide range of sizes. While DMR’s

own Blade rings are as good as most,

the SRAM-style three-bolt fixing lets

you create a real killer combo by

fitting the latest SRAM ‘X-SYNC 2’

rings for the ultimate in transmission 

smoothness and security.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

SRAM’s entry-level 11-speed

cranks aren’t light but they’re

super-durable and offer clean,

efficient and secure single-ring

running at a bargain price. The arms

are solid-forged with a scooped

back for an acceptably stiff feel

under power or hard cornering, and

the numerous sets we’ve ridden

have stood up well to heavy-duty

trail use. They’re some of the only

budget cranks with a 30mm axle

option, and have a good range of 

arm lengths as well. Boost and

fatbike options exist too. There’s a

choice of alloy or steel chainrings,

and while both run quietly and

smoothly with reliable chain security 

even in the worst conditions, the

84g heavier steel version shown

here definitely improves long-term

wear life, as long as you keep it 

lubed to stop rust at bay.

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

The Next SLs won ‘Most Wanted’

last year and the new G4s are even

lighter but still outstandingly stiff and

surprisingly tough. Reshaped hollow

carbon arms with lighter alloy pedal

inserts help make them the lightest

cranks available, outside of German

carbon exotica. Race Face still clear

them for enduro use though, and

that toughness claim is backed up by

our own experience with several sets.

They’re impressively stiff when it

comes to driving the pedals round or

carving corners and off-cambers too.

The wave-splined ‘Cinch’ system lets

you switch axles to fit different bikes

and there’s a vast range of direct-

mount rings, from 24-42t. Ring

security and durability are on point

too, making the G4s the clear current

performance champions. Black tip

protectors are included, Coloured

tips, bolts and graphics are available.

www.silverfish-uk.com

SRAM NX £103

DMR Axe £179.98

Race Face Next SL G4 £449

WINNERS
WE’RE RIDING HARDER THAN EVER, SO IT’S A TOUGH TIME

FOR CRANKS RIGHT NOW, BUT THE BOMBER-STRONG

DMR AXES ARE A CUT ABOVE

TESTER SAYS...

Weight 661g

Arms 165, 170, 175mm

Rings 26-36t

Weight 783g

Arms 155, 165, 170, 175mm

Rings 30-38t

Weight 441g

Arms 170, 175mm

Rings 24-42t
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Now £2100.00
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ENDURO
ELITE 29
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Now £2400.00
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STUMPJUMPER
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Was £4800.00 Save£1300

Now £3500.00

2016SPECIALIZED
STUMPJUMPERFSR

EXPERT 6FATTIE 650+

Was £1500.00 Save£520

Now £980.00
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FUSEEXPERT

6FATTIE
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Now £3000.00

2016
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2016
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Now £250.00
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£575.00
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STUMPJUMPERFSR
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£1800.00

2015 SPECIALIZED
S-WORKSTARMAC
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SOAR OVER STEP-UPS WITH

JOE RAFFERTY’S PRO TIPS – PAGE 144
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147 DROP THE ANCHORS
Four essential techniques that’ll help 
you stop on a dime

150 GRIMETIME
How to fit an angled headset. Plus 
your tech questions answered
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We show you how to style it up down 
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146 HAVE THE BEST HOLIDAY EVER
How to prepare for a bike trip abroad



Soar over 
step-ups
If you’re faced by a jump  

with a landing higher than its 

take-off, here’s what to do...

144  Mountain Biking UK

03
level out

When your bike leaves the lip, relax 
and let it come up and level out 

underneath you. Don’t pull the bike up, 
in the hope that you’ll go higher – all 
this will do is put you in a crouched 

position, which is bad for landing 
and could unbalance you. Glance 

at the landing, then get your 
chin up and look where 

you’re going. 

04
absorb

Softly push your bike down towards 
the landing, by straightening your 

arms and legs. Aim to land with both 
wheels together, and as they touch 
down absorb the impact by bending 
your arms and legs. If you land out 

of balance, the issue is most 
likely to do with your balance  

on take-off.

pro Tips
Although the bigger 

landings on step-ups 

can look scary, they’re 

often super-smooth 

jumps, making them 

the perfect place to 

hone your airtime 

skills and tricks.

Pump for 
speed

Step-ups usually have 
a big landing, so pump 

this for extra speed. 
Do this by landing in a 

slightly more crouched 
position, then pushing 

your bike down hard into 
the downslope.

Style it up
Because the landing 

is higher you won’t be 
coming down from a 
height. This makes 

step-ups perfect for 
practising on or trying 

new tricks. Softer 
dirt landings are 

recommended for  
the latter!

Gap it
If you can consistently 
clear tabletop jumps, 

then don’t be afraid to 
try a step-up that has  
a gap in it. While they 

look more intimidating 
and the stakes are 

higher, the technique  
to clear them is exactly 

the same.  

The Pencil
The most common 

mistake with step-ups 
is leaning back and 

landing on your back 
wheel with the front 
wheel up, AKA ‘the 

pencil’! Remember to 
push your front wheel 

down if you think you’re 
coming in tail-first. 
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01
Approach 

You’re going to need more speed than 
on a tabletop jump of the same length, 

because you’ve got to get up onto the top 
of the landing. Otherwise, you’ll case it. 

Approach stood up, pedals level, head up 
and knees bent. The key to a successful 

jump is taking off properly, and that 
means being in perfect balance  

and judging your speed and  
pop so you land smoothly 

on the downslope.

02
pop 

To get maximum height, you need to 
pop off the top of the lip. Pump the face 
of the jump by extending your arms and 

legs – use mostly your legs for maximum 
power. As your front wheel reaches the top 
of the lip, pull the handlebar towards your 
hips and keep on pushing down through 

your feet. By applying pressure 
through your back wheel all the 

way up the lip, you’ll get 
maximum air. 

joe Rafferty

P R O - F I L E

JOB Mountain bike coach

CREDENTIALS Elite level 

racer Joe heads up his  

own coaching business,  

Pro Ride, and has been 

passing on his expertise  

to riders for over 10 years  

as a full-time skills coach.



01
Pick the 
right place

Decide what you 

want out of your 

trip – epic trail bike 

descents, riding 

where no one has 

been before, bike 

park laps and beers,

or all of the above? 

Do your research, 

read some reviews, 

ask for advice from 

people who’ve 

been then choose 

a location that’s 

suited to your riding

style and ability.

02
Preparation
is key 

The last thing you 

want is for your 

bike to let you 

down. Make sure it’s

serviced and running

well before you go. 

Pack a spare mech 

hanger, brake pads 

and any other bits 

that are specific to 

your bike. Consider 

taking a replacement

rear mech and tyres 

too – with a limited 

choice of bike shops

in many places, it’s 

easy to have your 

pants pulled down 

over the price of  

new parts.

03
Book your 
transfers 

Don’t wait until 

you’ve touched 

down in the middle 

of the night to find 

out that there are 

no buses to your 

hotel until the 

morning. Trying 

to wedge multiple 

bike boxes into a 

hatchback taxi 

is no fun. Save 

yourself the stress 

by booking your 

transfers ahead of 

time. Almost all big 

riding destinations 

have dedicated 

services to/from 

the closest airport.

04
Don’t show 
and blow 

It’s easy to go flat 

out on the first 

day, resulting in a 

big crash or tiring 

yourself out. With 

the pummelling 

that the big 

descents will give 

you, it’s a good 

idea to factor in 

some rest days 

throughout the trip.

It’s better to take 

a day off and ride 

hard the rest of the

time than risk a big

off. Sitting on the 

sidelines watching 

your mates ride is 

never fun.

05
Maximise  
bike time 

Research the trails 

and plan what you 

want to do each day. 

If you don’t know 

the area, it could 

be worth riding 

with a guide. They’ll 

be able to show 

you some amazing 

hidden trails, as well 

as knowing all the 

best spots for food 

and post-ride beers. 

Make the most of 

uplift services and 

ski lifts too – the 

energy saved by not 

slogging up the hills 

can be used to get  

in more descents!

You’ve spent 

months saving and 

taken precious 

time off work – the 

last thing you want 

is for your riding 

holiday to not work 

out. Avoid the anger, 

arguments and 

stress with our 

guide on how to 

prepare for some 

bicycle-related fun 

in the sun.

Have the 
best bike 
holiday ever
Follow these tips to make riding 

abroad a dream, not a nightmare
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Drop the anchors
Being able to brake late and hard is essential if you want to ride at full pelt
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RECOVERY 
SHAKES

When ‘real’ food isn’t readily 
available or it’s been a real tough 

ride, a liquid recovery shake 
can help you get the nutrients 
you need in a tasty, quick and 
convenient way. Either buy or 

make your own, says MTB  
coach Chris Kilmurray.

Readymade shakes

There are loads of options on the 

market, so how do you choose which 

to go for? Here are some key things  

to look out for…

• Carbohydrate mix These replenish 

muscle and liver energy stores. A good 

drink will contain maltodextrin, dextrose 

or glucose, which are easily and  

quickly digested.

• Whey protein You want top-quality whey 

isolate, ideally. It’s highly effective and 

helps repair muscle tissue and start the 

rebuilding process. 

• Chemical free No artificial 

preservatives, sweeteners or colourings. 

It’s better for your stomach health  

and recovery.

Homemade shake

If you prefer your carbohydrate and 

protein in a more natural form, it’s 

easy to make your own shake. Simply 

blend the ingredients in a liquidiser or 

similar, and drink. Recovery sorted!

1 banana

1 cup milk (cow’s is best for recovery)

1 tbsp honey

1 tbsp peanut or almond butter

½ cup oats

3-4 ice cubes

-FUEL UP-

Chris 
Kilmurray

1

2

4

3

1 Drop 
your heels

This may seem like a 
relatively small thing, 
but when your bike is 
stopping with you on 
it, your body (which 
has no brakes) will 
decelerate at a 
slower speed than 
your bike (which 
does). If you’ve got 
your heels dropped, 
your feet will push 
into the pedals as 
the bike slows and 
your body tries to 
move forward, and 
you won’t pitch over 
the bar. The harder 
you brake, the more 
you’ll want to dip 
your heels – this will 
begin to feel natural 
after a few attempts. 
For more grip, you 
can push through 
your feet and load 
the bike. This will 

make the tyres bite 
into the ground 
harder, stopping you 
more quickly.

2 Keep 
arms braced

Your arms will also 
need to be ready 
to take your weight 
as you increase 
the pressure on 
the brakes. Brace 
yourself but keep 
your elbows bent. 
This way you’ll 
be able to absorb 
any undulations 
or bumps on the 
braking surface 
while maintaining 
a strong stance on 
the bike. Setting 
your brake levers 
at a flatter angle 
(closer to parallel 
with the ground than 
perpendicular to it) 
can help. This will 

rotate your wrists 
backwards slightly 
but ensure that the 
grips push directly 
into the palms of 
your hands when 
braking. You won’t 
have to hold on quite 
as tight because you 
won’t be stopping 
yourself from falling 
off the front of 
the bike. Simple 
adjustments like 
this can make a 
massive difference.

3 Feather 
the brakes

Avoid locking up your 
wheels – a bike will 
stop most efficiently 
when they’re still 
turning, just like 
a car with ABS. It 
can be hard to find 
this fine balance 
between skidding 
and stopping, but 

the most important 
thing is to not let 
your front wheel lock 
up. If this happens, 
you risk washing out 
and crashing. A back 
wheel lock-up isn’t 
as bad, as long as 
you can keep your 
bike pointing more  
or less straight.

4 Pick a 
stopping point

To stop as quickly 
as possible, pick a 
spot on the ground 
where you want 
to halt. Use target 
vision, and your body 
will work naturally 
to bring you to a 
stop at that place. 
Focus on where you 
want to stop and the 
rest will happen on 
autopilot, provided 
you’ve mastered the 
physical techniques.
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Popty Ping (it’s Welsh slang for

‘microwave’, apparently) is the latest

addition to BikePark Wales’s trail

network. Starting in the same place as

HotStepper, it sits between a blue and

a red trail in terms of difficulty. Full

of jumps, well-supported turns and

rollers, it’s great fun for even the most

experienced riders, while not being

too scary for those wanting to learn

and progress their skills.

PIN IT down 
POPTY PING
BikePark Wales’s new ‘blue+’ 

jump trail is a ton of fun –  

here’s how to get it dialled

Terry’s
belly

otstepper

joins  
Terry’s belly 

1
The start

Straight off the bat 

you’ve got three small 

steps to tackle. Don’t 

worry, you’ll naturally 

roll over them without 

nose-diving. Just 

remember to look 

where you want to go!

2
First jumps
After the first right-

hand corner you’re 

faced with a roller and 

a tabletop jump. You’ll 

be carrying enough 

speed to clear the 

table as long as you’ve 

not braked too much 

for the first turn. If 

you’re going too slow, 

pump the roller for 

more speed.

5
hipped 

tables
After some more turns 

and a couple of slightly 

bigger tabletops, there 

are some hip jumps. 

The idea of a hip is to 

turn in the air, with 

the turning action 

originating from the 

take-off. Practise 

turning slightly up 

the face of the jump, 

which will cause you 

to rotate in the air. 

Dipping your shoulder 

in the direction you 

wish to turn (just like 

cornering) will help 

you to pivot. Don’t 

go too far though, 

or you’ll end up on 

the floor! If you’re 

struggling to work 

this out, take off on 

the outside of the hip 

jump, looking to jump 

to the inside. This will 

naturally make you 

jump at an angle.

4
tabletop 

jumps
Popty Ping is littered 

with tabletops. The 

ones towards the start 

of the trail are easy 

to clear, as long as 

you don’t brake check 

before them. They’re 

a great place to work 

on your jumping 

confidence, with no 

surprises – the take-

offs aren’t too kicky 

and you can come up 

short without getting 

sent over the bars.

6
larger 

jumps
As you’re nearing the 

end of the trail, the 

jumps increase in size 

and speeds increase. 

The principles of 

jumping bigger jumps 

are the same as for 

smaller ones but 

you need to be more 

physical with the 

bike – if you’re just a 

passenger, you risk 

getting catapulted off.

7
final 

straight
After a couple of fast 

berms, there are four 

rollers before the trail 

joins Terry’s Belly and 

HotStepper. You’ll 

enter these with quite 

a bit of speed but they 

won’t buck you as long 

as you absorb each 

bump and push into 

each hole between 

them. Yee-haw!

popty  
ping

3
left & right 

switchbacks
The first two 

switchbacks are easy 

to tackle. There’s 

plenty of grip in the 

turns and they’re not 

too sharp, so stay off 

the brakes!
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1
Secure the (clean) bike in a
workstand. Remove the front
wheel and detach the front brake

lever from the handlebar. Undo the headset
top-cap bolt, loosen the stem’s steerer
clamp bolts and slide the fork out of the
headset. Strap/ziptie the bar to the frame.

3
Grease the concentric upper cup of
the angled headset and sit it on the
head tube. Drop a headset press

through the cup and tube, then slot the base
plate onto the highest notch available. With
the cup straight and central in the press, turn
the handle until the cup is flush with the tube.

4
Flip the bike upside down in the
stand. Grease the offset lower cup
and sit it on the head tube. The ‘-’

should be at the front if you want a slacker
head angle. Use the notches on either side of
the cup like a gunsight to line it up centrally 
with the down tube. 

2
Push a ‘rocket’ headset removal tool
up through the head tube until the
splayed end snaps into place. Check

that the end sits flush against the lower
headset cup and the tool is central in the
tube. Tap it sharply with a mallet until the
cup pops out. Repeat on the upper cup. 

Quick fix tips Fit an angled headset to adjust your bike’s head angle
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existing wheels (SRAM’s pricier

groupsets require a special freehub

body). If that sounds a touch pricey, you

could always stick with the Shimano XT

cranks you have now and go 1x10 by

taking off the two outer chainrings and

replacing the middle one with a narrow/

wide ring. Just be sure to check the

chainline when setting things up.

We’d recommend getting a dropper

post on there as soon as possible,

because this will change the ride

dramatically. The age of your Spicy

means it won’t have internal cable

routing, so you’ll need to bear this in

mind when choosing a post. The Fox

Transfer and KS LEV both come in

externally routed versions with 

Spicing things up
I’m the proud owner of a 2010

Lapierre Spicy 516. I love it

dearly, but know it’s a little

outdated. As I can’t afford to replace

it, I was wondering what changes you

guys would recommend making to help

modernise it. I’ve done little aside from

replace the tyres with some Maxxis 

High Roller II TR EXOs.

Gavin Buxton, via email

Obviously this all depends on

your budget, Gavin, but we’d

start by ditching the 3x10

transmission for something lighter. A

full SRAM NX 1x11 set-up would set you

back £251 and would work with your 

collar-mounted actuators, which means

no big cable loop when the saddle is

dropped. While they’re not cheap, we’ve 

found them to be two of the more

problem-free posts out there.

Cheaper modifications would include

slapping on a wider bar (if you go for

something around 780mm you can

always cut it down) and slightly shorter

stem (50mm), and setting the wheels

up tubeless (if you haven’t already).

If you’re looking to alter your

Lapierre’s geometry to make it feel a

little more like the aggressive trail bikes

of today, we’d start with some offset

bushings from Offsetbushings.com or

Burgtec. This is an easy mod for less

than £30, which will lower the bottom 

Going 1x11 is a great way to save

weight and simplify shifting, and

SRAM’s NX group is a steal at £251

Your questions
answered

TIME
Grime 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

www.muc-off.com



5
Put a mark on the head tube in line
with the mark on the cup. This way,
you’ll be able to see if the cup

twists. Repeat step 3 on the lower cup,
ensuring that it stays centrally aligned with
the shaft of the press and that the mark on
the cup lines up with the mark on the tube. 

6
Wipe away any excess grease and
flip the bike the right way up. Grease
the bearings and gold gimbals.

Place the lower one over the fork’s steerer
tube, on top of the crown race. Push the fork
up through the head tube and mount the
upper gimbal and bearing, then the dust cap.

7
Add any spacers before slotting the
stem back on. Install the top cap
and bolt and preload the headset to

the specified torque setting. Reattach the
brake lever to the bar. Remove the bike from
the stand, replace the front wheel, straighten
the bar and tighten the stem’s pinch bolts.

bracket height (which was rather

lofty on the 2010 Spicy) and

slacken the head angle. It’ll relax

the already pretty slack seat

angle too, which won’t help the

bike’s climbing performance, but

you can always revert back to

the original geometry if you

don’t like how it feels. Just be

sure that you measure

accurately so you end up with

the right bushings.

Aside from those suggestions,

we’d always recommend a fork

and shock service plus some

time on the phone with the guys

at Mojo (suspension tuners and

Fox’s UK distributors) to make

sure that your damping is the 

best it can be.

Wide enough?
I want to get a new

handlebar and keep

reading that I need it to

be really wide or I’ll risk crashing

and exploding in a ball of flames,

or something. How wide do I

need to go? I’m currently using a

710mm bar from a few years ago.

Steve Thompson, via email

We’d say some of this

boils down to your size,

some down to personal

preference and some down to

how wide the gaps in the trees

are on your local trails. If you’re

tiny, then slapping an 800mm

bar on isn’t going to help your

position on the bike. Equally, if

you’re 7ft tall, then a 740mm bar 

is going to feel nervous and

twitchy. We’d recommend

working out what rise and sweep

you’re after, and then getting

something a little wider than you

first thought. That way, you can

play around with grip placement,

sliding them along the bar until

you’re happy with how it feels.

Then, if necessary, you can get

the hacksaw out and carefully

chop it down. Just remember – 

measure twice, cut once!

1
Ramped tread
Many tyres have ramped centre tread blocks.The leading
edge, which contacts the ground first, is tapered to

smoothen the transition and so reduce rolling resistance.
That’s the idea, anyway.The trailing edge is square, to 
maximise braking grip. 

3
Tread gaps
Tyres designed to work well in muddy conditions use tall
tread blocks (this is why mud tyres are sometimes

referred to as ‘spikes’) with large, consistent gaps in between.
This allows mud to escape so the tread doesn’t get clogged up 
in claggy conditions and the tyre can continue to grip.

2
Siping

‘Siped’ tread blocks have a groove (or grooves) cut into
them that allows the rubber to splay out when pressed

into hard surfaces, a bit like a goat’s hoof.This increases the
amount of surface area in contact with the ground, and so 
improves grip, particularly in the wet.

4
Semi-slick
At the other end of the scale, semi-slick tyres use very
low-profile centre blocks, to reduce rolling resistance in

a straight line.This makes them a popular rear option for
racers. More pronounced tread on the shoulders means they
still grip in the corners, but they can be dicey under braking! 
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Bluffer’s-GUID
E-

TYRE TREAD PATTERNS

www.muc-off.com

ANGLED HEADSET

Cane Creek’s Angleset and its ilk

use offset cups (one or both) to

give your bike a slacker (more

stable) or steeper (quicker steering)

head angle. Unlike offset bushings,

they don’t significantly affect the

BB height, reach or seat angle.

Jargon
buster



BORERAIG, ISLE OF SKYE
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This route in the south of Skye offers proper get-away-from-it-all riding with 
challenging trails and spectacular scenery, and not a soul about…

Words  Max Darkins  Photos  Russell Burton  
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kye is a stunningly beautiful island, the

largest of the Inner Hebrides, and is

famed for its breathtaking landscapes,

picturesque fishing villages and medieval

castles. Oh, and Danny MacAskill’s The Ridge

vid. This does mean it’s a popular place though, 

and we cross the bridge that connects Skye 

to mainland Scotland among a steady stream 

of vehicles. We feel like ants in the orderly line 

before the inevitable swarming frenzy over their 

prize find, which rather spoils the feeling of a 

wild, rugged adventure. But our plan is to ride a 

route that often gets overlooked in favour of the 

Sligachan or Quirang trails, although it’s actually  

a lot closer to civilisation than those two. 

Mind the pants!
I’m here with photographer Russell Burton and 

MTB legend and all-round nice guy Nick Craig, of 

Scott Bikes, who’s like an excited dog with his head 

out the window, snapping and Instagramming 

away like a foreign tourist. We’re soon turning 

off the main road at Broadford, but on arriving at 

the car park, we find that some travellers have 

taken up residence and their washing line runs the 

length of the layby. Ever protective of his swanky 

van, Russell decides not to park among the pants, 

so turns us around and we head back into town. 

Download THE
VIEWRANGER APP
to ride and share
this route

THE ISLE OF SKYE

Skye, off the west coast of the Scottish 
Highlands, is known for its dramatic 
landscapes, jagged Cuillin mountains, 
pretty fishing villages and historic 
castles. www.skye.co.uk   

WHERE ARE WE?

max darkins

P R O - F I L E

JOB MTB route planner

CREDENTIALS Max loves 

travelling up and down the 

country, searching for the 

best routes for you to ride, 

and he’s the man behind 

www.roughrideguide.co.uk

The crofters may be long

gone, but we can see what

drew them to Boreraig

When it comes to wild

singletrack, Scotland’s

got you covered

Boreraig

Torridon

Laggan

 Fort William

 Skye

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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THE TRAIL ALONE IS ENOUGH TO KEEP 

US ENTERTAINED, BUT THE ADDITION 

OF A JAW-DROPPING VIEW MAKES

IT ALL THE MORE SPECIAL
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This adds an (unnecessary) tarmac climb and

descent to the start and finish of the ride but this

doesn’t dampen Nick’s enthusiasm, and he’s off

up the hill like a whippet that’s seen a rabbit.   

Chatterbox Craig
We’re soon off the tarmac and following a

hardpack stone trail on a gentle gradient

upwards, parallel to the road. It’s a good chance

to cruise along, warm up the legs and take in the

surroundings, before the trail bears left and starts

to kick up. The chattering subsides a bit here –

well, from Russell and myself. It’d take a lot more

than this to stop Nick talking.

After we go through a gate, the track becomes

rocky and the ascent steepens, and I do my best to

hang onto Nick’s wheel, offering a few short words

every now and again just to keep him talking (and

using precious oxygen). We crest the top together

and I’m very pleased with myself, until Russell

joins us, only to inform me that my sunglasses

bounced off my helmet at the bottom. And he

didn’t pick them up. Bastard. I roll back down the

hill, leaving them laughing, and have to do it all

over again. Ha bloody ha.

We’re starting to penetrate into moorland

now on an enticing wet, rocky singletrack trail 

that glistens in the sun as it gradually climbs and

undulates, all the while delving further into the

unknown. The track alone is enough to keep us

entertained, but the addition of a jaw-dropping

view makes it all the more special – as does the

fact that we have it all to ourselves. This is what

we came to Skye for.

At the top of the hill a fast grassy descent

awaits us, dropping quickly down to the sparkling

coastline and passing through the ruins of an

old crofters’ village called Boreraig. A scene like

this can’t be rushed though, so first we pause for

thought. And lunch. What a view! What solitude…

What darn good smoked salmon sandwiches from 

the Torridon Inn.

Hooting and hollering
The downhill to the coastline is all the better for

the delay. Although it’s ‘just’ a grassy descent, the

slippery surface with lumps and bumps makes it

a hoot as we carve our way down, weaving in and

out like an unrehearsed ground-based version

of the Red Arrows. The obligatory sojourn to the

water’s edge involves some technical rocky riding,

which is followed by more gazing out across the

crystal clear waters, thanking our stars that we got

lucky with the weather. We spot an old campfire  

nn

rocking out
Don’t be too gung-ho on

unfamiliar trails – we
nearly overcooked some
corners and came across

rockslides that forced
us to dismount

CAFE SIA

Cafe Sia in Broadford
is superb. It’s serious
about its coffee, with
a local master roaster
and barista sourcing
and roasting his beans
on site in the traditional
artisan way. It also has
its own wood-fired pizza
oven baking delicious
pizzas and fresh
seafood dishes, along
with a great selection
of sweets, salads, light
bites, smoothies and
alcohol to make it the
perfect après-MTB
destination.
www.cafesia.co.uk

BEST EATING
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and a waterfall (ideal for a morning shower) and all 

vow to return here, equipped to stay over.

The trail along the coast is a real mixed bag.

After a boggy crossing where the streams have

saturated the flat lower land, using wheelies and

power surges to get across, we climb the closely

sheared grass. This brings us to various little

outcrops where we play around on the steep

slopes, watch the dive-bombing birds and gaze out

to sea some more, before dropping once again to

the shoreline. We join a fun technical singletrack

that hugs the cliff base, and although we’re forced

to dismount a few times, including to cross a

worrying-looking rockslide, it’s good fun and feels

like an adventure. A final steep scramble up from

the shoreline, followed by cresting a grassy peak

to Suisnish, rewards us with yet more impressive 

views, stretching down Loch Slapin. 

Lost snapper
The next rocky, rutted singletrack descent

requires our full attention, before the trail widens

and gradually descends along the coastline once

again. This undulating track is a great opportunity

to start getting a bit competitive, not that Nick

requires much of an excuse. We hurtle and rattle

down the hillside, close to the edge (literally),

nearly overcooking corners and getting bucked off

our bikes on rockier-than-we-expected sections –

so much so, we forget all about Russell.

After waiting around for a while and still no sign,

we decide to head back up, eventually finding him, 

camera in hand and a scowl on his face. Whoops.

Once he’s snapped a few shots he’s happy again, 

and Nick and I get to play once more. 

Cake o’clock
The trail eventually turns into tarmac when

it reaches a car park near the beach, but the

single vehicle there is one too many for us, so we

carry on up to the ‘main’ road and past Loch Cill

Chriosd, the setting sun behind it illuminating

the thousands of reeds that pierce the water’s

surface. Soon we turn back off-road and rejoin the

outward leg of our journey, which is now slightly

downhill for a fast and fun charge all the way, until

we emerge by the van-less layby, the travellers’

washing gaily fluttering on the line.

It’s just a cruise back down to Broadford now

and, after a quick car park strip and change, it’d

be daft not to finish the day with a pit-stop at

the wonderful Cafe Sia. An hour later we’re still

there, our table adorned with smoothies, fresh

seafood pizzas and wood-fired baked Alaskas, as

we eke out every last minute of this wonderful day.

Civilisation tastes pretty good where we’re sat, but

it’s been enhanced by the awesome, inspiring and 

isolated riding of today’s ride.

ViewRanger
is an app
that lets
outdoor

enthusiasts plan,
navigate, record and
share their adventures.
With offline mapping
(including OS maps),
turn-by-turn navigation,
and live trip stats – like
ride time, distance, and
current, average and
maximum speed – it’ll
turn your phone into a
fully-fledged GPS unit.
You can also download
detailed route guides,
broadcast your location
and share your
adventures with friends.

In 2016 ViewRanger
released Skyline, a free
augmented reality feature
that uses your phone’s
camera to label landscape
features such as peaks,
towns, lakes and cliffs
within 20 miles of your
location. ViewRanger is
also the first app to use
the built-in GPS on Apple
Watch Series 2, allowing
you to follow directions
with a quick glance at 
your wrist.

The ViewRanger app is available to

download for Apple, Android, and 

Kindle Fire devices.

WHAT IS
VIEWRANGER?

A STEEP SCRAMBLE, FOLLOWED BY

CRESTING A GRASSY PEAK, REWARDS

US WITH YET MORE IMPRESSIVE VIEWS

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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  TRAIL STATS

Distance 9km, 18km and 35km loops

Climbing Fireroads, surfaced
singletrack and bridleways, with
some pretty big ups

Time 1 to 5 hours

Grading Blue, red and black

  WHY RIDE HERE?

Experience the best of the Welsh
countryside at a trail centre that
doesn’t feel like one

RAD…

The trails have a real ‘out in
the wild’ feel to them
Stunning views, even on
bleak winter days
  New skills area and pump track
are awesome

BAD…

  While the downhills are fun,
they’re not quite as feature
packed as elsewhere
  A few more berms on some of
the singletrack would help it to
flow a bit more

NANT YR ARIAN, MID WALES

WHERE ARE WE?

Shrewsbury

Hereford

Swansea
Newport

Nant yr Arian

Snowdonia
National Park

Brecon Beacons
National Park
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We go deep into the heart of Wales and discover a hotspot of remote, 
rugged and rocky trails with an old-school cross-country feel to them

NANT YR ARIAN, 
MID WALES

Words Ed Thomsett Pics Simon Nieborak
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of taking some alternative high lines. Sick of being 

blasted with icy water, I see my chance and dive 

right in an attempt to overtake Meg and Al. But 

I’ve misjudged my timing slightly, and as I drop off 

the craggy outcrop back onto the trail, there’s a 

scream from alarmingly close to my shoulder and 

the sound of skidding wheels. Whoops! I need to 

remember this is trail riding, not 4X.

Bridleway bombers
Crash narrowly avoided, we saddle up for the 

next section of the black-graded 35km Syfydrin 

trail. We’re soon faced with a choice – divert onto 

the red Summit route and stay in the shelter of 

the trees for more of the same, or brave the now 

incessant Welsh drizzle for a big natural moorland 

loop. Feeling pretty fresh we choose the latter 

option, but quickly regret our decision when five 

minutes later, on a particularly exposed section of 

climb, Simon (our photographer) snaps his chain. 

Huddled against the full force of the wind, 

with rain dripping off our hoods, we laugh – this 

is turning into a classic winter-ride calamity. 

hen you’re out in hammering rain at 

5.30am loading bikes into a van, it’s 

pretty hard to get excited about the 

prospect of going riding. Today we’ve 

made plans to check out the Mid Wales trail 

centre of Nant yr Arian with local downhill racer 

Meg Whyte. The forecast is bleak, but it’s too late 

to back out now. And besides, we don’t want her 

to think we’re scared of a bit of rain. Despite the 

dreary start, once we hit the Brecon Beacons we 

can’t remain in low spirits for long. The landscape 

is simply breathtaking, even through bleary eyes 

and misted-up windows. 

Some hours later we arrive at Nant yr Arian, 

nestled among gently rolling hills that stretch 

away into the distance, with a backdrop of taller, 

forested peaks. Whatever the trails are like, we’re 

already sold on the location. Pedalling up the first 

climb the hill looks deceptively small, but as we 

round the shoulder of the ridge a steep-sided 

river valley reveals itself. Immediately we’re on our 

toes as the trail narrows and twists downwards, 

snaking between tree stumps. As the local in 

these parts, Meg leads us out, with Al behind. At 

the back, I’m in prime position for face-shots of 

puddle water sent up by Al’s wheels. I could swear 

he’s deliberately kicking his back wheel sideways 

into the deepest of them and I make a mental note 

to get my own back later on in the ride. 

From windswept moorland, the singletrack 

continues into the trees, where there’s the option 

LOCAL
KNOWLEDGE

  Locals do… 

Set a full day 
aside and ride 
the big 35km 
Syfydrin loop, 
which takes in 

all the trails

Bring the 
hardtail along, 
for a rip round 
the skills area

Keep a look out 
for red kites

  Locals don’t…

Set out for a big 
ride without 

spares, food and 
waterproofs 
– it’s pretty 

remote here!

Leave farm 
gates open

Drop litter
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Trees, check. Moss, check. Rain, check. 

Cold, check. Yep, this is definitely Wales 

– home of awesome mountain biking



ED THOMSETT

With new jumps to
session and a big ride
in the hills to savour,
Staff Writer Ed was

in his element

ALEX EVANS

Features Editor Al loves
nothing more than
smashing turns as

hard as he or his bike
can handle

MEG WHYTE

Meg races DH and
enduro for Transition

Bikes and Fox. She
spent most of the day
showing up the boys

MEET
THE CREW

WE’RE FACED WITH A CHOICE – DIVERT ONTO 

THE RED ROUTE AND STAY IN THE TREES OR 

BRAVE THE INCESSANT WELSH DRIZZLE 

FOR A BIG NATURAL MOORLAND LOOP
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Fortunately, Al is prepared and gives Simon a 

quick link, so it’s not long before we’re rolling again 

and feel some warmth returning to our hands. The 

terrain out here feel nothing like any trail centre 

we’ve ridden before. When you spend so much 

time riding manmade descents, it’s easy to forget 

how fun a bit of old-school bridleway bombing is! 

Going flat out down the rocky doubletrack, picking 

lines as we go, hopping rain ruts and feeling our 

wheels skitter through the loose gravel, we all 

have grins plastered on our faces by the bottom.

Our own ‘Al Zorro’
From the uplands, the descent continues into 

the woods, where the style of riding changes 

completely as we find ourselves on a flowing 

machine-built rollercoaster of berms and rollers 

called ‘Mark of Zorro’. It’s not long before Al’s 

spotted a potential double-up from a roller into a 

tight S-bend corner. He comes into view hauling 

and hits the gap with textbook form, but with the 

speed he’s carrying into the turn, his back wheel 

gets ripped sideways with a sound like tearing 

Velcro. As he rides away, Al looks back with a 

mischievous glint in his eye – there’s nothing he 

likes more than putting his Orange Segment 29er 

through as much pain as possible! 

From here we head deeper into the woods and 

the trail tightens up, with sharp turns that twist 

around the trees. There’s a fine art to keeping your 

flow on these flatter gradients – you need to get 

your wheels to break traction at the right point 

without letting them stray onto the exposed roots 

lining the trail. Al and I can feel Meg hot on our 

heels, using her smaller bike to her advantage and 

flicking it between the turns with ease.

Twitcher territory
Unfortunately, what goes down must go up and, 

after enjoying such a long descent all the way to 

the base of the valley, we know that a big climb 

awaits us. Sure enough, we round a corner to see 

an uphill fireroad disappearing into the distance 
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Ed extracts maximum fun 

out of the bermed turns

THE SINGLETRACK GOES INTO THE 

TREES, WHERE THERE’S THE OPTION 

OF TAKING SOME HIGH LINES

WRECKING 
CREW WISDOM

“Nant yr Arian is like a backcountry trail 

centre. After only 10 minutes of 

pedalling you can be forgiven for 

thinking that you’re out on your own in 

the wilderness. This isn’t far from the 

truth, so it pays to be prepared, should 

it all go south. The rocky trails run 

brilliantly in all weather conditions, but 

still give your bike a run for its money.”

ALEX EVANS 
FEATURES EDITOR



and a signpost that signals the start of ‘The Leg 

Burner’. This doesn’t seem to faze ultra-fit biker 

and climbing instructor Meg, as she sets off at a 

rapid pace. We catch up with her at the top, trying 

to pretend it wasn’t that hard, but the sweat 

pouring off us as we shed our waterproofs is a 

dead giveaway. Thankfully it’s all downhill from 

here into the final descent, ‘High as a Kite’. 

Welsh weather 1, MBUK 0
Nant yr Arian is a conservation area for red kites 

and every day these birds of prey descend on 

the lake we’re overlooking, to be fed. From this 

vantage point we’re in prime twitching position 

but, unfortunately, the mist that’s been swirling 

over the higher hills all day suddenly engulfs us. 

The now dense fog is soon accompanied by heavy 

rain and we make a collective decision to bolt for 

the warmth of the visitor centre. 

Not only is it almost impossible to see more 

than a few feet in front of our wheels, but our 

brakes are so wet they’re barely working. It 

definitely adds an element of danger as we rail, 

pump and jump our way down the undulating 

singletrack. We’re soaked and feel as though our 

toes are about to drop off, but it’s a hell of a lot of 

fun. Today has been a proper day out in the hills, 

and that tea and cake we’re about to stuff our 

faces with is going to taste all the better for it.

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

GET THERE

From the A470 take the
A44 west to Aberystwyth.
Go through Ponterwyd and,
after two miles, the visitor
centre is on your right.

FACILITIES

Parking, visitor centre,
cafe, toilets and bike wash

NEARBY BIKE SHOPS

Summit Cycles in
Aberystwyth.
www.summitcycles.co.uk

CONTACT

www.mbwales.com

WHAT ELSE IS NEARBY?

Dyfi Forest
About 30 miles from Nant
yr Arian and five miles from
the town of Machynlleth,
Dyfi Forest is home to
Cli-MachX, a 15km
purpose-built singletrack
loop, as well as several
other volunteer-built trails.
www.dyfimountainbiking.
org.uk

Coed-y-Brenin
The original Welsh trail
centre is still a hotspot for
riders of all ability levels.
With full facilities and
multiple trails, it’s an ideal
spot for a weekend away.
www.beicsbrenin.co.uk

Everything you need to know about Nant yr Arian

THE                    DIRECTORY

The natural singletrack 
style of the trails favours 
riders who want a big 
day out in the hills, 
rather than technical 
descents. That kind of 
riding is on offer in small 
sections, but sometimes 
the flow is interrupted 
by rather tight, flat 
corners. What Nant yr 
Arian can boast about, 
though, is the newly 
completed skills area 
and pump track. 
Trailcraft have done an 
awesome job and the 
jumps are prime.

VERDICT



CYCLING FESTIVAL

12—14 MAY 2017
OLYMPIA LONDON

spincyclingfestival
spincyclingfestival

 spincyclingfest

FOLLOW US

OUR SPONSORS & PARTNERS

BOOK 2 TICKETS

FOR £15 – 50% OFF

THE DOOR PRICE*
Use code MBUK

spinldn.com

DISCOVER
THE PERFECT
MIX OF BIKES,
INNOVATION,
TECHNOLOGY 
& APPAREL

ROAD /
URBAN /
FASHION /
VELO CULTURE / 
ART /
HANDMADE /
COMMUNITY /
DAY-NIGHT TEST TRACK /
THE SUMMIT /

*Offer is for two standard adult tickets and expires on 11th May 2017. 
Transaction fee per booking applies.



DIRECTORY
To advertise in Mountain Biking UK please contact Oli Pascoe on 

0117 300 8278 or oli.pascoe@immediate.co.uk

TRAIL RIDING, COACHING, RETAIL, ACCOMMODATION

BURTECH
Trailers
for
outdoor
pursuits
www.
burtechtrailers.
co.uk

North Wales
01492 641905

NEW to RANGE CUB 8 PRO Bike Trailer

YOU REALLY NEED THIS...+

£8

Always wanted your name on your bike just like the

pros? Now you can. These ultra high quality decals
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 Flandria Custom Name Decal Set:  

www.flandriabikes.com
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Afan Valley Cottages
Self-catering accommodation near the Afan Forest trails.

Cottage sleeps 7 from £240w/e £400/week.
House sleeps 12 £360 w/e £500/week.

www.afanvalleycottages.co.uk

Snowdonia Cottages
Self catering in Blaenau Ffestiniog and Trawsfynydd. Blaenau

sleeps 5, £225-£425/week, £180-£280/weekend. Traws
sleeps max 8, £320-£500/week, £200-£300/weekend.

www.llwyncelyncottage.co.uk or ring Hugh on
07958928096 for more details. All have free WiFi,

Freesat TV, DVD and secure bike storage.g
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YOUR GUIDE TO GETTING MORE OUT OF MOUNTAIN BIKING
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More capable means bigger trails, 

better adventures, and more places 

to roam. Find your freedom with the

 all-new Fuel EX.
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TIME TO GET 
STARTED
your essential guide to getting 

into mountain biking

W
elcome to all those riders who are just getting

into or back into riding a mountain bike. Or

maybe you’re already a seasoned rider looking

for a bit of re-assurance about some of the basics. In

this guide you’ll find all the information you need to

make more of every mountain bike trip you go on.

Starting with perhaps the biggest question we get

asked on a regular basis – which bike should you

buy? – we’ll guide you through the different styles

of bikes available to you, as well as letting you know

some decent options on a reasonable budget.

We’ll also help you make the right kit choices, as

well as giving you some basic maintenance tips to

keep you rolling, skills to help you do it all right

and ideas on the best places to go for some proper

off-road riding experiences.

If you know it all already, then maybe pass this and

your existing knowledge onto a mate who you know

is ready to discover the wonderful world of mountain

biking. And be sure to progress your riding further by

grabbing a copy of MBUK every month. Here’s to a 

great season of new riding adventures…

Danny Walter

Editor in Chief, MBUK

WHAT BIKE
SHOULD I BUY?

PG 6

WHAT KIT DO
I NEED?

PG 10

WHERE SHOULD 
I RIDE?

PG 17

HOW CAN I
RIDE BETTER? 

PG 24

WHAT DIY
FIXES CAN I DO? 

PG 30

GET IN TOUCH!

mbuk@immediate.co.uk

www.facebook.com/mbukmag

http://twitter.com/mbukmagazine

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



TRAIL BIKE

Picking the best mountain bike can seem like

a complicated business. There are a fair few

different styles of bikes for starters, and

then there’s all the baffling technology

and terminology surrounding them.

We’re here to guide you through, help

you decide how much to spend and

find out what kind of bike could be

best for you. We’ll also highlight

the key features you should look

out for and some of the best

options at each price point.

DOES
SIZE MATTER?

Yes! Getting the right size frame is a vital step
and can make a huge difference to how much

you’ll enjoy your new bike. Bike sizing varies
between brands, so if a medium bike from

one brand fits you well, it doesn’t automatically
mean another company’s medium will. It’s a good

idea to go down to your local bike shop to
try some different bikes for size. Try to
arrange a test ride so you can see how  

the bike feels on the trail. 

Trail bikes will
typically have
130-150mm

of travel

Most trail bikes now
have either 29in or
650b (aka 27.5in) 

wheels

This is the most popular style of bike, because it can

be used for pretty much anything. The frame angles are

designed to give greater confidence when descending

than those of a cross-country bike, without sacrificing

too much climbing prowess, while the components

should deal with more punishment. Trail bikes use

shorter stems and wider bars to improve control at

speed, and tyres with a more aggressive tread.

Trail hardtails – sometimes known as ‘hardcore

hardtails’ – use strong frames matched to a fork with

around 130 to 150mm of travel. Full-suspension trail

bikes offer 130 to 150mm of travel at both ends. Trail

bikes may use either 29in or 650b wheels. As

a rule, 29in wheels are more stable, while the 650b 

size gives a more involving and dynamic ride.

Buy one if: You like hitting the descents as

much as you like climbing and need a machine 

that can do it all.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

How to choose the style of bike  

that’s right for you

06 Mountain Biking UK



ENDURO BIKE

XC bikes have less travel,
to save weight and

improve power transfer

Mountain Biking UK 07

Most enduro
bikes now come
with a dropper

post and 1x
gearing

Enduro bikes are designed to perform exceptionally well down

steep and difficult trails but are still light and efficient enough

to pedal back to the top. They have more travel than trail bikes

and are almost exclusively full-suspension. Most have 160 to

170mm of travel at both ends, paired with tough wheels and

reinforced tyres. The suspension units are still air-sprung

but tend to be heavier duty, with a wide range of damping

adjustments to tune their downhill performance. Many have

just one chainring and a guide to prevent the chain falling off, 

paired with a wide range of gears at the back.

Buy one if: You like your descents as technical and tough as

possible but don’t mind winching yourself back to the top.

CROSS-COUNTRY BIKE

Cross-country (XC) bikes are all about covering ground

quickly. Even at higher price points, many riders favour

hardtails, because rear suspension adds weight and can

affect power transfer. They usually have 80 to 100mm of travel, 

with a lockout switch that helps prevent the suspension

‘stealing’ pedalling energy on smoother sections of trail.

These bikes tend to use larger-diameter 29in wheels

combined with lightly treaded, low-volume and fast-rolling

tyres for maximum speed, though some brands offer them 

with 650b wheels.

Buy one if: You like pushing

your heart rate as high as it’ll

go and riding for hours on end.

Bigger forks
with more
travel help
absorb big
impacts

These are all about doing one thing – going down

steep and technical tracks very, very quickly. They

have around 200mm of travel at both ends, often

using coil-sprung suspension that’s optimised

for traction and support. To put up with the huge

forces the bikes are put under, the forks have upper

legs that extend above the head tube and are then

braced together (these are known as ‘double-crown’ 

or ‘triple-clamp’ forks).

Buy one if: You just like going downhill fast over

the hardest terrain and biggest jumps, and are 

happy to push to the top.

DOWNHILL BIKE

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

FULL SUSPENSION

Bike where both wheels are 
suspended

HARDTAIL

Bike that has a suspension fork
at the front but a rigid back end

RIGID

Bike with no suspension, so has
a fully rigid fork and back end

TRAVEL

Maximum movement of a
suspension fork or rear shock

when it absorbs a bump

29ER

Bike with 29in-diameter wheels
(this measurement includes
tyres). The bigger wheels roll
over obstacles and maintain

speed better than smaller 650b
wheels (and the old 26in size)

but are slower to accelerate

ALL-MOUNTAIN

Another name for an enduro
bike, because they’re ideal for

riding in mountainous and 
technical terrain

JARGON



As you spend more, you get a bike with a lighter frame and

more refined equipment. At this price range, you should look for 

hydraulic disc brakes, which need much less maintenance and 

tend to be much more powerful.

Also look for a drivetrain that has at least nine gear ratios at 

the back, matched to two or three chainrings up front, giving 

a total of 18 or 27 ratios. The tyres fitted should have a decent 

tread profile that’s designed for proper off-road use and should 

be made from a softer rubber compound than more basic tyres, 

giving better grip in the wet. 

A suspension fork with a smooth and controlled action should 

be fitted. To test this, give the fork a good bounce and it should 

compress easily and return smoothly. It’s still worth avoiding 

full-suspension bikes at this price, because they’ll be heavy an

won’t work well off-road.

This is the big question! How much

you’re willing to spend radically

affects what’s on offer, and it’s

easy to be put off by some of the

stupendous price tags attached

to many bikes out there. The good

news is you don’t have to spend

a fortune to get a decent ‘proper’

mountain bike but there are some

basic features you should expect

at various prices.

You can get a well-made, off-road-capable machine 

for around £400, but steer well clear of full-suspension 

bikes at this price. They’re significantly heavier 

than hardtails (front suspension only) or rigid (no 

suspension) bikes, and the cheap and uncontrolled 

suspension units fitted to them can actually harm their 

off-road performance.

The simpler design of a completely rigid bike means 

that more money will have been spent on the frame 

and components, making it a better deal in the long 

run. That said, there are plenty of bikes fitted with 

functional suspension forks at this price.

Look for a frame that’s made from lightweight 

aluminium rather than heavy steel. Also look for disc 

brakes rather than rim brakes, as they’ll keep working 

in the wet and provide more consistent power.

You’ll also need suitable gearing to help haul you up 

the hills. Look for a small chainring at the front that has 

22 or 24 teeth, paired to a cassette on the rear wheel 

that has 34 or 36 teeth on its biggest sprocket.

WHAT TO EXPECT FOR £400

The components to look for at

different price points

The Calibre Two.Two 
V2 hardtail is a good 

option for £399

08  Mountain Biking UK

The VooDoo 
Bizango is 

£625 and has 
an outstanding 
ride for the price

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

WHAT TO EXPECT FOR £600



Now bikes start to become more specialised

to suit different kinds of riding. You should be

able to get a decent hardtail that can put up

with almost anything you can throw at it. The

frame is likely to be aluminium, but it’ll use

advanced construction techniques to make

it both lighter and more comfortable for big

days in the saddle. Hydraulic disc brakes from

a big-name brand such as Shimano or SRAM/

Avid are likely to be fitted.

Most bikes at £750 or above will have

a decent-quality suspension fork. This

should ideally be air-sprung, which is lighter

than using a coil spring and allows you

to adjust the fork to suit your weight. The

best-equipped models at this price will

also have a ‘through-axle’ fork and wheel

rather than a ‘quick-release’ (‘QR’) system.

These use a larger diameter axle to give a

stiffer connection between wheel and fork,

improving steering accuracy. Look out for

frames with a stiffer ‘tapered’ head tube with

a larger-diameter lower bearing, and forks

with a matching tapered steerer tube.

You should now see at least 10 gear ratios

at the back. Look out for a rear mech that’s

equipped with a clutch mechanism, such as

Shimano’s Shadow Plus and SRAM’s Type 2

designs. These help prevent the chain from

falling off on rough terrain.

WOMEN’S
BIKES

This is the magic amount of money where full-suspension bikes

with reasonably lightweight frames and well-controlled, adjustable

shocks start to become available. You’re still likely to pay a weight 

or equipment penalty over a comparably priced hardtail for the 

privilege, but they do offer extra security on rough descents.

At this sort of price, all bikes should have well-controlled and 

adjustable air-sprung forks, preferably with a through-axle and  

tapered steerer. You’re likely to see adjustable rebound damping 

to fine-tune how fast the fork extends after a bump and some 

will have a lockout lever that prevents the suspension moving for 

greater efficiency on smooth climbs.

Some bikes may even feature a through-axle at the rear wheel 

for improved stiffness. We’d definitely expect to see a modern 

10-speed drivetrain with a clutch-equipped mech, with higher spec 

equipment that’ll be lighter, last longer and work flawlessly.

At this price, full-suspension bikes’ compromises begin to 

evaporate. Short-travel cross-country bikes designed for long-

distance riding will be light enough to ride all day, while longer-

travel trail bikes will be able to tackle seriously rugged descents 

and get you back up to the top without any issues.

Around the £1,500 mark, the advantages of buying a bike with 

a rear shock are becoming more apparent. Suspension units will 

be of a higher quality, with much more damping adjustment on 

offer. The drivetrain should definitely be 10-speed and is likely to 

be of a high quality. Some bikes may even use an extra-wide-ratio 

cassette matched to a single front chainring to reduce weight. 

You’ll also start to see some hardtails that use lightweight carbon 

fibre for their frames, while aluminium-framed hardtails models 

will come with excellent components all round. Some bikes may 

even come with a height-adjustable ‘dropper’ seatpost.

The £725 
Diamondback Heist 

2.0 has the sort of spec 
you’d usually find on 

higher-priced bikes
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CALIBRE BOSSNUT LADIES

This is a very capable bike for
the price, with 130mm of travel
front and rear, Shimano Deore
2x10 gearing, hydraulic brakes

and tubeless-ready wheels

SPECIALIZED RUZE EXPERT

Oversize 650b+ tyres make this
hardtail great for off-road

adventuring. It’s got
women’s-specific geometry and
finishing kit, and a 100mm fork

SCOTT CONTESSA SCALE 930

A bike built for trail and
cross-country riding, with

women’s-specific geometry,
100mm of travel and Shimano

gears and hydraulic brakes

Boardman’s
Team FS

gives you full
suspension for

£900

Marin prioritise 
light weight over 
rear bounce with 
the £1,500 Nail 

Trail 7

£729

£899

£1,500
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WHAT TO EXPECT FOR £750

WHAT TO EXPECT FOR £1,000 WHAT TO EXPECT FOR £1,500



WHAT
KIT DO
I NEED?

HELMET
Off-road riding comes with a few

knocks and bumps so it makes sense

to protect your noggin, as it’s pretty

important, right? We reckon this

is the most essential bit of kit you

can buy, so we advise you to get the

best helmet you can afford. Look out

for models with crash replacement

programmes – that way, if you do have

a mishap you can get a new one at a

discounted price. Also, try and buy one

that has an adjustable cradle at the

rear. That way you can ensure a secure, 

comfortable fit.

WE LIKE: CANNONDALE RYKER AM

With many trail/enduro helmets

costing well over £100, this is a great

option from Cannondale that offers

extended coverage at a wallet-friendly

price. The Ryker AM boasts some

premium features including in-mould

construction, a dual-density liner and

an adjustable peak. It has 20 vents,

and is light and airy. Most importantly,

it meets CE safety standards and

doesn’t wobble about when you hit 

the rough stuff.

£59.99 www.cannondale.com

The best performance gear for a proper 

mountain bike adventure

The Ryker AM has some
premium features at a 

bargain price
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SHORTS
You’ll be surprised at the difference some well-fitting shorts

can make to your time on the bike. They come in a variety of

durable fabrics and if you can find a pair with an adjustable

waist and a padded liner included, then so much the better.

WE LIKE: ENDURA SINGLETRACK III

The fit through the body is very good. The back of the waist is

nice and high, and there’s stretch where you need it in the back 

and legs. Zipped vents help cool you down too.

£47.99 (£74.99 with liner) www.endurasport.com

T
he quality of riding gear at the moment is really very good. Most

bike wear is made from lightweight but tough materials that easily

move moisture (or sweat) away from your body. So making some

smart kit choices will keep you more comfortable in the saddle for

longer, and that leaves you to concentrate on the trails and having

more fun on your rides. There’s some pretty basic kit we think every

rider should own, before adding in the extras (see over the page).

WOMEN’S

OPTION

GIRO CARTELLE MIPS

£99 WWW.ZYROFISHER.CO.UK
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SHOES
Cycling-specific shoes make pedalling notably easier

and more comfortable. The soles are made to resist flex

when you’re pushing on the pedals, making for a more

efficient pedal stroke. There are a variety of styles to

choose from. You can get reasonably priced flat pedals, 

and clip-in ones for when you’re feeling a bit more 

confident on the bike.

WE LIKE: GIRO JACKET

These feel a lot like an old-skool pair of skate shoes but

with a much stiffer sole, which means they feel good under

power. When you’re not on the bike there’s a touch of heel

slip if you don’t cinch the laces up tightly and they’re not

particularly grippy when walking. All that padding on the

ankle and tongue does make them incredibly comfortable

though, and the footbed feels supportive enough without 

having an overly pronounced arch.

£89.99 www.zyrofisher.co.uk

JERSEY
There are loads of well-priced bike jerseys out there these

days – you’ll even find them at some supermarkets. Look

for a lightweight ‘wicking’ jersey that has the ability to move

moisture away from your body and through the fabric’s fibres

to the outer surface, keeping you cool and comfortable as 

things hot up on the trails!

WE LIKE: MADISON ROAM

The relaxed fit works harder than a classic T-shirt shape,

with a dropped tail to cover your back and the raglan sleeve

construction that you need for better movement and

flexibility on the bike. There are mesh panels under the arms

for ventilation, and the fabric is light with a soft feel and sits 

comfortably against the skin.

£29.99 www.madison.co.uk
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GLASSES
Keep your eyes clear of dirt, water, insects and other gunk

that might affect your vision on a ride. Also prevent your eyes

from streaming when blasting down fast singletrack descents.

WE LIKE: ENDURA MASAI £99.99 www.endurasport.com

GLOVES
Your hands are normally the first things to hit the ground

if you fall, so it makes sense to protect them where possible.

They’re also in contact with the grips the whole time, so

can be prone to blisters or taking knocks and scrapes from 

surrounding undergrowth or thorny foliage.

WE LIKE: FOX RANGER

£22 www.foxhead.com

Plenty of padding
makes the Giro Jackets 

very comfy

Comfortable and great
technical performance

WOMEN’S

OPTION

SPECIALIZED 2FO CLIPLITE LACE

£100 WWW.SPECIALIZED.COM

WOMEN’S

OPTION

PEARL IZUMI DIVIDE

£19.99 WWW.PEARLIZUMI.CO.UK

WOMEN’S

OPTION

MONS ROYALE PHOENIX

£75 WWW.MONSROYALE.COM

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
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WHAT
EXTRA
KIT DO
I NEED?

WATERPROOF JACKET
It pays to be prepared for unexpected showers when out

riding, so a decent waterproof you can stuff in your pack is a

good idea. Look for something that’s reasonably lightweight

and will pack down fairly easily. Good ones will wick sweat

away from your body and through the jacket, meaning you’re 

ready to ride no matter what the conditions throw at you.

WE LIKE: ENDURA MTR SHELL £139.99 www.endurasport.com

WOMEN’S

OPTION

ENDURA WMS SINGLETRACK

£99.99 WWW.ENDURASPORT.COM

BASELAYER
Your probably think you don’t need a baselayer but if you’re

starting to do a lot of riding in variable conditions, particularly

through winter, you’ll soon realise a good one makes a big

difference to your body’s temperature regulation. It should fit

snugly against your body, like a second skin, and will be made

from a material that wicks away sweat. You can then pair it

with a jersey or jacket (or both), depending on the weather 

and how long you’re riding for.

WE LIKE: ION STRATIFY

The Stratify looks more like a long-sleeve T-shirt but it’s

a great performer. The fit is slim but not classic baselayer

tight, it wicks well and can be worn casually with jeans too. 

£30 www.ion-products.com

These are great items to have but add them

to your collection as your budget allows

T
he more you ride, the greater your need and desire for extra

bits of kit. Our UK climate plays a big part in this, as it’s often

changing between being warm, dry, wet and cold, so knowing

the right layers to invest in is a good start. There’s also protective

gear to consider as you start to push yourself a bit harder, and

something to carry all your kit in as you stay out longer on your bike.

BACKPACK
Somewhere to stash extra layers, repair tools or just some

food and drink becomes a necessity when you’re heading out

on bigger rides. You want something big enough to hold those

essentials, and hold them steady (think pockets), but not so

big it’ll weigh you down and impede your riding. You may also

want to consider whether you should get a pack that comes

with a bladder and mouthpiece for easy drinking on the move. 

WE LIKE: OSPREY RAPTOR 10

This has well-positioned pockets, including zipped ones on

the hips, for secure kit stashing, and the bladder gets its own

compartment so it doesn’t get in the way. It’s well-shaped, 

has a comfy back panel and really hugs your back.

£100 www.ospreyeurope.com

WOMEN’S

OPTION

OSPREY RAVEN 14

£110 WWW.OSPREYEUROPE.COM

WOMEN’S

OPTION

CRAFT ACTIVE EXTREME

£34 WWW.CRAFTSPORTSWEAR.CO.UK

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
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WHAT
SHOULD
I HAVE IN
MY PACK?

KNEE PADS
As you start to hit the rougher stuff it’s a good idea to

think about some protection for the parts of your body

that are going to take a knock or scrape if you fall off. The

most obvious are your knees, so some pads that sit just

below your shorts but still allow you to flex your legs

and move comfortably are what you need. You’re also

looking for pads that don’t get too hot and sweaty if you’re 

wearing them all day.

WE LIKE: BRAND-X DH

These offer a decent amount of protection at a bargain

price. They use a hard plastic knee cup, which helps

protect against knocks and is why they’re so cheap.

There’s plenty of chunky foam padding around the

knee too, which can get warm. But they’re still a very

comfortable option. Importantly, they stay put, even with 

sweaty legs on rough trails.

£38 www.hotlines-uk.com

Plenty of chunky
foam padding keeps 

things comfy

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

1 First aid kit
This should be a basic kit with

plasters, bandages and antiseptic or
disinfectant cream for quick patch-up jobs 
for when the inevitable happens.

2 Phone
Make sure it’s charged before you set 

out and keep it safe and dry.

3 Emergency food
Something like a banana, energy gel,

eal bar or flapjack is great for giving an 
ergy boost mid ride.

4 Water
You should have a decent supply of

water, either in a bottle attached to your bike
via a bottle cage or in a bladder in your pack.

5 Pump
A decent lightweight mini pump will

come in handy if you get a puncture or need 
to adjust your tyre pressure.

6 Tools
Carry the minimum you might need for

fixing common mechanicals – we always
pack a multi-tool with chain tool; a bent
spoke; a spare chain ‘master link’; a
pliers-style multi-tool, tyre levers, a spoke
key, some zipties and gaffer tape; and spare 
M5 and M6 bolts.

7 Spare tube
If you’re unlucky enough to get a

puncture while out on your ride, then fitting a
new tube will be quicker than trying to repair
the flat out on the trail. Keep your old tube 
and repair it when you get home.

8 Puncture repair kit
It’s a good idea to carry a repair kit as

well, just in case it’s not your day and you get 
a puncture in your spare tube too.

9 Lights
A set of basic ‘get me home’ LEDs

stored in your pack can be a lifesaver if you
end up staying out later than you intended.

10 Spare clothing
Always carry a spare layer and a beanie

hat to stop you catching a chill if you get 
stuck out in the cold.

enough stuff to get you out of

trouble and keep you rolling but not

so much that it weighs you down 
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‘You might have caught some of Joey Gough’s upbeat, no fuss, full of fun 

edits on Pinkbike. Joey’s stylish riding, laughter and many fi st bumps with 

friends are infectious enough to make even a seasoned grump want to put 

on their riding shoes and get out for a shred. Joey’s background started in 

BMX and trails and at one point, she was on track to race BMX professionally 

with Great Britain’s national team. Racing is not what Joey is all about, 

though. She now rides purely for the love of it, and not for the results. She 

also probably goes way bigger than you.’ – Rachelle Boobar, PinkBike

Find Joey on Instagram and Facebook: @MissJoeyGough

Check out the 2017 GT MTB lineup at gtbicycles.com

#SRSLYFUN

# R I D E L I K E A G I R L
RIDE LIKE JOEY GOUGH
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WHEN TWO WHEELS
NEED FOUR TRUST A

WITTER BIKE CARRIER
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Follow us

BIKE CARRIERS

IN A CLASS OF

THEIR OWN



WHERE
SHOULD 
I RIDE?

T
he great thing about the mountain

bike is the freedom it gives you and how

versatile it is. So it should be relatively

easy to experience some good off-road

riding in your local parks, woods, moorland

or whatever else you may find close to home

to get you started. But once you feel you’re

ready for a bit more of a challenge, with

different route options in one location, a trail

centre may well be worth a visit.

Trail centres offer a selection of purpose-

built tracks and facilities, often with bike

hire, a bike wash and a cafe serving food

and drink to help fuel your day’s riding. Most

have several routes for different levels of

ability and some have good beginner and

family trails as well as skills areas where you

can warm up and practise before hitting the 

longer, more technical and fun stuff.

For more details of the many UK trail

centres you can now visit, be sure to get the

next issue of MBUK with our free guide to

the 30 best places to ride. In the meantime,

check out these great locations for some

inspiration of where to go for your next ride!

When you visit a trail
centre, look out for the

colour-coded trail
gradings. That way you’ll

avoid tracks with
boulder-strewn rock

gardens, massive gaps
and near vertical descents

on your first run!

Relatively flat and wide,
suitable for young

people or beginners.
There may be singletrack

or loose sections but
nothing steep or

technical.

Blue routes require basic
off-road riding skills and

will feature more
singletrack, rocks and
roots than a green trail

but nothing too extreme.

Not for beginners. You’ll
need good riding skills,

decent fitness and a
proper mountain bike.

Expect various obstacles
and technical sections.

Black routes are
physically very

demanding and are only
suitable for technically 

able riders.

GREEN: EASY BLUE: MODERATE RED: DIFFICULT BLACK: SEVERE

TRAIL GRADINGS EXPLAINED

our pick of the places that offer

clearly marked trails and some 

great riding for all levels

Mountain Biking UK 17
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J
ust a stone’s throw from Birmingham, Cannock perhaps isn’t the 

place you’d expect to find a mountain bike hotspot. But that’s just 

what’s there, courtesy of Chase Trails, who maintain this riding 

spot. Cannock’s selection of mellow but flowing waymarked trails 

offers a great chance to work on your off-road skills but also gives 

enough of a challenge as your confidence builds. Plus, there are some 

short, sharp downhill tracks once you feel a bit more accomplished.

There aren’t a lot of particularly technical features on the Cannock 

trails, but that doesn’t mean they’re not impressive. The trail builders 

have made the most of the limited altitude and created some fun, 

flowing descents. Even with the mellow nature of the trails, there’s no 

shortage of berms to rail, rollers to pump, and roots and stumps to 

dodge, plus a few more technical manmade features to keep you on 

your toes. It’s the kind of riding that rewards a bit of effort – getting 

out of the saddle, using the ground to generate momentum and 

hitting the pedals at the right time keeps things faster and more fun. 

Perfect for starting and perfecting those skills!

Cannock is easily accessible from Birmingham and beyond, 

making it a great option for a quick blast in the woods. Or go for the 

whole lot – ride Follow the Dog, the Monkey Trail and a few downhill 

runs at Stile Cop (carefully!) for a bigger day out.

CANNOCK 
CHASE
Midlands hotspot that offers 

something for everyone
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  WHY RIDE HERE? 

Mellow, flowing waymarked trails 
that are perfect for beginner to 
intermediate riders, plus some 
short, sharp downhill tracks

CANNOCK CHASE, STAFFORDSHIRE

WHERE ARE WE?

Stoke-on-Trent

Birmingham

Worcester  

Cannock Chase

Snowdonia
National Park

THERE’S NO SHORTAGE OF BERMS

TO RAIL, ROLLERS TO PUMP AND

ROOTS AND STUMPS TO DODGE

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



Deservedly popular location that keeps on evolving

N
ot far from London, Swinley has always been  

a popular spot and has undergone some 

significant changes in recent years. As you  

enter the dense woodland, trees tower above you 

providing some shelter from the thrum of the busy 

A-road and creating a welcoming habitat that feels  

far from civilisation. 

It’s a place enjoyed by families, walkers, runners 

and mountain bikers – and has recently seen 

significant investment to create new green, blue and 

red waymarked routes that total 24.2km. These were 

accompanied by the opening of the trailhead shop, 

which is now the mountain biking face of the forest 

and offers demo rides and bike hire.

The trails swoop through the trees and are relatively 

wide and inviting, which makes them simple to ride at 

slower speeds but exponentially harder as your pace 

builds. They’ve been designed in a ‘stacked’ format, 

meaning you can take on the green and advance to 

the blue or add on the red depending on your skill 

level and confidence. It’s the perfect destination for  

a shred with your buddies or a family day out.

SWINLEY FOREST
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  WHY RIDE HERE? 

With berms like these there’ll be 
smiles for miles, whether you’re  
a beginner or heading there with 
your more experienced mates

SWINLEY FOREST, BERKSHIRE

WHERE ARE WE?

Reading

Guildford

London

High Wycombe  

Swinley Forest

South Downs
National Park

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



what better place to start than where World

champion Danny Hart learnt his skills?

O
n the edge of the wild North 

Pennines, Hamsterley Forest is 

home to an expanding network of 

singletrack that threads its way through 

the trees and out onto heather moorland. 

It’s a 30-minute drive north-west of 

Darlington and is within easy reach of 

Newcastle and Middlesborough but 

does feel a bit like you’re driving into the 

middle of nowhere! 

The trail centre built on Forestry 

Commission land has improved beyond 

all recognition over the years and there’s 

now something for every level of rider 

to get stuck into. There’s a gentle blue 

route, which allows you to explore the 

forest at your own pace and build your 

confidence. Plus we recommend the 

skills loop that’s designed to help you 

practise your technique so you can take 

your mountain biking to the next level! 

And if you have mates who are more 

advanced or are looking for the next 

challenge, then downhill world champ 

Danny Hart’s Descend Bike Park is 

located within the forest. 

HAMSTERLEY 
FOREST
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  WHY RIDE HERE? 

Superb flowy trail sections that 
criss-cross the woods will keep 
you entertained all day long

HAMSTERLEY FOREST, CO. DURHAM

WHERE ARE WE?

Darlington

 Preston

Newcastle
upon Tyne

Hamsterley

Lake 
District

North York 
Moors

Yorkshire 
Dales 
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Uk’s first full-scale bike park 

that caters for all

S
ince it opened in August 2013, BikePark Wales has done exactly 

what its four founders intended. And that’s attracting hordes of 

mountain bikers to Gethin Woods, just outside Merthyr Tydfil, to 

ride the UK’s first full-scale bike park complete with amazing uplift-

accessed descents for all abilities. The project really is something 

special, with the team behind it pulling together to constantly and 

consistently improve things.

The uplift vans – and singletrack climb, for those feeling like they 

want to stretch their limbs – deliver riders to the trailhead at the top 

of the hill, where clear signposting and a map make it easy to pick 

the right runs for your skill level. There’s a constant stream of riders 

disappearing off down the trails – most of them on the ridiculously 

fun Sixtapod blue trail or the rougher Wibbly Wobbly red route, two of 

the best trails here.

One of our favourite additions to BPW is the blue-graded Terry’s 

Belly, which at just over 4km may well be the UK’s longest manmade 

descent. As it winds its way down the hillside to the lowest point of the 

park, the trail’s flow remains constant. There’s something natural-

feeling about this manmade ribbon of grey carved sympathetically 

into the hillside and you’ll find it hard not to grin from ear to ear as you 

ride it. There’s nothing quite like finding yourself ‘in the zone’ where 

your body, bike and the terrain work as one, and this trail has the 

potential to give that feeling to everyone from beginners through to 

more experienced riders.

BIKEPARK 
WALES
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  WHY RIDE HERE? 

The UK’s widest selection of 
all-weather downhill trails, all 
ridable on trail bikes, for all 
levels of ability

BIKEPARK WALES, MERTHYR TYDFIL

WHERE ARE WE?

Cardiff

Swansea

Builth Wells

BikePark Wales

Snowdonia
National Park

Brecon 
Beacons

CLEAR SIGNPOSTING AND MAPS

MAKE IT EASY TO PICK THE

RIGHT RUNS FOR YOUR SKILL LEVEL

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



T
he mother of all trail centres

can be found just outside

Peebles and about 40

minutes south of Edinburgh, in 

the stunning Tweed Valley.

One of the best bits for

beginners is the skills area,

which offers a great introduction

to mountain biking. There are

bite-size singletrack trails and a

simple loop to practise your skills

on – it’s the perfect place to build

your confidence before you step

up to the bigger routes. Once

you’re ready for some proper 

action there are two green routes

to choose from. Both feature

smooth singletrack that drops

and climbs and weave their way

through the beautiful woods.

The blue route is characterised

by more flowing singletrack,

sweeping corners and a first taste

of some jumps that encourage

you to wind up the speed a little.

It has two loops, the lower and

upper, which are both 8km. And

there’s plenty more for when your

skills develop and you’re ready to 

push things to the next level.

GLENTRESS
well-established scottish centre

that’ll keep you begging for more

22 Mountain Biking UK

WHY RIDE HERE?

Flowing trails for all abilities in
beautiful surroundings, and the 
cafe’s not bad too!

GLENTRESS, SCOTLAND

WHERE ARE WE?

Glasgow Edinburgh

Perth  

Peebles

High Wycombe  

Glentress
South Downs
National Park
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PEDAL ASS IST MOUNTAIN B IKES

Ride more often. Get more miles. See more new places.

Experience new terrain. Bring more people into the sport. 

Have more fun. Get more of everything that makes 

mountain biking great.

R IDE  FARTHER

P OWERFLY  



HOW 
CAN I
RIDE
BETTER?
get more from every ride by mastering

these essential techniques

As you start to ride more, you’ll soon

realise that the trails are throwing some

common obstacles and decisions at you.

Armed with the right knowledge you’ll

soon be flying past, over and round them

without a second thought and enjoying

your rides more than ever! These are all

skill and techniques that you can practise

on your nearest loop before taking them

out to more challenging terrain.

MID-FOOT
PEDAL POSITION

For more strength and the ability
to apply more pressure through the
pedals, use a mid-foot position as
opposed to a toe position on your

pedals. Lots of top riders push their
clipless pedal cleats to the furthest

back position for a more solid
mid-foot position.

Maintaining good body position is arguably the

most important but overlooked skill in mountain

biking. It’s the foundation of all skills, and by making

a few changes to improve your body position you

can improve your technique, strength and balance

on the bike. When talking about body position in the

context of mountain biking, we’re talking about a

stood-up position that helps the rider negotiate fast

and technical terrain. Good posture on the bike is

a position that enables the rider to quickly react to

the trail, use their strength to apply pressure, stay in

balance and easily move their body and let the bike

move beneath them.

BETTER BODY
POSITION

HEAD 
AND EYES UP

It’s easy to get sucked into looking 
down at the trail right below your 

front wheel, but it does nothing for 
your balance. Keep your head and 
eyes up so you can spot good lines 

early, and once you’re used to it,  
it’ll make everything seem a bit  

slower and calmer. 
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CENTRE
YOUR WEIGHT

With pedals level, stand up and support
your weight with your legs. Your legs can

apply lots of pressure for pumping, jumping
and cornering. With your weight supported
by your legs, you can use your hips to turn

and lean your bike effectively. With your
weight driving through the bottom bracket,

your centre of gravity becomes low and
stable. Dropping your heels is a

simple way to lower your
centre of gravity.

LET YOUR
BIKE MOVE

When the terrain undulates your
bike will pitch up and down. To stay
smooth, let it move around beneath

you. If the front wheel drops off a
small edge, the bar will move away
from you. If your elbows are bent,

this won’t unbalance your
core mass.

KEEP LOW
Bend your knees a little bit

and always make sure you have
your arms bent and your chest

low to the bar. In addition to using
your hips, you’ll use your arms to
lean and control your bike. Having
straight arms going into a corner
or on a steep descent will mean
you’ve got no room to move or

control your bike.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
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Selecting the right

gear within plenty of

time of the obstacle

or hill you’re going

to tackle can save

energy and help

you ride faster and

better on more

technical terrain.

As if climbing wasn’t hard enough as it is,

things get even tougher when the trail offers

differing levels of traction or contains obstacles

to negotiate. It might be tempting to get off and

push but by practising these simple steps you’ll

soon master climbing and may even start to

enjoy the challenge as much as the downhills!

WHAT
GEAR
SHOULD
I BE IN?

HOW DO
I GET
UP THAT
HILL?

LONG GRADUAL CLIMBS
If you’re riding a long fireroad climb it’s best to aim to 

spin at around 80 to 90 crank revolutions per minute 

(rpm). Resist the temptation to grind a big gear – it 

might impress your mates but you’ll burn your legs  

out more quickly.

SHORT TECHNICAL ASCENTS
On shorter, more technically challenging climbs with 

obstacles such as roots, rocks and tight turns, aim for 

around 60rpm. This will give you good traction if it’s 

slippery and make it easier to lift your front wheel  

up onto ledges.

PICK A GEAR
Select a gear that allows you 
to turn the pedals smoothly 

without spinning out or grinding 
to a halt. If there’s a big change 

in speed from the start, get 
ready to select a higher gear 

quickly so you can keep 
powering on up.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
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Of course you want the thrill of going fast on your bike but that only

comes with the ability of knowing when and how hard to brake. It may

sound obvious but applying the right amount of brake will either help

you out of trouble or quite possibly throw you into a whole bundle of

problems. It’s vital to get this dialled in so you can keep control and flow

when the going gets rough on the trails.

HOW DO
I STOP
SAFELY?

1. USE ONE FINGER 2. STOP FAST

3. MAINTAIN CONTROL 4. BRAKE EARLY

Make sure your levers are set up

so you can comfortably brake with

just one digit (most riders prefer

to use the index finger). This will

give you a better hand position

and more overall control.

Mark a line on the floor and

sprint towards it. When you reach

it, stop as fast as you can. If you

do nothing but brake, you’ll notice

that your weight gets thrown

forward onto the handlebar.

Find a steep bank and ride down

it as slowly as you can without

skidding or losing balance. If one

wheel locks up, ease off that brake

to maintain traction. This helps

improve your control of the bike.

Braking in corners and technical

sections reduces grip and stops

the bike’s suspension working as

effectively. Practise braking well

in advance of corners to scrub off

unwanted speed.

GETTING UP TO SPEED
If you’re spinning out or pushing a gear that’s too

hard, you won’t be able to apply maximum power to

the pedals when accelerating. Spin hard up to about

100rpm, then drop down a gear at a time at the back.

You can downshift under power. 

APPLY POWER
Pedal hard before steep and 

tricky sections to increase your 
momentum so you don’t stall. 
Recover on the easy bits and 

look up so you can spot the next 
section where you need  

to pedal hard.

GET LOW
Move your centre of gravity 

forward on your bike by 
lowering your chest, tucking 

your elbows in and sliding 
forward on your saddle. This will 
stop the front wheel wandering 

and lifting when you pedal  
hard to maintain  

your speed. 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
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Everyone loves a wheelie. It’s the first ‘trick’ 

most people want to try and do on a bike. 

They’re a great way of helping you learn balance 

and control but come in really handy when out 

on the trails too. A wheelie is a useful skill on 

technical climbs and can help you get up on 

ledges. Select a high gear so you don’t spin out 

and you can put a lot of power down with just 

half a pedal stroke.

HOW CAN 
I POP A 
WHEELIE?

COMPRESS
With the saddle at full height, 
lower your chest by bending 

your elbows, then quickly 
push down with your hands 
to compress the front and 

lift your chest.

EXPLODE
 While extending your arms, 

push hard on one pedal from 
the top of the stroke (make sure 
you’re in a high gear so you don’t 

spin out). This crank from 12 
to 6 o’clock combined with the 

explosive extension of your  
arms will create lift.

BALANCE
Stay seated and feather 
the rear brake to avoid 

looping out. Pedal harder 
and lean back more to keep 

the front wheel up.
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This looks and feels good to do but is also really useful for popping

over obstacles on the trail. You need to shift your weight quickly and

apply pressure through both the bar and the pedals to jump the bike.

You can practise this anywhere to build your confidence, ready for

use on the trails.

HOW CAN I
BUNNYHOP?

PUSH OUT
 Push the bike out in front and

get the wheel up high. Use more
force with your hands and feet
so you don’t have to move your

hips right down towards the
rear tyre to get the front up.

DRIVE DOWN
When the front end is high
enough, shift your weight

forward by pulling on the bar
and standing up. Drive
down with your feet to
bring your hips forward

towards the bar.

SCOOP
 Point your toes downwards  

and scoop back and up on the 
pedals with your feet to bring 
the bike level in the air. Relax, 

then extend your arms  
and legs to absorb  

the landing.

We tend to spend a whole
load of cash on our bike
and kit but very little on
professional advice on
how to use it all
effectively. There are
many great mountain bike
coaches and programmes
available to help you build
your confidence and get
more out of your time on
a bike. Here’s just a taste
of what’s on offer:

SKILLS
COACHING

PRO RIDE MTB
WWW.PRORIDEMTB.COM

The guys behind MBUK’s
technique sections run
a selection of courses at
Stainburn, Hamsterley
and the Forest of Dean.

BIKEPARK WALES
WWW.BIKEPARKWALES.COM

The coaches run a range
of courses for differing
levels of ability. Includes
a day’s use of the uplift.

AIR MAIDEN
WWW.AIRMAIDEN.COM

From jumps to advanced
roots and chutes,
Scotland-based Air
Maiden offer plenty of
women-only coaching
courses and a selection
of events where you can
put your skills to the test.
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simple set-up tips and

fixes to do yourself

Riding a mountain bike is

bags of fun. But the fun

can stop abruptly when

something goes wrong and

it can be daunting looking

at all those components

trying to fathom out

what’s causing the

problem. And even once

you’ve done that, how

are you going to go

about fixing it?

Don’t be put off by

getting to know the technical

workings of your bike.

Tinkering to solve a problem

can be one of the most rewarding

aspects of mountain biking.

Saddle height is very important – 
even 1-2mm can make a big 
difference to your pedalling 
efficiency and comfort. Loosen the 
seat collar (the clamp at the top of 
the seat tube) by turning the Allen 
bolt anticlockwise or flipping out the 
quick-release lever and turning it 

anticlockwise. Adjust your saddle to 
roughly the right height, then tighten 
the bolt/QR. If you have a dropper 
post, check it’s fully extended.
Next, sit on the saddle and rotate the 
cranks so one foot is in the 12 o’clock 
position and one at 6 o’clock. With 
your saddle at the correct height you 

SADDLE HEIGHT

If the nose of your saddle is angled
too far up or down you’ll waste
energy constantly trying to correct
your body position. It should be sat
roughly horizontal, although if you
spend a lot of time climbing, tipping
the nose down slightly can improve
comfort and your position. If your

setting. For twin-bolt clamps, loosen 
both bolts until you can move the 
saddle. Tilt it to your required angle, 
maintaining the same position on the 
rails. Tighten the front bolt, stopping 
before the saddle angle starts to 
alter. Then tighten the rear bolt until 

you reach the correct torque setting.

seatpost has a single-bolt saddle
clamp, turn the bolt anticlockwise
until it’s loose enough that you can
adjust the saddle position. Tilt it to
your required angle, being careful to
maintain the same clamp position on
the saddle rails. Retighten the bolt to
the manufacturer’s specified torque

SADDLE ANGLE
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should be able to rest your heel on 
the lower pedal with your leg almost 
straight. This means that when the 
ball of your foot is over the pedal 
axle your knee should be slightly 
bent. Experiment with raising or 
lowering your seatpost until you 

manage to achieve this. 

Remove the stem’s top cap bolt (turn
it anticlockwise) and top cap. Loosen
both of the stem’s steerer clamp
bolts. Remove any spacers above the
stem, slip the stem off the fork’s
steerer tube and then remove any
spacers below the stem – leaving the

top cup of the headset well alone.

A higher handlebar creates a more 
relaxed, sat up position on the bike. 
Getting bar height right takes time so 
it’s worth trying a variety of positions 
to see what works for you. You can 
get bars with different rises, but for 
starters try experimenting with the 
spacers above and below your stem.

Reinstall the top cap and tighten the
bolt enough to remove any play in
the headset. To check this, hold the
upper headset assembly between
thumb and forefinger and rock the
bike back and forth. Straighten the
stem and tighten the steerer clamp
bolts to the specified torque.

The more spacers under the stem, the
higher your bar will sit. And, the more
you remove from below the stem and
place on top, the lower it will sit.
Reinstall the stem and spacers in your
chosen order, making sure that there
are the same total number of spacers
on the steerer tube as before.

BAR HEIGHT

Handlebar width is a personal thing,
but if you go too narrow, high-speed
control will be compromised, and too
wide, and you’ll feel overstretched. If
you have lock-on grips, you can
experiment by moving them inwards
to see how a narrower bar would feel.
If you decide to cut the bar down,
remember to ‘measure twice, cut
once’. Rolling the bar forwards or
backwards can also make a big
difference to your riding position.
Loosen the stem’s bar clamp bolts,
turning them just far enough
anticlockwise so that you can rotate
the bar. Sit on the saddle and roll the
bar forwards and backwards to find
the best position.

BAR POSITION
Once you’re happy with your bar position and
height, adjust your brake levers and gear shifter(s).
Use the appropriate Allen or Torx key to loosen all
the clamp bolts, turning them anticlockwise until
the levers and shifter(s) can be moved easily along
the bar. Sit on the saddle and hold the bar as if you
were riding, leaning against a friend or a wall so you

don’t topple over.

Many brakes offer tool-free lever reach adjustment
and some have bite point adjustment too. Lever
reach is the most important. You want the lever to
be close enough to the bar so you can hook your
index finger over it, but not so close that it touches
your other fingers when you brake. Turn the dial or
use a 2 or 2.5mm Allen key to adjust the reach.

Stretch out your index fingers. Move each lever so
the crook at the end of the lever blade is under
your finger, then cinch up the clamp bolts
(clockwise). Now do the same with the shifters,
ensuring they’re easy to reach but don’t get in the
way. Once everything is in place, check all the bar
clamp bolts are tightened to the manufacturer’s
specified torque settings.

LEVER POSITION
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This is one of the most common mountain

biking fixes, which you should be able to do in

the blink of an eye. Here’s our quick guide to 

getting it right every time.

HOW DO I FIX
A PUNCTURE?

2
Unhook the

first lever and

reposition it

50mm further on from 

the second lever.

Work your way

around the wheel, one

lever at a time, until

one side of the tyre is

completely removed

from the rim and you

can see the inner tube.

Find the inner tube

valve and pop it out of

the rim and tyre.

Remove the rest of the

tube from the tyre. 

1
Give your bike a quick clean before fixing

the puncture. Get all the muck off the

wheel with the flat tyre, give the bike a

quick wipe down and then clamp it in a workstand 

or flip it upside down so that it rests on the

handlebar and saddle.

Check the tyre for any obvious damage. If you

find any, note where it is in relation to the

manufacturer’s logo. Remove the wheel from the

bike and deflate the inner tube, pushing the closest

bead (lower edge) of the tyre into the centre of the

wheel rim with your fingers as you go.

Hook a tyre lever over the rim and under the

bead, and use it to lever the tyre upwards and over

the side of the rim. Then hook the looped end of

the lever over the closest spoke. Position a second 

lever approximately 50mm from the first.

7
Partially inflate the tube. Dunk the

patched area in the bowl of water and

watch for bubbles. If there aren’t any,

the tube is ready to be refitted. Remove it from

the water and dry it. Grate some chalk from the

repair kit all over and around the patch to stop 

it sticking to the inside of the tyre. 

6
Place the patch over your location

mark and press it into place. Once it’s

stuck down evenly, hold the tube

between your thumbs and forefingers, with

your thumbs on the paper patch backing. Pull

your thumbs away from each other to create a 

tear in the paper backing and remove it. 

8
Slot the valve stem of the tube back

through the hole in the rim and sit the

tube back inside the tyre. Use both hands

to fold the tyre bead over and into the rim, working 

your way around the wheel. 

9
When the tyre is back on the rim, double

check the valve area to ensure that the

bead is correctly seated. You may need to

manipulate the valve gently until the bead sits

snugly around it. Working your way around the

tyre, push the bead into the centre of the rim. Then

attach your pump and start to inflate the tyre.

Keep an eye on the tyre bead as you’re pumping

to make sure it’s seating evenly and not bulging

anywhere. Once the tyre is at your desired

pressure, do another visual check to make sure

the bead is correctly in place before refitting the 

wheel to your bike.

3
Slowly run your hand around the

inside of the tyre, checking for

anything that could have caused the

puncture. If you come across a thorn or other

item of debris, use pliers to carefully pry it out. 

5
Coat the sandpapered area with glue from

your puncture repair kit. Wait for the glue

to become tacky (not dry!), pick a suitably

sized repair patch and remove the foil backing,

leaving the paper on the opposite side attached. 

You will need these tools...

Allen
key set

Tyre
levers

Needle-nose 
pliers

Pump Marker
pen

Puncture
repair kit

4
Inflate the inner tube and look for

a hole or other obvious damage.

If you can’t see one, hold the tube

close to your face and feel/listen for

leaking air. If you still can’t locate it, fill a

bowl with water and pass the tube through

it. The leaking air will create bubbles,

making it easy to spot the hole. Draw an

‘X’ over the hole with a marker pen to

make it easy to locate. Then use the

sandpaper from your puncture repair kit

to lightly roughen up the affected area. It’s

worth sanding an area that’s a little bigger

than the patch you’re going to use for the

repair. Make sure you don’t roughen up

the tube so much that you wear off your 

location mark though.
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You will need these tools...

FIT NEW ROTORSALIGN BRAKE CALLIPERSSWAP BRAKE PADS

HOW DO I KEEP
MY BRAKES IN
TOP CONDITION?

1
Remove the wheel. Insert a flat-headed
screwdriver between the brake pads
and push them outwards – this will

cause the pistons to retract. If there’s a small
C-clip at the end of the threaded pin holding the
pads in place, use a thin flat-headed
screwdriver to pop it off. Put it somewhere safe. 

1
Clamp your bike in a workstand or
flip it upside down so the wheels
can spin freely. Starting with the

rear brake, use a 5mm Allen key to loosen
both calliper mounting bolts until the
calliper can move from side to side. 

1
Disc brake rotors are directional –
there’s normally a small arrow etched
onto one side of the rotor showing

which way it should rotate. Make sure this side
of the rotor faces away from the hub. Before
buying, check whether your hub has a six-bolt 
or splined Center Lock rotor mount.

2
Use the appropriate size Allen or Torx
key (this depends on the brake brand
and model) to remove the threaded

pin, turning it anticlockwise. Pull out the old
pads and spring from the top of the calliper. 

2
Apply pressure to the rear brake
lever until the pads clamp the rotor
firmly. This should centre the

calliper. Gently pinch up each of the calliper
bolts until you reach the manufacturer’s 
recommended torque setting. 

2
With a six-bolt rotor, line the bolt holes
in the rotor up with the bolt holes in the
hub flange. Use a Torx T25 key to screw

in opposite bolts until they’re all at the
manufacturer’s recommended torque setting.

3
Slot the new pads and spring into place
and replace the threaded pin, turning
it clockwise. If there was a C-clip fitted

before, push it back into the groove at the end
of the pin. Replace the wheel in the frame or
fork and pump the brake lever until it feels solid. 

3
Spin the wheel and listen for signs
of the pads rubbing the rotor. If
there is rubbing, check the rotor is

straight and recheck the calliper alignment.
Repeat steps 1 and 2 if necessary, before 
moving onto the front brake.

3
With a Center Lock rotor, push the
rotor onto the splines on the hub
flange, then screw on the lockring by

hand. Use a Hollowtech II BB tool to tighten the
lockring to the manufacturer’s recommended
torque setting, while holding onto the wheel.

If your anchors aren’t working correctly you

could find yourself in a whole load of bother

pretty swiftly on the trails. Here are some

common fixes to make sure everything’s in

order so you can ride faster with confidence.

5mm
Allen key

Torque
wrench

Flat-headed
screwdriver

Hollowtech II
BB tool

(for Center
Lock discs)

Torx T25 key
(for six-bolt discs)
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Going bigger requires one part

challenge, one part courage,

and one part all-new Remedy.

What will you do with a bike 

that’s up for anything?
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Bontrager. Since 1980.
Heritage. You don’t get to fake it. It means you started something and

kept believing in it. It means even when you changed, you stayed true to

your principles. Strong. Light. Cheap. Pick two. Keith Bontrager said that

over thirty years ago, when he started building frames and wheels in his 

garage. It still guides us today in everything we make. It always will.

Explore our heritage at bontrager.com

Components, accessories, and apparel for every rider


